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LAUREN BECK 
Mount Allison University, Canada 

Introduction to The Social Lives of Maps, Volume 3 

Initiated in 2021, this three-volume the-
matic issue brings together 16 scholars 
from around the world to explore the 
many ways that maps lead and impact our 
own social lives. The project grew out of 
Martin Brückner’s The Social Lives of Maps 
in America, 1750-1860 (Chapel Hill: Omo-
hundro Institute/University of North 
Carolina Press, 2017). The purpose of 
this three-volume series of the Material 
Culture Review/Revue de la culture matérielle is 
to expand upon Brückner’s insightful ap-
proach to understanding the lives of 
maps and to consider other geographies 
and temporalities.  
 
This thematic issue explores maps of all 
sorts—such as GIS maps, paper-based 
maps, antiquated maps, artistic maps, and 
wayfinding tools accessed through mo-
bile telephony. This means that for our 
purposes, and from a physical perspec-
tive, the map is defined by its materiality: 
whether in digital or spatial form, 
whether understood as a dataset or art-
object, maps commonly transition during 
the course of their lives from one modal-
ity to another.  
 
A twenty-year-old road map provides 
data on the roads and obstacles with 
which drivers might meet while in transit 
from one place to another. In the year in 
which it was first published, that map of-
fered an up-to-date picture of transporta-
tion networks. Decades later, however, it 

may be viewed as outdated in that newer 
roads will be absent, on the one hand, 
whereas newer technologies now allow us 
to wayfind using mobile devices, on the 
other. As maps age, they become rarified 
and imbued with value as collector’s 
items or as research specimens, and in 
that way, old maps can be considered 
akin to community elders sought after for 
their currency as informants of political, 
social, cultural, and geographical change.  
 
In the twentieth and twenty-first centu-
ries, the preponderance of digital plat-
forms means that maps today thrive as 
living organisms informed by the latest 
traffic patterns, place name updates, 
placement of signage, and so on: their 
online biographies demonstrate incredi-
ble resilience and a capacity to become in-
tergenerational. Unlike you and I, the 
map’s demise may be difficult to effectu-
ate, precisely because the fallibility of ma-
terial maps, which could be burned, torn, 
or lost, are nearly impossible to lose 
within the digital realm. Once scanned 
and made available online, digitized maps 
become immortal because metadata, data 
repositories, and the seemingly imperme-
able memory of the internet collude to 
perpetuate the lives of maps forever.  
 
The introduction of mass-produced 
maps in the late medieval period has en-
sured that we often have more than one 
and sometimes thousands of copies of 
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historical maps, and each of these—along 
with their digital lifespans—lead their 
own lives. Each map individual may have 
drastically different experiences than oth-
ers in her peer group published on the 
same day on the same printing press by 
the same technician. Similarly, there is 
stark variation in the quality of life of cop-
ies of the same map held by different in-
stitutions: maps, whether in the physical 
or digital worlds, are never the same and 
they undergo distinct experiences de-
pending on where they live, how they sur-
vive exposure to the elements, who their 
neighbours are, and what accidents they 
might suffer. Each must be studied as in-
dividuals, but the possibility that individ-
uals live double lives in the physical and 
material realms calls our attention to the 
complex possibilities for theorizing about 
their social lives.  
 
Maps also help us understand our own 
lives. As Brückner establishes at the out-
set of his book, the map “acts as the ma-
terial, visual, and emotive horizon bind-
ing multiple means of mass communica-
tion, structures of feeling, and everyday 
social habits” (1). During the period in 
which the United States both won its in-
dependence from Britain and engaged af-
terward in a destructive civil war, maps 
defined the social fabric of the young na-
tion, inscribing within them our lives as 
citizens of whatever nation we call home. 
In this way, we belong to them much as 
they belong to us, being not just physical 
possessions, but also expressions of our 
identities alongside those of the people 
who created maps.  
 
Maps as entities are often living in that 
they change from one edition to the next, 
undergoing a chrysalis or transiting 
through various stages of life: the road 

map published 20 years ago has been up-
dated and re-released each year thereafter 
by the publisher, who offers a more up-
dated map as an inducement for the trav-
eler to purchase it. As documents, maps 
are created; our interaction with them re-
sults in them aging; and at some point, 
the map may be discarded or destroyed. 
As commodities, maps experience a 
lifespan no differently than sentient be-
ings—even in the digital realm where we, 
too, are immortalized through our inter-
actions with the internet and with social 
media in particular. As Brückner points 
out, we often think about maps as being 
right or wrong, good or bad, or beautiful 
or ugly, qualities that mirror the sorts of 
judgements or assessments that we make 
of each other (4). At the same time, view-
ers make meaning, and a map’s value will 
be influenced by “the viewer’s class, gen-
der, age, education, economic power, and 
ethnic origin” (9).   
 
Brückner proposes four methodologies 
with which the social lives of maps can be 
viewed and analysed, and through these I 
will introduce the 14 articles included in 
this thematic issue. The first of these 
methodologies involves viewing the map 
as an environment or ecosystem whose 
inhabitants are images, personas, and av-
atars with relationships among them-
selves. The figural components of the 
map function as individuals within the 
map itself. Because all ecosystems inter-
act with exogenous environments as well, 
the porosity of the interstitial zone be-
tween the map and that which surrounds 
or interacts with it also requires us to 
think about the map’s interior and exte-
rior environments.  
 
The interaction of map components is 
the subject of the article contributed by 
Virginija Popovaitė (Nord University, 
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Norway), titled “Maps in Translation: 
Following Maps Through Maritime 
Search and Rescue Operations in North-
ern Norway.” Popovaitė considers how 
digital maps and the data that they rely 
upon have social lives while they are be-
ing used and created in the field during 
Search and Rescue Operations. By view-
ing maps as more-than-human actors, she 
considers how maps in the digital world 
are constituted by elements such as the 
compass, gyroscope, radar, and an array 
of data; they also generate data and there-
fore are in constant flux. The concept of 
translation allows her to explore the fluc-
tuating state of materiality as maps of this 
nature transit between the physical and 
non-physical worlds.  
 
Heather Rogers and Kelly Chang (McGill 
University, Canada) also demonstrate this 
methodology in their article, titled “Map-
ping Ecological Imperialism: A Digital 
Environmental Humanities Approach to 
Japan’s Colonisation of Taiwan.” The au-
thors assess the role of cinchona—a tree 
whose bark yields quinine alkaloids key to 
the treatment of malaria—in Japan’s im-
perialist expansion through both histori-
cal maps and digital mapping tools. They 
seek to provide the first detailed histori-
cization of the intertwinement of nature, 
people, and nation building using maps as 
a platform for this knowledge, showing 
how historical maps and digital mapping 
tools can elucidate complex rooted net-
works within colonial societies.  
 
The second methodology sees the mate-
riality of maps interacting with the mate-
riality of what surrounds them. These so-
cial entanglements connect that map to 
the broader world—in the hands of chil-
dren, maps offer a picture of the world 
around them while serving a didactic pur-
pose and providing a wayfinding tool. 

Their production points to layers of ma-
teriality that stretch from the printing 
press and the brand of ink used to colour 
the map to the printing plates upon which 
it was etched and then to the paper upon 
which it is superimposed. The map finds 
itself sequestered within a book, placed 
into a student’s backpack, transported 
from the public realm of the classroom, 
where the child has doodled on its surface 
and circled their favourite places with 
pencil, to the intimate setting of a family 
home and child’s bedroom. There it may 
rest beside their favourite doll or sit aban-
doned on a basement bookshelf years 
later.  
 
This is the methodology used by Cortney 
Berg (CUNY, USA), in her article, titled 
“Sanudo’s Vision, Vesconte’s Expertise, 
and the Ghost Hand: Reception of the 
Maps in the MS Additional 27376.” In the 
fourteenth century, Marino Sanudo au-
thored his lengthy work, The Book of Secrets 
of the Faithful of the Cross, or Secreta, and 
commissioned sets of maps to accom-
pany the text, and dozens of copies of 
this work wound up as gifts that have 
since come to reside in the national librar-
ies of various countries, including Eng-
land and the Vatican. This article consid-
ers two such copies from the workshop 
of the influential cartographer, Pietro 
Vesconte, the MS Additional 27376 in the 
British Library with the MS Tanner 190 
in the Bodleian Library, in order to com-
pare the images and maps, and posit what 
the differences between the two illustrate 
about Sanudo as an author and a states-
man. The author also turns from what the 
maps tell us about their creators to con-
sider what experiences they have had 
themselves. Berg works to uncover a 
ghost hand that has intervened in these 
manuscripts in order to meditate on how 
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medieval maps become reinscribed as po-
litical documents about the state of the 
world.   
 
Another approach to a map’s materiality 
influencing that of its environs is taken by 
Adam McKeown (Tulane University, 
USA) in his article, titled “Mapping Ideas 
in the Fortress-Cities of Civitates orbis ter-
rarum.” Using maps from the influential 
sixteenth-century Civitates orbis terrarum 
series, this article considers how the two-
dimensional ichnographic city plan, 
which emerged in the late fifteenth cen-
tury, developed rapidly during the mili-
tary crisis of the sixteenth century when 
many European cities scrambled to re-
build walls in response to new fire weap-
ons. The two-dimensional city plan was 
instrumental in this sweeping and costly 
reconfiguration of the European built en-
vironment in that it allowed architects 
and civic leaders to see the urban com-
plex as a continuous system. The new ur-
ban plans also had the effect of trans-
forming the city into militarized space, 
however, with vectors of gunfire and 
lines of communication driving planning 
considerations. The city plans that sur-
vive in manuscripts and printed books 
testify to the enthusiasm for militarizing 
the human environment throughout the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but 
they also reveal how artists explored and 
developed aesthetic ideals under the aus-
pices of military optimization. The new 
designs tended to subordinate military 
considerations to Vitruvian ideals, to the 
extent that geometric regularity became 
for no practical reason an ideal of military 
design. Fortification designs in this way 
often possessed lives well in advance of 
any real-world manifestation of the infra-
structure itself. 
 

Marco Fratini (Fondation Centre Culturel 
Vaudois, Italy) also explores this ap-
proach in his article, titled “Les cartes 
comme instrument d’affirmation confes-
sionnelle. La création de «Vallées vau-
doises» entre XVIIe et XIXe siècle.” 
Fratini undertakes an analysis of maps of 
the west Piedmont region and how 
events over the last several centuries have 
shaped them from both an endogenous 
and exogenous view, particularly when 
their creators hail from different parts of 
the world. He notes that maps are mani-
festations of power in a period in which 
cultural divisions among Protestants and 
Catholics became projected and reen-
acted by maps of the region through the 
appearance of religious infrastructure 
that underlined the area’s complex spir-
itual identity. Maps could also serve as a 
source of propaganda, inciting disagree-
ment within the user-viewer, who might 
wish to reach for a representation that 
better aligned with their socio-political 
and religious worldview.   
 
With the third methodology, we examine 
map interactions between people of var-
ying backgrounds to understand how 
maps impact their lives and how they re-
spond to maps. These might include how 
we read maps by unfolding them, creas-
ing them, downloading them, or swiping 
them out of the way. By thinking about 
our sensory experience of maps, we can 
illuminate entirely new dimensions of 
both our and their social lives.  
 
Karen Rose Mathews (University of Mi-
ami, USA) explores this methodology in 
her article, titled “Mapping, Materiality, 
and Merchant Culture in Medieval Italy 
(12th-14th Century).” Over the course of 
the twelfth century, Pisan merchants for-
mulated cognitive skills that fostered a 
perception and assessment of the world 
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through the lens of cartographic 
knowledge and inventories of commodi-
ties, places, and trade routes. The devel-
opment of a “mapping eye” among the 
mercantile elite of this maritime republic 
combined two complementary visual sys-
tems. The production and distribution of 
Mediterranean luxury goods encouraged 
the development of cartographic tools to 
facilitate navigation and maritime com-
merce. In turn, the creation of portolan 
charts and texts, with their diagrammatic 
format and conceptualization of space 
into interconnected but distinct ports of 
call, determined the arrangement of 
goods acquired through Mediterranean 
trade in a series of heterogeneous visual 
ensembles that juxtaposed material ob-
jects of various media, origin, and signifi-
cation. Maps, then, were products of hu-
man ingenuity and necessity that in turn 
transformed the ways of seeing of those 
who created and used them, formulating 
a visual matrix through which infor-
mation was processed and defining social 
relationships between people but also be-
tween people and things. 
 
Steffen Wöll (Leipzig University, Ger-
many) also explores human-map interac-
tions in his article, titled “Beyond the Ar-
tifact: Unfolding Medieval, Algorithmic, 
and Unruly Lives of Maps.” Wöll ex-
plores the social agency that maps have 
and exert among humans in different pe-
riods and geographical contexts by re-
flecting on medieval mappamundi and 
their influence on human decision mak-
ing; the power of hand-drawn maps that 
graft human experience and witnessing 
upon the document’s biography; and the 
sometimes-fleeting materiality undergird-
ing maps such as those of the Gaza Strip 
and that iterate the past existence of Chi-
nese temples. By looking at different 
types of maps in interdisciplinary, 

transhistorical, and global fashions, the 
essay also considers how peoples’ lives 
become transformed and even defined by 
cartography. 
 
Elitza Kotzeva (American University of 
Armenia) also explores this methodology 
in her article, titled “Counter-Mapping 
for Resistance and Cultivation of Coun-
ter-Memory: Contemporary Social Life 
of Historical Nagorno Karabakh Maps.” 
She looks at the shifting borders of Ar-
menia and Azerbaijan on twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century maps following po-
litical and military conflicts in the region 
to consider the ways that maps can be a 
source of comfort against the back-
ground of war and upheaval. In parallel, 
maps can also be source of provocation 
when they depict territorial rifts and 
changes in boundaries that incite emo-
tional responses from their viewers and 
users. The region of Nagorno Karabakh 
has a vibrant cartographic history imbued 
with captivating storytelling abilities that 
describe and contextualize how conflict 
has impacted the area. 
 
Social interactions between users and 
maps are also explored by Martin Vailly 
(European University Institute, Italy) in 
his article, titled “Poring Over the World 
at the Court: Coronelli’s Globes and the 
Social Lives of Maps in France (1680-
1715).” Vailly examines the how maps 
structured both social relationships and 
the exercise of power at the court of 
Louis XIV to show that engaging with 
maps was a central way of negotiating so-
cial status and asserting one’s power at 
court. The agency of maps, given that 
their contents and materiality shaped the 
socio-political interactions they were part 
of, was made manifest through their var-
ied purposes: to teach the shape of the 
Earth to children using printed maps and 
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globes; to discuss the latest victory of the 
royal armies using plans and atlases; or to 
entertain courtiers with an astonishingly 
decorated map. Vailly considers how 
Coronelli’s terrestrial globe was used by 
the king for these purposes while medi-
tating on the object’s material live and in-
teractions with different cohorts of user-
viewers.  
 
Johanna Skurnik (University of Helsinki, 
Finland) also investigates human-map re-
lations in her article, titled “From Every-
day Map-Things to Oblivion? The Social 
Lives of the Finnish Missionary World 
Maps.” Skurnik investigates the social 
lives of the nineteenth-century mass-pro-
duced missionary world maps published 
in Finnish and Swedish in the Grand 
Duchy of Finland, at the time an autono-
mous part of the Russian Empire. The 
maps were produced to build broader 
support for missionary work. By analyz-
ing the worldly experiences that the maps 
generated in their different users, Skurnik 
examines their thingness in Finnish society. 
She also studies the life cycles of these 
maps to theorize the continuities and 
changes in their relations to human sub-
jects.  
  
The last article that deals with this subject 
is authored by Bram Vannieuwenhuyze 
(University of Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands), and titled “The Social Life, Death, 
and Rebirth of Jacob van Deventer’s City 
and Town Maps of the Low Countries.” 
Vannieuwenhuyze observes that most 
scholarship on Low Lands cartography 
concentrates on its extant products 
(maps, atlases, globes), their makers (sur-
veyors, cartographers, publishers), and 
their production process (surveys, print-
ing, objectives). Little scholarship has 
considered how sixteenth-century maps 
of the region were used. He identifies and 

explores the sources we have at our dis-
posal to reveal more about how the social 
lives of maps impact map viewers and us-
ers.  
 
A fourth methodology considers the bi-
ography of the map as it transits through 
its life off the printing press to the trash 
bin. Graciela Favelukes (CO-
NICET/Universidad de Buenos Aires, 
Argentina) demonstrates this methodol-
ogy through her exploration of the pro-
cess of reincarnating a map over several 
editions. In her article, titled “Voyages of 
a 17th Century Map of Buenos Aires: 
From Spies and Sailors to Printers and 
Scholars,” Favelukes undertakes an ex-
ploration of the long and rich life span of 
a city map of Buenos Aires and its chang-
ing settings by following more than 15 
versions of Barthelemy de Massiac’s 1669 
map of the city produced between 1669 
and 1981 while shining light on the map’s 
different uses and purposes over the cen-
turies. Her analysis makes plain the polit-
ical and social ideologies that influence 
the map and its contents. At the same 
time, she traces the complex lifespan of a 
map that, like the cat, has more than 15 
lives.  
 
The second article that explores a map’s 
biography is by Sean Roberts (University 
of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA), titled 
“World Views: Cartographers, Artisan-
ship and Epistemology in Early Modern 
Italy.” In it, Roberts considers how hu-
man experience enrobes the map with al-
most physical features—such as “eyewit-
ness” experience and “hand-written” in-
formation, endowing maps with a sense 
of physicality and thus humanity. At the 
same time, the copy practices of the pe-
riod mean that past maps become entan-
gled and involved in the biography of 
new maps, making many cartographic 
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creations complex from a biographical 
perspective because these entanglements 
also point to the human intervenors, cop-
yists, cartographers, scholars, and pub-
lishers who grafted past maps upon 
newer ones, as well as upon other visual 
contexts, such as paintings and book il-
lustrations, that subsequently made their 
way onto maps. As a result, the role of the 
cartographer and their craft is inherently 
interdependent upon the livingness of the 
map as a document with the capacity to 
broadly project the human experience. 
 
The third and final article that traces a 
map’s chrysalis over time is contributed 
by Lynette Russell (Monash University, 
Australia) and Leonie Stevens (Monash 
University, Australia), titled “The Dutch 
East India Company (VOC) Tasman 
Map and Australia: Competing Interests, 
Myth Making, and an Australian Icon.” 
Known as the Tasman Map, this docu-
ment traces the voyages of Dutch naviga-
tor, Abel Tasman, in the South Pacific. 
The authors unpack the map’s biography, 
from its origins to its transformation into 
a symbol of imperialism and power at the 
Mitchell Library at Monash University, 
Australia, which acquired the map in the 
twentieth century. Its presence there has 
given birth to new mythologies and leg-
ends about both the map, the man who 
inspired it, and the various constituencies 
that possessed or held the map over the 
centuries, as well as new modalities of the 
map’s existence once it was transubstan-
tiated from paper into the form of a mo-
saic for the Mitchell Library’s vestibule. 
In today’s world, the map and its discur-
sive veins chafe against shifting social at-
titudes toward colonization and its im-
pacts on the country’s Indigenous people, 
making it a contested emblem of both vi-
olence and nationhood. 
 

As guest editor of this thematic issue de-
voted to the social lives of maps, I ob-
serve that these important contributions 
to the subject emphasise the potential for 
future scholarship to uncover how mo-
dalities in particular—printed maps, ma-
terial maps, mental maps, digital maps—
give these objects an intransience or im-
mortality. What does this ability to outlive 
one’s biological or physical lifespan reveal 
about humanity’s struggle to do the same, 
and how might it foreshadow human fu-
turity as we realize the multiplicity of our 
own lives, whether online, on earth, and 
even after death? 
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ELITZA KOTZEVA 
American University of Armenia 

Counter-Mapping for Resistance and Cultivation of Counter-Memory: Contempo-
rary Social Life of Some Historical Nagorno Karabakh Maps 

“Gradually [Richard] realized that the 
Tube map was a handy fiction that made 
life easier, but bore no resemblance to the 
reality of the city above, like belonging to 
a political party...” 

—Neil Gaiman, Neverwhere 
 

“One way of seeing ‘places’ is as on the 

surface of maps … But to escape from an 
imagination of space as a surface is to 
abandon also that view of place. If space 
is rather a simultaneity of stories-so-far, 
then places are collections of those sto-
ries, articulations within the wider power-
geometries of space.” 
     —Doreen Massey, For Space 

 
On September 27, 2020, fighting broke 
out between Armenia and Azerbaijan 
over the territory of the de facto inde-
pendent state of Nagorno Karabakh, a 
mountainous area landlocked between 
the two former Soviet republics. When 
the 1988-94 war for the same region 
ended, the conflict was often dubbed 
“frozeni” for the following twenty-six 
years in media and public discourse. In 
2008, gradual hostilities and flare-ups re-
sumed to escalate into the Four-Day 
April War in 2016. The most recent mili-
tary conflict, the 45-day War, or the 2020 
Autumn War dramatically redrew the na-
tional borders of both Azerbaijan and Ar-
menia. Cartographic representations of 

Nagorno Karabakh therefore differ 
based on the year they are issued and on 
the country in which they are published 
and distributed. Maps of the disputed re-
gion, however, not only preserve histori-
cal moments and tell stories of the politi-
cal events shaping these boundaries, but 
they also serve specific cultural, social, 
and sometimes political purposes. 
 
Many of these cartographic artifacts ad-
vance even stronger arguments. Since 
they do not necessarily reflect accurately 
the current political borders of the dis-
puted territory, they seem to make politi-
cal claims based on the region’s historical 
and cultural heritage relevant to one side 
of the conflict. These maps often serve as 
symbolic devices that can offer comfort 
and compensation in response to tragedy 
or loss (Wallach 2011). Outside history 
textbooks, however, the life of such maps 
bears traits of nationalistic rhetoric, and 
when exhibited in public places or posted 
in social media, they become highly pro-
vocative. In this essay, I explore the social 
lives of several historical maps of Na-
gorno Karabakh, which incorporate the 
region into the territory of the country 
that claims it. Maps of the disputed re-
gion in these cases preserve historical 
moments and tell stories of the particular 
events that shape these boundaries, but 
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most importantly they serve specific cul-
tural and social purposes in relation to the 
material place they are depicting. They 
present the way the land is remembered 
and celebrated as an inseparable part of 
the respective culture and their national 
identity and thus prolong the life of this 
memory into the present. 
 
In what follows, I look at several histori-
cal cartographic depictions of Nagorno 
Karabakh and the way they have enjoyed 
a prolonged life in public spaces and so-
cial media, specifically in relation to the 
2020 war.  These historical maps show 
the region as part of either Greater 
Haykii—a kingdom that existed from 321 
BC to 428 AD—or of the newly-estab-
lished republic of Azerbaijan in the begin-
ning of the 20th century. The choice of 
maps is based on three criteria, the first 
being the physical access to public and 
media spaces that display these artifacts. 
For example, I explore a map displayed in 
public space—a central metro station in 
the Armenian capital city, Yerevan (figure 
5)—and later investigate its revived social 
life via social media during the 2020 war 
(figure 6). The limitation of my choices is 
due to lack of access to public spaces in 
Azerbaijan. To achieve balance in my 
analysis, I explore maps circulated by 
Azerbaijani social media users or their re-
sponses to the Armenian historical map 
in the metro station. The social life of 
these maps, as a focus of my study, de-
fines the second selection criterion. I 
chose maps that had an opportunity to 
engage with their viewers in either the 
physical space where they are exhibited or 
in social media. In the latter case, Arme-
nian and Azerbaijani users equally pro-
longed the social life of these maps since 
both sides had access to the social plat-
form and were able to express their views. 
I include three separate historical maps of 

Nagorno Karabakh that were electroni-
cally circulated: the map of Greater Hayk 
in the metro station, a wall-size map that 
was displayed by a French politician dur-
ing an event in France designed to collect 
medical aid for Armenia during the war 
(figure 8 and 9), and a 1919 map of Na-
gorno Karabakh as part of Azerbaijan 
(figure 10).  All of these historical maps 
enjoyed a renewed life in social media 
during the 2020 war, which is the third 
criterion for my map selection. 
 
Because of the discussed limitations, my 
study claims no comprehensiveness vis-
a-vis public representations of historical 
maps of Nagorno Karabakh. To achieve 
a more rounded view, further research 
has to be done including historical maps 
of the region displayed in physical public 
spaces in Azerbaijan. I also need to ex-
plicitly underscore that my analysis does 
not purport any political agenda. I do not 
side with, advocate for, or promote any 
position that advances political claims 
based on the territorial rhetoric of the ex-
amined maps. In fact, I try to turn the at-
tention away from the political, if and as 
much as it is possible in the case of this 
conflict, and direct it to the philosophical. 
The intended shift, I hope, will broaden 
the audience beyond those interested in 
the specific regional conflict as my in-
quiry tackles a question important to all: 
how do we remember our lived past in a 
land through historical visual representa-
tions of the material place? I will answer 
this question by exploring the social life 
of maps which emerges at the encounter 
of rhetoric of cartographic representa-
tion, place, and viewers.  
 
To contextualize the analysis of the se-
lected maps, I first offer a brief historical 
review of the events that prompted Na-
gorno Karabakh’s border changes and 
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defined its territorial outline in the 20th 
century. I then build a framework using 
Paul Ricoeur’s reading of the Platonic 
eikôn and phantasma in his phenomenolog-
ical study dedicated to art memoriae in re-
lation to places and sites (2004). I utilize 
the notion and method of counter-map-
ping to reveal inequitable power relations 
in the way place is used, remembered, and 
communicated, in the words of rhetorical 
scholar April O’Brien (2020). Afterward, 
I discuss the way counter-mapping offers 
an opportunity for rhetorical invention 
through the interaction with the material 
space and suggest that the social life of 
these maps enacts a rhetoric of resistance. 
Later in the essay, I engage in the schol-
arly discussion in rhetoric studies on elec-
tronic circulation of images as I explore 
the online social life of some counter-
maps of Nagorno Karabakh—one Arme-
nian, one French, and one Azerbaijani 
map. I end the essay with a discussion of 
counter-mapping as a useful technique 
for cultivation of counter-memory for 
communities to resist dominant narra-
tives, even political geography, in order to 
preserve their cultural identity.  
 
Historical Events, Territorial Claims, 
and National Identity 
 
My analysis of Nagorno Karabakh maps 
requires at least a brief description of the 
complex historical events that have led to 
the contemporary cartographic represen-
tations of the region. A few political maps 
from the end of the 19th century and the 
beginning and late 20th century tell the 
story of how this land was viewed as cen-
tral to the history, to the lived past, and 
to the development of national identity 
for both Armenians and Azerbaijanis. 
Following the Bolshevik Revolution in 
the years 1917-1920, Azerbaijan and Ar-
menia both laid claims to the region of 

Nagorno Karabakh. After the two repub-
lics gained independence in 1918, the 
Azerbaijani government announced their 
intention to delimit its borders and de-
manded that the Armenians living in the 
region recognize the sovereignty of Azer-
baijan with Nagorno Karabakh within its 
territory (Saparov 2014, 91). The Arme-
nians of Nagorno Karabakh rejected the 
request. In 1918, Nagorno Karabakh es-
tablished its first democratic government, 
the Council of Commissioners, which in 
the period 1918-1920 organized nine 
congresses. All of them rejected the inclu-
sion of Nagorno Karabakh into Azerbai-
jan, except for the seventh, which de-
cided to temporarily place Artsakh, the 
Armenian name of the region, into Azer-
baijan until the final decision was made at 
the 1919 Paris Peace Conference 
(Hakobyan 2011, 357). The Azerbaijani 
map presented at the conference incor-
porated the territory of Nagorno 
Karabakh into the boundaries of Azer-
baijan (figure 1). The Armenian delega-
tion in turn prepared their map with the 
purpose to show the borders of the First 
Republic of Armenia (1918-1920) where 
the majority of the population was ethni-
cally Armenian (Galichian 2014, 220). 
The map included the territory of Na-
gorno Karabakh into the borders of the 
Republic of Armenia (figure 2). 
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Figure 1 
Map of Azerbaijan presented at the 
Paris Peace Conference, 1919. Pub-
lished in Foreign Policy of the Repub-
lic of Azerbaijan, 1918-1920: The Diffi-
cult Road to Western Integration. 
(Hasanli 2015, 424).   
 

 
 
Figure 2 
Map prepared for the negotiations 
and finalization of the territorial ques-
tion of Armenia at the Paris Peace 
Conference, 1919. Published in His-
toric Maps of Armenia: The Carto-
graphic Heritage. (Galichian 2014, 
220).  

After the established Soviet rule over the 
territory of Azerbaijan in April 1920, the 
Red Army occupied Karabakh and de-
clared it disputed territory. Later in 1920, 
the government of Soviet Azerbaijan is-
sued a statement announcing that the ter-
ritorial disputes with Armenia were abro-
gated, and as a result, Nagorno Karabakh, 
Zangezur, and Nakhichevan were recog-
nized as integral parts of Soviet Armenia 
(Krüger 2010, 15).  On June 3rd, 1921, the 
Caucasus Bureau of the Russian Com-
munist Party unanimously adopted a de-
cision that Nagorno Karabakh belongs to 
Armenia, following up with a decree to 
grant legal status to the territory as part of 
Soviet Armenia. However, on July 5th, 
1921, Stalin gave the disputed region to 
Soviet Azerbaijan (NKAO; Krüger 2010, 
16).  
 
In the early 1920s, there were very few 
maps showing Karabakh’s borders, and 
whenever the region appeared on Soviet 
maps, the boundaries seemed to differ 
significantly (Saparov 2014). In 1923, Na-
gorno Karabakh was proclaimed as an au-
tonomous region within Soviet Azerbai-
jan and yet its boundaries were still not 
delimited. The first border project was 
proposed in late 1923 based on tsarist 
military and administrative maps while 
the first official map of the region ap-
peared in a supplement of Bakinskii Rab-
ochi on November 26th, 1924 with detailed 
description of its administrative compo-
sition and an outline of its territory (Pravi-
tel’stvennyi Vestnik). That map was 
changed again in 1925 to include some 
223 more villages and the town of 
Shoushi into the territory of the region 
(figure 3).  
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Figure 3 
Map of Nagorno Karabakh present-
ing the tsarist administrative divisions 
and Soviet boundary projects. Pub-
lished in From Conflict to Autonomy 
in the Caucasus: The Soviet Union 
and the Making of Abkhazia, South 
Ossetia and Nagorno Karabakh. 
(Saparov 2014, 119). 
 
Davies and Kent, authors of The Red At-
las: How the Soviets Mapped the World (2017), 
explain that most of the Soviet maps pre-
sent very detailed accounts of the land-
scape but were highly classified, and ordi-
nary people did not have access to accu-
rate cartographic documents. Moreover, 
the ones for public consumption were in-
tentionally distorted by the government. 
Davies and Kent assert that Soviet maps 
show that the meaning of maps is never 
constant, and that there are always new 
ways that a map can change the world 
(2017, 29). So do the Soviet maps of Na-
gorno Karabakh—they change the world 
with every map created for the political 
project of the respective republic fighting 
over the disputed region. In 1928, in the 

first Atlas of the USSR, the maps of the 
Armenian SSR and the Azerbaijani SSR 
show different borders of Nagorno 
Karabakh (Enukidze 1928, 89;93). Sapa-
rov, for instance, writes about the ab-
sence of Bolshevik blueprints not only of 
Nagorno Karabakh but also of the other 
two disputed South Caucasian regions, 
South Ossetia and Abkhazia (2014). The 
lack of proper border delimitation by the 
Soviets could be attributed to what West-
ern writers like Davies and Kent describe 
as a secret global topographic enterprise 
meant to be used as a Cold War military 
inventory. This view fits well the myth 
propelled by non-Soviet scholars that the 
Soviets retained control over the popula-
tion by depriving it of information and 
limiting its access to specific knowledge. 
Russian historian Alexey Golubev dispels 
these ideas by showing that, opposite to 
popular belief, the Soviets engaged in 
massive educational initiatives that 
reached every corner of the union (2021). 
The limited access to maps of the dis-
puted regions defies Davies and Kents’ 
argument and does not qualify as a good 
explanation for the lack of formal delim-
itation of the territories in question. Sap-
arov explains the phenomenon mostly 
with political and ethnographic reasons. 
Certain places entered the autonomous 
region of Nagorno Karabakh because of 
prevailing political considerations—an 
example is the town of Shoushi and the 
surrounding Turkic populated villages. 
But for the most part, Saparov argues, the 
boundaries of Nagorno Karabakh were 
drawn based on an ethnographic princi-
ple—the border was meant to separate 
the two ethnic groups (2014, 118; 132).  
 
In the military conflict of 1988-1994, the 
borders of Nagorno Karabakh were again 
redrawn. The war that was fueled addi-
tionally by the disintegration of the Soviet 
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Union ended with a ceasefire and Arme-
nian military control over the region, in-
cluding the adjacent seven provinces. In 
September 1991, the Republic of Na-
gorno Karabakh was declared. By the end 
of the war, its territory expanded three 
times and until 2020 it comprised of 
12,500 km2. 
 
No country, including Armenia, has rec-
ognized the de facto state, although sev-
eral US states and one Australian state 
have recognized its independence (Ter-
Matevosyan and Ghazaryan 2019, 1). 
Similarly, an area to the North of the de 
facto Republic of Artsakh, Shahumyan, 
which declared independence together 
with Nagorno Karabakh, remained under 
Azerbaijani control. 
 
The renewed military engagements over 
the region in the early 2000s and the 45-
day war in 2020 clearly show that the po-
litical interventions and formal delimita-
tions of the disputed region do not suf-
fice. Armenia lost the 2020 war, and as a 
result, a big portion of Nagorno 
Karabakh was conquered by Azerbaijan 
(figure 4). The question of delimitation, 
however, persists. There are places along 
the border where Azerbaijan has made 
military advances and annexed the sover-
eign Armenian territory. According to the 
PM of Armenia, Azerbaijan controls 41 
km2 of Armenia’s territory (Pashinyan 
2021). A formal delimitation and demar-
cation process was allegedly initiated on 
November 26th, 2021, with a tripartite 
declaration between Armenia, Azerbai-
jan, and the Russian Federation, more 
than a year after the trilateral ceasefire 
agreement was signed to end the war on 
November 9th, 2020.   

 
 
Figure 4 
Map of current territorial control in 
Nagorno Karabakh. By Evan Cen-
tanni and Djordje Djukic. Published 
in Political Geography Now. Decem-
ber 1, 2020. 
 
The brief historical overview covering 
some of the major events of the 20th and 
21st century shaping the boundaries of 
Nagorno Karabakh reveals the immense 
significance of cartographic representa-
tion of the land to the people who feel 
connected to it through history and their 
lived experience. In terms of visualization 
of the territory of Armenia and Nagorno 
Karabakh, Broers and Toal have used the 
notion “cartographic exhibitionism” to 
explain the desire within the Armenian 
geopolitical culture to project and display 
enlarged national territorial images (2013, 
17). The Armenian geopolitical culture, 
they remind us, is a “product of the geo-
political condition of the lands claimed as 
homelands by Armenians and the experi-
ences of Armenian communities there 
and elsewhere” (Broers and Toal 2013, 
18). Cartography, then, becomes a pow-
erful tool to express the link between ter-
ritory and identity, an “iconographical so-
lution” to seeing the country united and 
whole again (Marutyan 2009, 17). Broers 
and Toal give several examples of coun-
ter-maps as forms of cartographic exhibi-
tionism. Some of them, like the maps se-
lected for my analysis, are displayed in 
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public places. Two examples stand out as 
an expression of “individualistic cartog-
raphy” which reflect Armenian geopoliti-
cal sensibilities that are far from standard-
ized (Broers and Toal 2013, 29). A large 
three-dimensional map displayed on the 
school wall in Vank, Nagorno Karabakh, 
depicts Armenia as a large geographic 
space defined by terrain and not by polit-
ical and administrative boundaries. An-
other map graces the facade of the Arme-
nia sanatorium in Jermuk and shows the 
boundaries of Armenia and Nagorno 
Karabakh omitting political borders of 
the surrounding countries. Most recently, 
in the beginning of 2022 a series of bill-
boards emerged in Yerevan with a picture 
of Woodrow Wilson standing in front of 
a map and pointing to the historical terri-
tory of Western Armenia, currently in 
Turkey, with a running title “These lands 
belong to Armenia.” While the image re-
fers to a historical event, the Treaty of 
Sèvres in 1920, the proposed boundaries 
of Armenia were never implemented 
since the treaty was only signed but not 
ratified. This map, too, remains in the 
realm of cartographic exhibitionism. A 
form of individualistic cartography, as 
Broers and Toal call the phenomenon, 
the listed examples did not get public at-
tention during the 2020 war, unlike the 
maps that I have selected to explore in 
this paper. The prolonged public life of 
the analyzed maps is a product of 
memory of the lived past through the car-
tographic representations of the land. I 
dedicate the rest of this article to the 
question of memory and the record of re-
membered past and view it as central to 
the development of contemporary under-
standing of national identity and belong-
ing to a place. 
 
 

Maps and the Rhetorical Art of 
Memory 
 
Plato’s most important dialogue on epis-
temology Theaetetus makes a strong case 
for the phenomenological nature of 
knowledge and its relation to the record 
of memory. Since in this essay I am con-
cerned with the prolonged life of maps as 
records of specific moments in history, 
Plato’s dialogue provides a useful frame-
work for our analysis of maps. The pre-
sented debate on how we record 
knowledge can help us conceptualize 
maps as vehicles of perceptions and 
memories that present a perceived ver-
sion of the reality strictly for rhetorical 
purposes.  Socrates begins the dialogue 
by asking his interlocutor “What is 
knowledge?” (Plato 2015, 145d) and first 
navigates Theaetetus to the Protagoras’ 
argument that man is the measure of all 
things, therefore “knowledge is simply 
perception” (Plato 2015, 151d-e). 
Throughout the rest of the dialogue, the 
interlocutors consider two other possible 
definitions to reach in the end an impasse 
typical for Plato’s aporetic dialogues: we 
do not know what knowledge is.  
 
The epistemological inquiry of Theaetetus 
meanders through the paradox of recol-
lection of past knowledge, all the while 
we do not have a definition on the nature 
of knowledge. The memory of what we 
do not know is problematic unless we 
have a record of it. A record of memory 
of the past—my working definition of 
maps in this essay—makes remembering 
less ephemeral as it gives maps a social 
life in the present. In the dialogue, Socra-
tes asks Theaetetus, “Can a man who has 
learned something not know when he is 
remembering it?” (Plato 2015, 163d). 
Paul Ricoeur articulates the essence of 
this phenomenological problem: it is “the 
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presence of the absent, an enigma com-
mon to imagination and memory” (2004, 
8). Socrates proposes a solution to the 
paradox by offering the metaphor of the 
block of wax—each person has in her 
soul a block of wax with different con-
sistency which, he suggests, is similar to 
the way memory works.  
 

We make impressions upon this 
of everything we wish to remem-
ber [mnêmoneusai] among the 
things we have seen or heard or 
thought of ourselves; we hold the 
wax under our perceptions and 
thoughts and take a stamp from 
them, in the way in which we take 
the imprints [tupos] of signet rings 
[marks, sêmeia]. Whatever is im-
pressed upon the wax we remem-
ber and know so long as the im-
age [eikôn] remains in the wax; 
whatever is obliterated or cannot 
be impressed, we forget [epi-
lelêsthai] and do not know. (Plato 
2015, 191d) 
 

The image, eikôn, therefore is associated 
with the imprint, tupos, through the meta-
phor of the slab of wax. Ricoeur suggests 
that “error is [already] assimilated [in this 
image] either to an erasing of marks, 
sêmeia, or to a mistake akin to that of 
someone placing his feet in the wrong 
footprints” (2004, 8). If we look at a map 
as an image, eikôn, a product of an im-
print, tupos, we can assume that there 
could be an error associated with forget-
ting, erasure of traces or interference into 
the process of printing. Ricoeur con-
cludes by stating that memory and imagi-
nation share the same fate in the Platonic 
dialogues. In fact, a major argument of 
Ricoeur’s work supports the view of both 
empirical philosophers and Cartesian dis-
ciples—memory is the province of the 

imagination. Maps then, which represent 
images of imprints from the past, records 
of knowledge from the past, are inevita-
bly products of both memory and imagi-
nation.  
 
In one of the most central subway sta-
tions of the Armenian capital city Yere-
van, bearing the name of the adjacent Re-
public Square, travelers pass underneath 
a map of Greater Hayk (321 BC to 428 
AD) both as they enter and leave the un-
derground (figure 5). One can see the re-
gion of Nagorno Karabakh in bright yel-
low among the fifteen regions of the 
kingdom all painted in different colors. 
Enwrapped by other Armenian regions, 
Artsakh, as the Armenians prefer to call 
Nagorno Karabakh in reference to its his-
torical name, is in the heart of the histor-
ical past of Armenia. Artsakh marries his-
tory to land, myth to reality and takes 
precedence in the formation of Armenian 
national identity. Although the current 
borders of the Republic of Armenia en-
compass only a very small portion of the 
map of Greater Hayk, and Artsakh has 
been claimed many a time since the day 
of the kingdom, the map in metro station 
“Republic Square” (figure 5) continues to 
live a celebrated life in the underground 
of the city. The walk of the citizen under-
neath the map is a symbolical passage—
when one goes underneath it and sees it, 
the image (eikôn) of an imprint (both tupos 
and sêmeia, mark) from the distant past 
unites memory and imagination to seal it 
in the everyday life of the citizen.  
 
Michel de Certeau observes that the ur-
ban walker actualizes some of the possi-
bilities of the spatial order of the city 
(2002, 93-103). The city thus allows the 
walker to build her agency. Rhetorical 
scholar R. J. Topinka takes de Certeau’s 
idea further to suggest that the walker as 
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a rhetorical figure “spatializes the city”— 
the city does not simply contain walkers 
but is being produced by walking (2012, 
80). The walker writes and rewrites the 
city; her embodied location in a material 
space allows for agency and invention, 
writes Topinka (2012, 68). The walker’s 
embodied contact with the material space 
is guided by her choices of movement 
(Solnit 2014, 26-7).  With these choices, 
she has an opportunity for a rhetorical in-
vention. Topinka sees the walker’s agency 
in that she also has possibilities for resist-
ing, altering, and extending the rhetorical 
choices of her embodied interaction with 
the material space (2012, 67). Walking, 
therefore, can be rhetorical because it can 
resist the power structures, and in the 
case of map-viewing, can question the 
politically endorsed cartographic repre-
sentation.  
 
The map gives agency to the passerby, re-
gardless of their status, to remember the 
past through the specific territorial depic-
tion and to imagine their land as it once 
was. As such, the map creates and builds 
the world as imagined, uncovers previ-
ously unseen realities, and projects a 
“mental image into the spatial imagina-
tion,” as James Corner observes in his 
study on the agency of maps (2011, 90). 
It also empowers the viewer to endorse 
the map’s suggested representation of re-
ality. The function of the map, in Cor-
ner’s words, “is not to depict but to ena-
ble, to precipitate a set of effects in time” 
(2011, 93). In the case of subway passen-
gers at station “Republic Square,” every 
time they walk underneath the map of 
Greater Hayk with Artsakh into its bor-
ders, they agree to the version of reality 
presented by it, actualize it, and perpetu-
ate its existence in the present. Viewing 
the map tacitly signifies their acceptance 
of it. Walkers actualize the possibility of 

both agreeing to the map as they pass un-
der it and reproducing it as they view it. 
The multiplicity of walking under/view-
ing the map proliferates the agreements 
and, in Judith Butler’s social constructiv-
ist language, performs the bond between 
memory and imagination for the whole 
community of metro passengers. The 
metro passengers collectively make a rhe-
torical choice to view an alternative map 
of Armenia when they walk under it, and 
it is a type of collective resistance to a po-
litically and internationally authorized 
cartography. The map thus enjoys a life 
of a political spectacle.  
 
In his detailed analysis of the social life of 
maps in early American history, Martin 
Brückner dubs wall maps “public giants” 
predicating the name on their function to 
become “multimedia spectacles” in the 
lived environment in which they are stra-
tegically placed (2017, 126). Brückner as-
sociates the publicly displayed map with 
the materiality and performance of the 
spectacle which he deems responsible for 
injecting “cartographic sensibility into 
American notions of publicity and interi-
ority, social decorum and personal 
memory” (123-4). In the early American 
context, he traces the way large maps 
configure the public sphere as a social 
space in which the cartographic represen-
tation both serve ritual needs and at the 
same time invite, dictate, and support the 
rhetorical expression of their viewers. 
Brückner gives as an early example of 
public giant a map ordered by Benjamin 
Franklin to decorate the Old State House, 
today’s Independence Hall in Philadel-
phia. Henry Popple’s Map of the British 
Empire in America (1733) was one of the 
biggest maps (consisting of twenty sheets 
and needing a wooden frame suspended 
by a pulley system for display) printed in 
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18th-century England, and when it was or-
dered, its content was already repudiated 
by the Board of Trade for misrepresent-
ing British territorial claims. Neverthe-
less, the map decorated the space in Bos-
ton’s State House and up to this day en-
joys a social life.  
 
Similar to Popple’s public giant, the map 
of Greater Hayk looms large above the 
passerby as it is situated strategically in 
the high traffic area of the metro station’s 
entrance. It performs a political spectacle 
as it configures the social space of “Re-
public Square” underground and pro-
poses an argument that counters the offi-
cially approved territory of the Republic 
of Armenia. Another similarity between 
the two maps, even more important in re-
lation to the potential political nature of 
the argument, is that both Franklin’s map 
order and that of Greater Hayk in the 
subway are paid by the taxpayer and that 
also happens to be the common viewer.  
 

 
 
Figure 5 
Map of the Kingdom of Greater Hayk 
(321 BC to 428 AD) at the entrance of 
Yerevan metro station “Republic 
Square” iii 
 
The Greater Hayk map, ordered and dis-
played by the government, offers a criti-
cal performance meant to counter the 
dominant narrative. The map and its 
communal acceptance through the em-
bodied rhetorical engagement of the sub-

way passengers allows for practices of re-
sistance because it does not simply cele-
brate the historical past. It advances a dif-
ferent argument, allegedly of political na-
ture. Like the Platonic phenomenological 
inquiry into memory and knowledge, the 
map claims validity today because a major 
cartographic element is missing: there are 
no dates on it to indicate that it represents 
an image (eikôn) of an imprint (tupos) from 
the past. Therefore, Greater Hayk as pre-
sented on the wall of metro station “Re-
public Square,” with Artsakh within its 
borders, is the imprint (tupos) preserved 
on the slab of wax for walkers/viewers 
today. Or, some speculate, the map ar-
gues that Nagorno Karabakh belongs to 
Armenia.  
 
Social media users have changed the pub-
lic life of the map at the Yerevan metro 
station (figure 5) to give voice to others 
who claim Nagorno Karabakh as part of 
their historical past. Azerbaijanis on so-
cial media have interpreted the presence 
of this map without date in the city life as 
the Armenian justification for their claim 
over Nagorno Karabakh in line with 
Broers and Toal’s argument about Arme-
nian cartographic exhibitionism (figure 
6). To Azerbaijanis, the historical map 
celebrates the bond between memory and 
imagination in the contemporary daily 
lives of citizens and advances the argu-
ment that Armenians have the right to the 
land today because of their history. Con-
temporary politics deems such argumen-
tative strategy unacceptable. 
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Figure 6 
Social Media Reaction to the photo of 
Greater Hayk map during the 2020 
Nagorno Karabakh War. 6b provides 
a close-up of the text.  
 
Azerbaijani-born political scientist Aytan 
Gahramanova writes that political my-
thology in the South Caucasus is made up 
of various historical fables, which are 
seen not so much as the past but as a way 
to shape the future (2010, 137). She sub-
stantiates her argument by pointing to the 
USSR-born tactics of complicating the 
interpretation of the past whereas history 
becomes an instrument for advancing po-
litical claims, thus legitimizing them as 
“historical justice” (Gahramanova 2010, 
137). Social media interpretations of the 
metro station map of Greater Hayk there-
fore fall into a category that 
Gahramanova calls “transformation of 
history into political mythology” (2010, 
137).   
 
The map in the subway, however, does 
not make any political arguments. When 
studying the social life of American wall 
maps, Brückner emphasizes the im-
portance of public space in relation to the 
intended viewers and visitors in the 

places where the maps were displayed 
(2017). Since Azerbaijanis are not com-
mon visitors in Armenia, the metro map 
does not have an audience outside of the 
subway passengers and cannot be consid-
ered to evoke in its audience a territorial 
claim or rhetorically advance political my-
thology. The map in question is simply a 
representation of mythology born out of 
the same bond that creates its own im-
print—the marriage between memory 
and imagination.  
 
The Yerevan metro network in a way 
forges a narrative of national mythology 
uniting folklore and history, imagination, 
and memory. One subway station is 
named after the national epic hero David 

of Sassoun (Սասունցի Դավիթ), the 
protagonist in one of the most important 
works of Armenian folklore, Daredevils of 
Sassoun. Another metro station boasts the 
name of General Hovhannes Baghra-
myan, who was the second non-Slavic of-
ficer to become a front commander dur-
ing World War II and is much celebrated 
national hero in Armenia (Jukes 2001, 
25). Greater Hayk map at “Republic 
Square” simply joins a series of tropes 
that curate the pantheon of Armenian na-
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tional identity. Residing in the under-
ground of the city, they only speak to the 
locals, the citizens of Yerevan and occa-
sional visitors; they do not have any po-
litical rhetorical purpose. Among these 
tropes, only the map is an imprint (tupos) 
preserved on a slab of wax—a memory of 
an image—as Socrates notes in Theaetetus, 
and therefore is an imitation of reality.  
 
Ricoeur’s analysis of the Platonic meta-
phor brings him to the conclusion that 
the sophist is principally an imitator of 
being and of truth, “someone who man-
ufactures ‘imitations’ (mimêmata) and 
‘homonyms’ (homônuma) of beings” 
(2004, 11) (Plato 2015, 234b). At this 
point, the philosopher argues the meta-
phor has extended from the graphic arts 
to language arts where imitation and 
magic are indistinguishable. Within this 
framework, Plato practices his method of 
division—on one side we have tekhnê ei-
kastikê—“the art of likeliness-making” 
(2015, 235d-e), and on the other side we 
have the appearance—phantasma. The 
map of Greater Hayk belongs to the 
tekhnê eikastikê when it is first recorded 
but when reproduced later in time it be-
comes a phantasma. Eikôn is thus opposed 
to phantasma—copying and likeliness-
making is opposed to making of appear-
ances. The first relates to the more prim-
itive imprint (tupos): “suppose for the sake 
of the argument that we have in our souls 
a block of wax” (Plato 2015, 191c); phan-
tasma already enacts a more sophisticated 
art—that of mimesis, crafting of appear-
ances (Ricoeur 2004, 11).   
 
While at first tupos is seen as rudimentary, 
the imprint is later treated as a signifying 
mark (sêmeion), and more importantly it 
resides in the soul, which is the seal on 
that “block of wax.” The signifying mark 
as first imprinted on the map is lodged 

deep into the soul of those who repro-
duce it or who accept its validity even 
simply by viewing it. The division be-
tween tupos and sêmeion is important when 
we think about the map as a product of 
the art of likeliness-making and the signi-
fying mark having resulted in phantasma, 
making of an appearance in the soul. The 
distinction describes the way the Armeni-
ans see the territorial representation in 
cartography versus the phantasma that 
lives within their imagination, or rather is 
deeply marked into their souls. Artsakh is 
integral part of their national identity as 
memory and imagination get sealed into 
the mimetic art of crafting of appear-
ances. Similarly, for the Azerbaijanis, the 
map of Azerbaijan presented at the Paris 
Peace Conference in 1919 (figure 1; fig-
ure 10) still lives in the bond between 
their memory and imaginationiv. The re-
sulting phantasmas outlive the maps that 
give birth to them, but they also live in 
the soul of the respective people. Greater 
Hayk map at one of Yerevan’s metro sta-
tions, too, reflects a phantasma that resides 
in the Armenian soul. 

 
Chora, Affect, and Resistance: Rhe-
torical Invention and Counter-Map-
ping Practices 
 
Maps can live in public both in real life 
and in the electronic space of the web. 
April O’Brien proposes a “method-meth-
odology” of spatialized invention to resist 
controlling space/place narratives and re-
figures the connection between place and 
public memory (2020). She calls the 
method chora/graphy, an extension of 
Gregory Ulmer’s choragraphy, which fo-
cuses on invention in spaces and places 
(1994). O’Brien uses chora/graphy to argue 
for alternative explorations of place and 
public memory in relation to race. She ap-
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plies her method to reveal dominant cul-
tural narratives and replace them with 
community stories that have been mar-
ginalized (2020).  
 
O’Brien’s chora/graphy is born at the inter-
section and derived from scholarship in 
cultural and Black feminist geography 
and therefore is predominantly con-
cerned with the relationship between 
race, place, and public memory. In the 
case of the Nagorno Karabakh maps that 
record a memory of the region as part of 
a particular nation, public memory of a 
place intersects with cultural mythology 
of a national ethnic group. But central to 
the creation of Platonic phantasmа is af-
fect. The chora/graphy method of O’Brien 
can contribute to the analysis of Na-
gorno-Karabakh maps when we consider 
the affective and inventive capacities of 
the chora, or the place. In relation to these 
capacities, rhetorical scholar Sarah Ar-
royo reminds us of the most important 
translation of the Greek word chora as op-
posed to topos — chora being holy or sa-
cred space while topos referencing merely 
the location of the place (2013, 62). She 
sees chora as a “generative space where in-
ventions appear and disappear, leaving 
only traces, without becoming grounded” 
(Arroyo 2013, 62).  
 
The sacred meaning which the notion of 
chora dons on a place (topos, a mere loca-
tion) explains and justifies the affective 
nature of the phenomenon of map-crea-
tion as represented by making of appear-
ances, phantasma. This process involves 
affective invention that comes along with 
“what the body knows intuitively into 
awareness” (Arroyo 2013, 65). Therefore, 
practice within the chora works “in the or-
der of making, of generating” (Ulmer qtd. 
in Arroyo 2013, 65). Ultimately, the order 
of making or generating is connected to 

the affective and inventive capacities of 
bodies as they engage with material space. 
In the case of the subway map of Greater 
Hayk, the invention happens with pas-
sengers walking underneath it, passengers 
viewing it multiple times a day. The social 
life of the map is evoked and enacted in 
the interaction between the map on the 
wall and the walkers who, as rhetorical 
scholar Topinka puts it, have agency to 
write and rewrite the city. The rhetorical 
opportunity for invention is accompa-
nied by the affect of chora and allows for 
the development of rhetoric of resistance. 
Phantasma, the making of appearances, 
with its recurrent engagement with an 
embodied audience in a chora becomes re-
sistance. 
 
The social life of the Greater Hayk map 
in the metro station enacts a rhetoric of 
resistance to the politically authorized 
cartographic representation of the dis-
puted region. Resisting the dominant nar-
ratives through counter-mapping is a 
well-known practice in marginalized 
communities in the West. Indigenous 
North American people, like the Zuni for 
example, have created ways to connect 
memory and cultural history to land rep-
resentations. In the case of the Zuni peo-
ple, the map also reflects the way their 
culture views the structure of the world. 
It bears mythological qualities: home is in 
the middle where the community lives, 
the map has no borders. “Zuni world is 
not limited by any kind of boundaries. 
Not on a piece of paper, and not in our 
minds,” explains Jim Enote, a traditional 
Zuni farmer (Steinauer-Scudder 2018).  
 
Counter-cartography can help communi-
ties resist neo-colonial discourses and 
protect their cultural memory, but it can 
also facilitate land claims for indigenous 
people as shown, for example, by the 
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Canlubang counter-mapping project in 
the Philippines (Ortega et al.). Moreover, 
counter-maps can provide us with a 
glimpse of non-Western experiences in 
the past as demonstrated by Lauren 
Beck’s recent exploration of the visual 
material culture in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth century Spanish Americas 
(2019b). The sixteenth century maps, for 
instance, Beck explains, not only re-cen-
tered on Europe and the Atlantic Ocean 
but also detailed the newest knowledge 
about the rest of the world, which re-
sulted in creating new past and “gener-
ated an entire industry around the enter-
prise of constructing a new worldview in 
an era of European imperialism (2019a, 
3). From a more practical perspective, 
counter-cartography could be utilized as 
a technique to protect the rights of indig-
enous communities. Projeto Nova Carto-
grafia Social da Amazônia, for example, has 
employed social mapping techniques to 
help the emergence and strengthen local 
collective identities for the purposes of 
promoting the groups’ territorial and cul-
tural rights (Almeida et. al. 2018). Finally, 
counter-maps do not need to be recorded 
(printed on paper) to work against domi-
nant narratives. WalkingLab, a Canadian-
funded international research-creation 
project offers walking as a counter-map-
ping practice to reveal and contest domi-
nant power structures, to “question the 
assumptions produced by conventional 
maps,” and “recognize… different 
knowledge systems” (Conroy). The mate-
rial experience of the walkers in Conroy’s 
experiment resembles in a sense the rhe-
torical performance of the passengers at 
Yerevan’s subway station with the map of 
Greater Hayk. The WalkingLab partici-
pants, however, are conscious of the 
counter-mapping goals of their experi-
ence—to remap the city and reimagine 

the integration of disenfranchised popu-
lations. In the case of their particular pro-
ject, To the Landless, The Red Line Archive 
and Labyrinth, the participants of the walk 
“question… North American narratives 
of progress and capitalism” and reclaim 
spaces within the red line for the commu-
nity of Black people, communities of 
color, and working-class populations 
(Conroy). The remapping walk places 
them in the center rather than in the mar-
gins of society.  
 
Counter-cartography helps communities 
reimagine empire and in a historical per-
spective facilitates the emergence of phan-
tasma, the making of appearances, pro-
moting the bond between memory and 
imagination. One of the most revered 
and celebrated Armenian artists, film di-
rector Sergei Parajanov (1924-1990), still 
lives in the contemporary cultural scene 
of Armenia with and through the art col-
lection at his house-museum. In addition 
to his iconic movies, Parajanov created 
numerous drawings and collages, many of 
which carry a strong political message 
(one of the reasons why he was not fa-
vored by the Soviets and spent many 
years in prison). A Parajanov collage on 
display in his house-museum represents a 
map of the Soviet Union—an empire 
whose influence is far-reaching. To show 
the imperial impact on Europe from a So-
viet perspective, Parajanov flipped a geo-
graphic map of the USSR and Europe up-
side down—North appears on the bot-
tom and South on the top. Then he pop-
ulated it with pictures of Soviet dancers 
in red and Russian church domes (figure 
7). Major European cities are represented 
by big red dots. The artist named his 
work “Invasion”—a work from the late 
1980 strangely reminiscent and forebod-
ing the political world order in 2022/23. 
Parajanov’s map sees the world from 
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above, from up North, organized around 
Moscow as its center (although the Soviet 
capital is technically in the middle and on 
the left).  
 

 
 
Figure 7 
Sergey Parajanov’s collage “Invasion” 
(1988). Author’s photograph at Para-
janov’s House-Museum, 2021. 
 
The imperial invasion has a cultural and 
ideological character—the dancers act as 
metonymy of Russian art, and the church 
domes of religion, or rather of com-
munist ideology. The reversed directions 
of the conventional map invite the viewer 
to rethink their geopolitical perspective. 
Ultimately, the map presents counter-
mapping as a mechanism to evoke critical 
thinking.  Parajanov’s message to his con-
temporaries is clear: the empire has over-
turned our understanding of directions, 
or what is left and what is right, what is 
wrong and what is right. It has also im-
posed a center beseeching the whole Eu-
rope to metaphorically dance to the 
rhythm and pray to the ideological prin-
ciples of the Soviet Union. The reversed 
order of directions asks the viewer to 
ponder the nature of truthful geograph-
ical representation of a place and ques-
tion the standardized rules in cartography 

as representational of world order. Para-
janov’s map is an appeal to decoloniza-
tion and a call for rights of the colonized, 
in this case the European nations. The 
counter-mapping collage attempts to 
prick the consciousness of the viewers 
and evoke critical thinking on the way 
empire operates. But in the end, we need 
to mind what Phil Cohen and Mike Dug-
gan remind us—no matter how inclusive 
of knowledge systems maps are, they are 
already and always situated in wider 
power-knowledge assemblages that dic-
tate how, and if at all, they are used and 
seen as legitimate objects of representa-
tion (2021, xxvii). With that in mind, it is 
important to remember that Parajanov 
spent several years in a Soviet prison, and 
his films were banned for a certain period 
of time. Cohen and Duggan conclude 
their recent review of counter-mapping 
scholarship and practices by alerting us to 
the fact that counter-cartography on its 
own cannot be a successful decolonial 
practice unless it is part of true decoloni-
zation, which requires more than “acts of 
representational resistance” (2021, 
xxviii). 
 
Keeping in mind Cohen and Duggan’s 
warning, we can still look at counter-car-
tography as a powerful act of representa-
tional resistance and as a tool to prick the 
consciousness on colonial matters in the 
digital age through the use of social me-
dia. During the 2020 war over Nagorno 
Karabakh, a French politician used a map 
of what looks like Greater Hayk at one of 
his campaigns (figure 8). The image went 
viral and was seen as “provocation” by 
non-Armenian viewers (Daily Sabah).  
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Figure 8 
A map showing parts of Eastern Tur-
key and Artsakh as Armenian territory 
on a wall behind boxes of medical 
supplies at an event in the Auvergne-
Rhone-Alpes region of France, in a 
photo shared Oct. 6, 2020. (Photo 
from Twitter @laurentwauquiez). 
   
Rhetorical scholar Laurie Gries observes 
that in the Internet age images “circulate 
and acquire power to co-constitute col-
lective life as they enter into divergent as-
sociations, undergo change, and spark a 
wide range of consequences” (2015, 85-
6). The map used for the campaign by 
Laurent Wauquiez acquires the power to 
incite collective public reproach by those 
nations whose territories the map claims 
to be Armenian. Lester Olson reminds us 
that even before the Internet, seemingly 
stable surface imagery can change its ef-
fectiveness based on the composition’s 
migration across place, time, and medium 

—a phenomenon he calls “re-circula-
tion” (2009, 1-3). Re-circulation of im-
ages, like the example of the map at the 
French political campaign when repub-
lished by the Turkish newspaper (Daily 
Sabah), becomes rhetorical because it 
both responds to an earlier circulation of 
the map and it is “reshaped for another 
audience” (Olson 2009, 2).  In the Inter-
net age characterized by “algorithmic cul-
ture”—a term coined by Striphas to ex-
plain how computers replace the tradi-
tional work of culture to organize popu-
lations and ideas—the travel of an image 
across the Internet finds much faster the 
audience for which it has been reshaped 
(qtd. in Gries and Gifford Brooke 2018, 
11-12). To use Gries and Brooke’s lan-
guage, these images, maps in this case, be-
come persuasive as they “move through 
the world and enter into various associa-
tions” (2018, 12). As we are discussing 
specifically counter-maps, the various as-
sociations in which these images get re-
circulated and change their initial rhetori-
cal purpose are online audiences assem-
bled and produced by the algorithmic cul-
ture as a result of the dominant narra-
tives. Thus, the counter-map posted on 
social media by the French politician 
finds a response in groups who are op-
posed to this phantasma. 
 
The networked society of the Internet 
operates using communication practices 
new in the way in which they use the tech-
nological infrastructure to safeguard 
online communities. Dale M. Smith and 
James J. Brown Jr. argue that in a highly 
networked society content is not circu-
lated via centralized or decentralized net-
works (2018, 215). Instead, “it is distrib-
uted… through networks in which each 
node is both sender and receiver” (2018, 
215). The suggested model differs dra-
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matically from the civil society communi-
cation practices outside the digital space. 
Becoming simultaneously an author and 
a receiver of an argument that has been 
distributed, redistributed, or reshaped 
from its original context is both advanta-
geous and dangerous, especially when we 
discuss practices related to counter-car-
tography. Counter-cartography, as we re-
viewed earlier, reflects on the social posi-
tion of audiences of marginalized groups 
as it questions the existing power struc-
tures. Therefore, when such maps in the 
digital space get distributed (recirculated) 
to audiences who reside in the center of 
the power structure, the response can 
only be one: rejection of the counter nar-
rative, rejection of the phantasma, and po-
tential condemnation of the original 
sender/receiver. In the screenshot of the 
social media recirculation of Laurent 
Wauquiez’ Twitter counter-map post in 
figure 9a, one can see how the author of 
the newspaper article chooses to focus on 
the response by the French government 
as represented by the French ambassador 
to Georgia, Armenia’s Northern neigh-
bor (figure 9b). The counter-map narra-
tive questioning the power structure and 
resisting the dominant narratives has 
been normalized by the center, thus con-
demning the attempts to reimagine the 
politically recognized borders. Because of 
the significant influence of the Armenian 
diaspora and its huge outcry to the 2020 
Artsakh war, this counter-map narrative 
was seen as particularly dangerous, espe-
cially given that France was one of the 
three chairs of the OSCE Minsk group 
designed to oversee security issues in the 
South Caucasus.   
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 9 a & b 
Screenshot of a Twitter post pub-
lished in an online article on 
Agenda.ge, an English-language 
news platform focusing on Georgia. 

  
Similarly, the Greater Hayk map at one of 
Yerevan’s metro stations is interpreted 
and distributed as a political argument for 
territorial claims on the side of the Arme-
nian government (figure 6) when circu-
lated in social media. Its social life in the 
underground of the capital city does not 
explicitly question the dominant narra-
tive, that is politically recognized borders 
of contemporary Armenia, and therefore 
does not get corrected. In a recent con-
versation with Armenian academics 
about the map, I was surprised to hear 
that none of them supported its display at 
the metro station and wondered about 
the reasons it has not been taken down.   
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Phantasma as Cultivation of Counter-
Memory 
 
Counter-mapping practices work to cre-
ate critical cartographical representations 
for the sake of protecting the rights of 
communities to their own memory of 
homeland in the past. Preserving public 
memory of a place often means keeping a 
phantasma alive. Ricoeur’s reading of The-
aetetus guides us to see the important divi-
sion in Plato in terms of memory, that is 
the difference between the tupos and 
sêmeion, or the moment the imprint of the 
past is created and the moment when it 
becomes a signifying mark, which makes 
an appearance in the soul as Socrates ex-
plains in Theaetetus. The art of copy-mak-
ing, the rudimentary stage of remember-
ing, can also be viewed as the production 
of simulacrum. In Baudrillard’s work on 
simulacra and simulation, he makes an 
important distinction between the two: 
while simulacrum offers a false represen-
tation of reality, the question regarding 
simulation “no longer [concerns] a false 
representation of reality… but … con-
cealing [of] the fact the real is no longer 
real” (1994, 13). In Plato, tekhnê eikastikê 
is “the craft of copy-making,” while on 
the other side of the division we have 
phantasma, the art of appearance-making, 
or simulation (2015, 235b; 236c). The di-
vision in Plato, writes Foucault in “The-
atrum Philosophicum,” is between es-
sence and appearance where the authen-
tic and false is not represented by the bi-
nary true-false since truth is not opposed 
to error but rather to false appearances 
(Foucault 1977b, 167). He observes that 
“[t]he actual semblance of the simula-
crum will support the falseness of false 
appearances”—that is, often ideologically 
prompted and perpetuated representa-
tion of reality, a phantasm of sorts 
(1977b, 168). As we saw by the responses 

to Greater Hayk map in the two cases dis-
cussed earlier, a counter-map can be seen 
as falseness of false appearances, in the 
words of Foucault. Therefore, counter-
cartography does not represent a version 
of reality but rather of false representa-
tion of reality. A simulation. 
 
Remembering false representations of re-
ality through the use of counter-maps 
produces a historical narrative different 
from that approved by the dominant ide-
ology, both national and colonial. Fou-
cault calls for this type of remembering 
because he sees the need to dismantle sys-
tematically “the traditional devices for 
constructing a comprehensive view of 
history and for retracting the past as a pa-
tient and continuous development” 
(1977a, 153). He dubs the potential result 
“’effective’ history” which differs from 
traditional history in “being without con-
stants” and in introducing “discontinuity 
in our very being” (Foucault 1977a, 153; 
154). Foucault’s definition of effective 
history includes two important traits to 
our discussion of memory—it affirms 
knowledge as perspective, and it is affec-
tive (1977a, 155-6). The recognition that 
remembering the past is driven by affect 
and experience brings it closer to the phe-
nomenon of the phantasma—the art of 
making appearances as they are imprinted 
in the soul. Foucault’s effective history is 
his proposal for counter-memory prac-
tices to confirm the aporetic nature of 
Plato’s dialogue: in the end we cannot 
reach a definition of knowledge. What is 
more: “knowledge is not made for under-
standing, it is made for cutting,” declares 
Foucault (1977a, 154). By “cutting” he re-
fers to the Platonic notion of division to 
explain that it is not meant to cut off, sep-
arate, and divide, but rather to designate 
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and acknowledge the existence of differ-
ence (1977a; see also The Archeology of 
Knowledge, 130-131).  
 
Counter-memory practices allow for the 
different perspectives on history to co-
exist. Yet, the contemporary networked 
society presents unlimited opportunities 
to condemn the difference and sabotage 
the Platonic idea of division as theorized 
by Foucault. The algorithmic culture or-
ganizes audiences in online communities 
with firm epistemological beliefs and 
claims grounded in their own counter-
memory practices. In the case of maps, 
counter-memory can work to reconstruct 
how cartographic representations looked 
at a particular moment in the past, but it 
can also be seen as speculative. For exam-
ple, a speculative rhetorical use of coun-
ter-memory is presenting historical maps 
to be valid today (similar to the case of 
social media Azerbaijani misinterpreta-
tion of the subway map of Greater Hayk). 
To allow for their phantasma to live longer, 
online communities speculate about the 
endorsement of such cartographic images 
by major political players and therefore 
argue that they belong to dominant nar-
ratives. A great example is a map that cir-
culated the Internet space during the 
2020 Nagorno Karabakh war (figure 10), 
shared and redistributed by Azerbaijani 
social media users. It is a historical map 
of the People’s Republic of Azerbaijan 
presented at the Paris Peace Conference 
in 1919 and discussed earlier in this article 
(figure 1). The map incorporates the ter-
ritory of Nagorno Karabakh into Azer-
baijani borders, and its title boasts that 
France has approved of this agreement. 
The social media post by an Azerbaijani 
user in figure 10 speculates that the 
French government’s approval of the na-
tion’s territory in 1919 justifies Azerbai-
jan’s claim to the region today and affirms 

their rights to it. In Gahramanova’s 
words, the phenomenon can be described 
as transformation of history into political 
mythology.  

 

 
 
Figure 10 
Screenshot of a Facebook post show-
ing that France agreed to the territory 
of Azerbaijan in 1919 when the region 
of Nagorno Karabakh was within its 
borders (red arrows point to the re-
gion) with a picture of Emmanuel 
Macron, current President of France 
with a statement that he does not ap-
prove of this territorial division in 
2020. 

 
Counter-memory practices often result in 
public arguments that are actively inter-
fering with the current power structures 
on a local and global level, like in the case 
of advanced political mythology in the 
social media post in figure 10. The Inter-
net space provides an opportunity for 
counter-memory arguments to turn into 
a speculation—that is, to use the phan-
tasma of counter-mapping to appeal to 
change the current political map claiming 
lands which historically belonged to a na-
tion. Counter-memory cultivation is 
functional and effective to help bolster 
cultural identity and incite political activ-
ism but not to advance political argu-
ments and agendas. 
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(Counter) Conclusion 
 
Counter-mapping is one way to enact 
what Foucault calls effective history, that 
is remembering the past without con-
stants and not retracting it as a patient 
and continuous development. Counter-
cartography practices embrace and rec-
oncile different perspectives and experi-
ences of the past and simultaneously 
acknowledge the affective nature of the 
process. Yet this type of history remains 
in the realm of the Platonic phantasma—a 
bond between memory and imagina-
tion—and as such can live in the present 
only as an appearance of a false represen-
tation of reality, a simulation. The art of 
appearance-making when applied to car-
tographic presentations of the homeland, 
however, is important to the develop-
ment of cultural identity for the respec-
tive community because it often uses 
counter-memory practices to privilege 
the community’s own experience of the 
past and to also question dominant nar-
ratives and power structures.  
 
In the case of the analyzed maps of Na-
gorno Karabakh, counter-mapping cre-
ates an opportunity for collective remem-
bering of the community’s lived experi-
ences and perception of identity through 
the land over time. These counter-mem-
ories can co-exist no matter how dispar-
ate they seem to be in relation to contem-
porary political cartographies. Ultimately, 
as Plato’s metaphor in his dialogue on 
epistemology Theaetetus suggests, these 
memories are imprinted on the soul, and 
therefore their enactment in the pre-
sent—through counter-mapping and 
counter-memory—can generate a rheto-
ric of resistance. Practices that promote 
the notion of effective history help pre-
serve the cultural identity of communi-

ties, no matter how politically and geo-
graphically controversial their phantasmas 
appear to be.   
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Maps in Translation: Following Maps Through Maritime Search and Rescue Op-
erations in Northern Norway 

“…Before Christmas we had problems with a 
satellite compass. Map or the radar also uses 
data from the compass, and the compass was not 
good. <...> 5 or 6 or 7 times we had two head-
ings, and one time in the night, we got into <a 
city port> and it was snowing, so I could not see 
the lighthouse. It was bad weather, so the radar 
wasn’t very good, and the map then was unrelia-
ble. But that was not because of the map, it was 
because the satellite compass…”  

[B1, 2021]i 
 
I start my exploration of maps with this 
account, where digital maps onboard a 
rescue cutter became useless due to an 
overflow of incoming information. It was 
dark, thus the navigator had to rely on 
lights from a lighthouse, dampened by 
the falling snow. The weather was poor, 
making the radar suboptimal. In harsh 
weather, the radar can capture and visual-
ise weather effects, clustering its display. 
With other navigation tools unable to aid, 
the error on the map display became a 
concerning issue. The two-headed repre-
sentation of the ship’s heading rendered 
the map “unreliable,” even though it is 
supposed to be a navigational aid. Later it 
was concluded that interference between 
the antenna and other equipment 
onboard caused the compass to provide 
faulty readings. 
 
This anecdote immerses us into the com-
plexity of digital maps. On this particular 

rescue cutter, they are visualised through 
an in-built system, ECDISii, connecting 
information from numerous tools 
onboard and beyond. Usually, infor-
mation for these maps is collected 
through a satellite compass, gyroscope-
based compass, radar, and other sensors 
[B1, T2iii]. All in addition to encoded data 
provided by the Norwegian Mapping Au-
thority (NMA) – “the only authorised 
producer” of sea charts for Norway’s sea 
territories (NMA 2021a). For Search and 
Rescue operations (SAR) additional input 
regarding a search area can also be pro-
vided by the Joint Rescue Coordination 
Centre (JRCC). Therefore, maps used for 
navigation by the crew entail a network of 
actors, some of which are in the perime-
ter, onboard the vessel, and others are re-
mote, dispersed throughout different 
spatio-temporalities of production. 
 
It also shows how a map can fail, putting 
a navigator in a dangerous situation. 
Changes in entanglements or additional 
data inflow can render maps unreliable or 
dysfunctional. This could complicate 
time-sensitive maritime Search and Res-
cue efforts. With this article, I explore 
how digital maps gain functionality 
within SAR context by interrogating 
maps as processes. I start with a brief in-
troduction on how SAR operations are 
organised in Norway, followed by an 
overview of research design choices. I use 
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the concept of translation as an analytical 
tool to discuss my findings, focusing on 
processes allowing sea charts to obtain 
certain functions necessary for SAR re-
sponders. The discussion of findings is 
divided into sections analysing how the 
seabed of Norwegian waters is mapped 
out; how drifting entities help define 
search areas; and how a real-time move-
ment is translated onto maps. I finalise 
with a discussion about mapping pro-
cesses and conclude with how the con-
cept of translation can contribute to ana-
lysing maps. 
 
Search and Rescue in Northern Nor-
way and Maps 
 
There are two Joint Rescue Coordination 
Centres in Norway, in Bodø in the North 
and Sola in the South, which coordinate 
SAR efforts (SAR Cooperation Plan 
2019, 3). Along with police districts, 
JRCCs are the main organisations of the 
SAR management system in Norway 
(Andreassen et al. 2019, 15). The JRCC is 
mainly concerned with air and sea inci-
dents [JRCC1, 2021iv], while local centres 
overtake land rescue missions (Andreas-
sen et al. 2019, 17). The JRCC’s opera-

tions are divided by 65⁰ N, resulting in 
about 80 per cent of Norway’s search and 
rescue region falling under the responsi-
bility of the Northern centre (Elgsaas and 
Offerdal 2018, 9). Despite this, the JRCC 
in Bodø deals with fewer incidents per 
year than in Sola, respectively 2795 (943 
in the sea) and 5359 (1796 in the sea) in 
2021 (HRS 2022). 
 
Depending on the incident, the JRCC is 
authorised to use all available public 
and/or private resources and utilise 
health, meteorological, map, and volun-
teer services, as well as the Fire depart-
ment, Civil defence, Armed forces, 

Coastal Administration, Police, and 
Coastal Radio (Organisation plan for the 
Rescue Service 2019, 2-3). In maritime 
operations, this would be the Norwegian 
Sea Rescue Society (RS), a humanitarian 
association [B1, 2021]. In this article, I fo-
cus on the mapping practices within the 
JRCC in Northern Norway, the RS, the 
Norwegian Mapping Authority, and the 
Norwegian Meteorological Institute 
(MET). 
 
Research Design: Maps – What Do 
They Do? 
 
There is no one agreed perception of 
what a map is or how it should be inter-
rogated. For centuries maps were per-
ceived as “objective, truthful representa-
tions of the spatial relations of the world” 
(Kitchin et al. 2011, 3). In recent decades 
cartography started asking about the role 
of maps in shaping the world with power-
knowledge production and their objectiv-
ity, calling to look into maps as an intri-
cate process, where a map is only “one 
stage” (Cosgrove 2008, 155-156). Kitchin 
and Dodge expand this by suggesting in-
quiring about the process of creating 
maps and how the maps are practised fur-
ther by users (2007). They criticize per-
ceiving maps as ontologically secure rep-
resentations. Instead, the scholars suggest 
investigating their ontogenesis – how 
maps become (Kitchin and Dodge 2007, 
335). Thus, instead of asking, what maps 
are, it is worth it to investigate what they 
do. 
 
When taken for their functionality, maps 
are informing, shaping, re-shaping, and 
suggestive. They can still act as represen-
tations; however, current studies are 
more interested in their ability to depict 
different realities (Awan 2016, 116) or 
embody situated knowledges (Propen 
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2009, 115). Maps can perform, for exam-
ple, shaping a state (Wood 2012, 298) or 
biopolitics through enacting borders (Ba-
rua 2014). Maps bring out a connection 
between what is symbolised and territo-
rial happenings, thus acting as proposi-
tions (Wood, Fels, and Krygier 2010, 52-
53). The functionality of digital maps can 
be examined through their navigational 
capabilities, shifting their interpretation 
from mimetic to navigational, emphasis-
ing that “everything is on the move” (No-
vember et al. 2010, 596). Thus, there are 
numerous ways of investigating the roles 
of maps. Yet the common denominator 
is that maps are not to be perceived as 
mirrors, detached and external from the 
very thing they are mirroring. Maps are to 
be analysed together with what they de-
pict, including how they depict. 
 
There is a significant body of critical car-
tography and critical GIS literature turn-
ing its focus onto mapping practices, in-
vestigating how maps are made, their 
role, and what power dynamics are at play 
(see Crampton and Krygier 2006; Wood, 
Fels and Krygier 2010). It is not my in-
tention to focus on power dynamics in 
this article. Therefore, I take from critical 
cartography its attention to mapping pro-
cesses from creating a map to its use. To 
study them means to follow mapping 
practices, without focusing on the “end 
product” of what a map is or is not. In 
this article, I investigate digital maps as a 
series of processes, entanglements of het-
erogeneous actors, which involve depths 
of the seas, winds, waves, and naviga-
tional practices. I employ the concept of 
translation, which draws attention to inter-
actions. Focusing on these processes re-
veals how certain functions of maps are 
enabled and what can affect their differ-
ences. 
 

Entanglements 
 
My research is situated within New Mate-
rialism, which suggests viewing humans 
as fluid beings continuously becoming 
due to their relations to other entities. As 
Braidotti wrote, a subject is not some-
thing or someone static, it is rather “con-
stituted in and by multiplicity” (2013, 49). 
This is the relentless “becoming with” 
that Haraway talks about: the material-se-
miotic world in becoming, where sub-
jects, objects, natures, and cultures “do 
not pre-exist their intertwined 
worldings,” rather – they are constantly 
becoming with each other (Haraway 2016, 
13). Hence the attention is put on dy-
namic entanglements, where human and 
more-than-human actors are entangled in 
messy ways. Because entanglements are 
the constitutive force, it means that enti-
ties gain their characteristics through in-
teractions (“intra-actions”) (Barad 2007, 
128). This makes discourse and material-
ity ontologically inseparable, instead of 
being external to each other (Barad 2007, 
128). Thus, it allows for heterogeneous 
entanglements to interact on the same 
ontological plane.  
 
I find the posthuman approach fitting be-
cause to simplify a map into a dichotomic 
reference of object-subject, or matter-
mind would be to cut short the processes 
of mapping. Maps heavily affect decision 
making when planning and carrying out 
SAR operations. They provide (or not) 
certain information and visualisation, 
carefully navigated through numerous 
processes of knowledge production and 
translation. Therefore, to emphasise the 
processual happenings of maps, my point 
of departure is looking into maps as en-
tanglements, networks, and assemblages. 
These terms emphasise heterogeneous 
relations between entities, stemming 
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from different branches of posthuman 
thought. In this article, I will use the term 
“entanglement” when referring to entan-
glements and interactions in general, 
whilst assemblage is to specify structured 
entanglements for a purposeful outcome. 
 
Actor-Network Theory 
 
To investigate the interactional capabili-
ties of maps, I lean on Actor-Network 
Theory (ANT) for methodological inspi-
ration. The approach urges the inclusion 
of more-than-human actors without fo-
cusing on the intentionality of actions. 
Attention here is focused on actor-net-
works – entanglements, where actors, 
whichever entity they might be, are ena-
bled to act through interactions (Law & 
Mol, 2008, 74). In the same manner as in 
Barad’s works, here networks are not the 
same as context; they are in the same 
“flat” dimension as actors (Latour 2005, 
180). 
 
In the introduction, I demonstrated how 
a map can interact with actors from vari-
ous places. Thus, exploring practices of 
maps within SAR operations means look-
ing into different sites where they are “in 
becoming with” through a series of trans-
formations – translations. In this article, I 
analyse perspectives from maritime activ-
ities where sea charts are employed. 
When focusing on entanglements, it is 
possible to attend to differences, making 
maps function one way or another. Thus, 
following the posthuman approach in my 
project, I can practice the art of noticing, 
as Tsing puts it: “to appreciate the multi-
ple temporal rhythms and trajectories of 
the assemblage” (2015, 24). 
  
Translation 
 
In this article, I use translation as a lens to  

comprehend transformations within en-
tanglements. My angle of inquiry draws 
inspiration from explorations like 
Latour’s examination of soil sampling in 
the Amazon Forest (1999) or Mol’s 
study about how atherosclerosis is de-
fined (2002). The concept is connected 
to ANT, previously called “the sociology 
of translation” (Law 1992, 380). For 
Law, this is a core term in understanding 
actor-network interactions, implying 
transformation and “the possibility that 
one thing (for example, an actor) may 
stand for another (for instance, a net-
work)” (1992, 386). 
 
However, translation per se neither pro-
vides answers to how links between ac-
tors are made nor assumes the links to be 
similar (Law 1999, 8). This term in ANT 
is used as a lens for exploration, not as a 
tool for explanation (see also Latour 
1999). Latour emphasises the lack of cau-
sality in the process of translation – it al-
lows for “traceable associations” between 
actors rather than transporting causality 
(2005, 108). Hence the term can be used 
when emphasising a happening, for ex-
ample, when Mol invoked it to analyse a 
laboratory technician’s actions: “The 
technician translates a velocity increase 
into a loss of vessel lumen with a pen” 
(2002, 80). In this case, translation ap-
peals to other human senses rather than 
linguistic abilities. The term “translation” 
refers to relational outcomes between ac-
tors, whether it is a process of displace-
ment, modification, negotiation, ordering 
configurations, or any other action arising 
from interactions (Callon 1984, 19). 
Thus, it entails actions of transfor-
mations. 
 
A translation is not bound to (only) lin-
guistic properties of transformation and 
does not offer an explanation or  
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causation. Thus, I use this term as a mean 
of inquiring. What translation offers is an 
invitation to the art of noticing, exploring 
entanglements and assemblages through 
interactions, scrutinising differences, and 
allowing for critical inquiries. Inquiry into 
the ontogenesis of maps in this case 
means following data inflow into maps, 
from mapping out the seabed to confin-
ing a search area to adding visualisations 
of real-time movement, and how these 
features are practised. 
 
Data  
 
Looking for mapping practices within 
Search and Rescue operations means 
looking into how maps are used for eve-
ryday navigation. Many involved profes-
sionals, for example, pilots on board 
ships or helicopters, have to navigate in 
the surroundings not only when respond-
ing to a distress call. Thus, I start explor-
ing mapping from everyday practices and 
move to their use in SAR efforts. In this 
article, I am only referring to mapping 
practices where digital maps – sea charts 
– are included, due to their overwhelming 
presence in maritime SAR operations. 
 
I base my analysis on interviews with pro-
fessionals and volunteers who are in-
volved in map modelling/mapping pro-
cesses, complemented by observations 
and document analysis. At the time of 
writing, I have conducted 27 semi-struc-
tured interviews (and follow-ups) with 
professionals and volunteers from vari-
ous sites, related to SAR response and 
mapping: rescue cutters, firefighters, vol-
unteers, map modelling institutions, co-
ordinators, and police. Of them, 12 are 
with those involved as responders, 10 
with map production, and 2 with teach-
ing. While the interviews informed my re-
search and helped articulate the mapping 

practices, this article is based mainly on 
interactions with participants involved 
with maritime incidents and navigation. 
This includes six people working at the 
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre, a res-
cue cutter operated by the RS, Norwegian 
Mapping Authority, Norwegian Coastal 
Radio, a Maritime School, and the Nor-
wegian Meteorological Institute. This se-
lection was based on data saturation.  
 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, most of 
the interviews were conducted remotely, 
in English, except for specific terms in 
Norwegian. Participants were recruited 
through referrals and purposive sam-
pling. Observations were carried out on 
separate occasions in a maritime school 
and onboard the mentioned rescue cut-
ter. The former provided me with in-
sights into how ECDIS works as a system 
and the use of simulators by future sea-
farers in training, while during the latter I 
could observe live navigation practices 
(diurnal and nocturnal). Complementary 
document analysis includes mapping 
standards for sea charts, standards for 
navigational aid, and yearly reports by the 
JRCC. 
 
Findings 
 
In the following sections, I discuss my 
findings, focusing on processes allowing 
sea charts to obtain certain functions. I 
analyse the revelation of the seabed, the 
delineation of a search area for respond-
ers, and the depiction of a real-time 
movement. Thus, I start by inquiring how 
the general information about contours 
and depth points, essential for safe navi-
gation, is mapped. I continue with an 
analysis of how possible drift areas, help-
ing to narrow down and save time in fu-
ture search operations, are defined. I fin-
ish by exploring how the movement of 
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other vessels or navigational lights, essen-
tial for situational awareness and commu-
nication, is translated onto a map. These 
processes stood out the most from inter-
views and could be connected through 
different perspectives. 
 
Measuring the Invisible 
 
For safe navigation, seafarers must have 
an idea of what lies hidden underneath 
their vessel. Mapping out the intricate 
coastline with accurate depth points is a 
long and challenging process, entailing 
chains of translations from various spa-
tio-temporalities. From the 1970s, when 
attention was first brought towards map-
ping Norwegian shorelines, to the year 
2020, only around 27.3 % of the Norwe-
gian Exclusive Economic Zone was 
mapped out (Thorsnes et al. 2020, 103, 
114). Even with the capacity of private 
organisations, the navy, and large-scale 
government-funded projects, it might 
still take up to “20-30 years to complete 
the whole coast” [MM5, 2021]v. For map-
ping out the Exclusive Economic Zone 
and the international waters which are a 
part of the Norwegian Continental Shelf, 
it might take up to 80 years (Thorsnes et 
al. 2020, 114). Here I discuss how the sea-
bed comes to be enacted through points 
and lines in digital sea charts. 
 
Mapping out the seabed requires specific 
technology and detailed regulations. The 
Norwegian Mapping Authority is respon-
sible for official map production for Nor-
way’s territorial waters. Its role is to 
gather depth information of the bottom 
– a process called bathymetry – with the 
help of multibeam echo sounders [MM5, 
2021]. NMA have specialised ships for 
surveying in addition to hired vessels 
from other governmental institutions or 
private companies. Echo sounders enable 

the creation of high-resolution terrain 
models (Thorsnes et al. 2020, 108). In ad-
dition to echo sounders, vessels need to 
monitor their position and movement 
and “the velocity of sound in the water, 
both close to the sonar transducer and 
through the water column” (mareano.no, 
2022). The process of collecting sound-
ings is highly regulated, providing, for ex-
ample, specifications of how the sensors 
should be aligned or calibrated, allow-
ances for data gaps or resolution of ac-
quired data (NMA 2017). 
 
The next step is filtering through the 
many pings – points of sound wave dis-
turbances. From the echo sounders 
NMA gets pings, “millions of small 
points” [MM5, 2021], also called sound-
ings. With the help of algorithms, the 
point clouds must be “cleaned” from 
“noise” as whales or other entities can be 
recorded through echo sounders [MM5, 
2021]. After the filtering process, the raw 
data is uploaded to the database, ready for 
“moulding” [MM5, 2021]. Thus, transla-
tion in this case entails shedding infor-
mation about sea creatures to isolate 
pings referring to the seabed. 
 
The creation of a terrain model entails 
georeferencing of the soundings. It is 
achieved by utilising “squares,” each of 
which pinpoints a geographical reference 
[MM5, 2021]. These squares are matched 
with one specific sounding. Depending 
on a mapping model, it can be a sounding 
referring to the shallowest or the medium 
point. Selection of the data relies on spec-
ifications telling the purpose of the map, 
its scale and form (paper or digital) 
[MM5, 2021]. With provided instruc-
tions, an algorithm goes through the 
points again, minimising the number of 
pings to one per square. This stage of 
translation allows for the readability of 
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data. With geographic references, the 
points now carry meaning within the ge-
ographical positioning systems and can 
be read accordingly.  
 
When contours are drawn, map produc-
ers need to merge the depth information 
with the land information, so the coast-
line would not have missing gaps [MM5, 
2021]. MM5 simplified their work in the 
department and expressed that the main 
task “is to reduce the data” [2021]. The 
data they get from echo sounders are too 
detailed, thus for safe navigation pur-
poses NMA needs to generalise and 
smoothen the contours, so the seafarers 
would not get the impression that it is 
deeper than in real life [MM5, 2021]. 
While this is a process of perfecting a line, 
it also influences navigators’ decisions. 
Each depth point delineates the possibil-
ities of movement for vessels. Sometimes 
these points can lead to unfit route 
choices for one’s ship – for example, 
there was a case when a ship hit some-
thing where the path was virtually clear, 
since “the map said it should be ok” [B1, 
2021].  
 
Translation of the Norwegian seabed de-
pends on multiple interactions of differ-
ent scales. Seafarers occasionally ask for 
more data, especially in areas where they 
must navigate on small margins [MM5, 
2021]. However, access to denser data de-
pends on governmental regulations and is 
also a matter of national security [MM5, 
2021]. If maps convey authority (Wood, 
Fels and Krygier 2010, 52), then in this 
case, they relay dynamics between whose 
security is to be exposed through the 
number of depth points. Furthermore, it 
is also a matter of organisational capacity, 
funding and other factors interfering with 
mapping assemblages. In addition, the 
seabed is too diverse, not allowing itself 

to be translated through automatic pro-
cessing.  
 
Following the chain of translations re-
veals a series of decisions in a mapping 
process. Information about the seabed 
changes its form from material to semi-
otic, until finalising it as a proposition for 
material movements in the sea. Mutability 
is the core of translations since infor-
mation is collected and transformed 
through interactions. For example, depth 
points refer to where sound waves 
bounced off. Seabed enactment changes 
its form to become a mapped proposi-
tion, arising from a set of decisions and 
controlled assemblages. 
 
On the other side of mapping, onboard 
the rescue cutter, depth points are taking 
part in decision making. “I have to see, 
maybe like in an area there are four num-
bers, four numbers telling the depth, but 
I have to know, where is the bank, or 
where is a knob or something” [B1, 
2021]. The points provide crucial infor-
mation about what to expect while navi-
gating the seas. B1 mentioned that they 
use maps every time they go out, espe-
cially in lesser-known areas with small 
margins of error – as a vital part of navi-
gation, informing where to steer the ves-
sel. 
 
Sea charts are also employed when plan-
ning possible routes. “When I come to a 
new place like this, the first thing I do, I 
make routes in the map” [B1, 2021]. The 
map then is used to decide where the un-
dersea is crossable and design possible 
ways for safe navigation with the RS cut-
ter. In this case, it is also about being able 
to respond to a call as fast as possible, be-
cause “sometimes we don’t have so much 
time, of course. In rescue operations” 
[B1, 2021]. The navigator assesses 
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provided information and steers the ship 
with due diligence to avoid certain points. 
Thus, the soundings translated into depth 
points are capable to participate in a deci-
sion-making process, as notifiers of risk 
or a borderline, where one should go or 
avoid.  
 
I have noticed a similar route “control” 
via depth points when observing future 
seafarers learning how to use the naviga-
tion system, ECDIS. It is a widely used 
intricate system, regulated via interna-
tional standards – “all navigational offic-
ers must now have thorough knowledge 
of and ability to use ECDIS” (STCW 
2017, 23). The seafarers are taught to be 
aware of diverse inputs that go into the 
system. When students plan for a route, 
they read maps and plan in points with 
coordinates. These points can be entered 
into ECDIS, which automatically lays out 
the route, assessing its compatibility with 
certain parameters of the ship. ECDIS 
translates given coordinates, pairs them 
with the ship’s capacities and provides a 
warning if the route is incompatible with 
the vessel’s measurements. Here the 
soundings, translated into contours and 
depth points, function as compatibility 
measurements which could result in a 
warning or a failure to compute the route. 
With additional interaction from another 
data source – the vessel’s technical infor-
mation – points and contours are capable 
to regulate possible routes. 
 
Essentially, the sea charts used by seafar-
ers gain functionality through entangle-
ments between heterogeneous actors. 
When developing readable, user-friendly, 
and otherwise usable data sets for sea 
charts, NMA uses modes of measure-
ments to capture a piece of information 
crucial for further transformation. The fi-
nal visualisation of undersea terrain only 

gains its functionality through contact 
with a seafarer and the vessel where it is 
used. Sea charts, when employed for de-
cision making, can become propositions, 
suggesting how to navigate, and perform 
as a safety regulator, automatically cross-
referencing provided data points. 
 
When soundings interact with decision 
making for planning possible routes, they 
are entangled into another actor-network. 
Callon wrote that translations are where 
“the identity of actors, the possibility of 
interaction and the margins of manoeu-
vre are negotiated and delimited” (Callon 
1984, 6). In this case, possible manoeu-
vres of a ship are negotiated through 
readings of soundings. Pathways are in 
the making in accordance with compati-
bility with written numbers on a map dis-
play, tackling possibilities of routes, a 
movement reduced into lines or numeri-
cal meanings. When revealing the invisi-
ble, the chain of translation also allows 
for a delineation of risks. 
 
The Floating  
 
Here I discuss a specific tool used for 
SAR operations, concerned with what is 
happening on a sea surface – a leeway 
model. The term means calculations of an 
object’s drift trajectories, where leeway is 
a drift of an object exposed to wind 
above water (Breivik 2008, 100). Know-
ing a probable location of a missing per-
son or an object helps delineate a search 
area, suggesting where responders should 
focus to save time. It is calculated 
through leeway models, which are pro-
duced by MET and used by the JRCC. 
JRCC’s responders – controllers – calcu-
late leeway straight at MET’s website 
[JRCC1, 2021], where they can choose 
the object’s properties, start and end 
time, last known position, radius and the 
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length of the search. Calculations get vis-
ualised when downloaded into a Search 
and Rescue application (SARA) used by 
the controllers. 
 
The challenge of a leeway model is that 
the feedback system is not in place. Peo-
ple from MET cannot learn in practice 
how the drift calculation works in real sit-
uations: “in short I would say there are 
very few observations of how people 
have drifted” [MM2, 2021vi]. And from 
the JRCC perspective, controllers would 
contact MET when they “experience a lot 
of differences between where the objects 
were found and the drift simulation” 
[JRCC1, 2021]. Hence the feedback is 
provided mostly due to a significant lack 
of efficiency.  
 
For these calculations to work, people 
from MET must resort to actual field-
work [MM2, 2021]. Researchers release 
various entities to float on a sea surface 
(e.g., Allen et al. 2010). In the 2009 exper-
iment, three objects, a sailboat, a con-
tainer, and a manikin were released to 
drift in Andfjord – Northern Norway 
(Allen et al. 2010, 17). All floating parcels 
were equipped with tracking devices – 
AISvii transponders, providing infor-
mation on movement (Allen et al. 2010, 
13). The number of signals referring to 
distinct locations helped track the dis-
placement of the objects in the water and 
recreate movement trajectories. All float-
ers were equipped with anemometers – 
wind speed measuring devices – and cur-
rent measuring devices for measuring the 
sea currents. Both measuring devices use 
the deviation of sound waves as a tool for 
measurement, translating it into numeri-
cal meanings. Collected data provided af-
fordance to modify a drift trajectory 
model and make it more precise at pre-
dictions. The experiment’s temporal  

assemblages enabled movements of the 
parcels, wind, and waves to be translated 
into a readable form for algorithms, im-
proving their capability to predict drift 
trajectories.  
 
The leeway model is also used for acci-
dent prevention. Among other infor-
mation, controllers at the JRCC must plot 
in their system search areas and leeway 
[JRCC1, 2021]. They calculate the risk of 
ships running aground and inform re-
sponding vessels accordingly. As the re-
sponder from the RS cutter commented, 
with leeway calculations provided by the 
JRCC, they get more insight into how 
dangerous the situation is: “of course, we 
respond as quick as we can, but then we 
know, that time is an issue” [B1, 2021]. 
Interestingly, this type of leeway model 
use initially was unplanned by the devel-
opers: “we never really thought about 
that as a possibility that they would use it 
pre-emptively” [MM2, 2021]. The leeway 
model was aimed towards being able to 
say something about a search area after the 
fact. But with the experience of control-
lers, it gained another use – to make risk 
assessments. Thus, the pre-emptive use 
of drift calculations enables maps to also 
visualise risk, while delineating the time 
of response. 
 
Capturing moments of movement in a 
continuous flow of signals is a method of 
translation of what is otherwise uncon-
trollable – one could take water from the 
storming sea, but taken out of context, it 
would lose the momentary features. 
Measuring the velocity of things affords 
translation of an effect that wind and wa-
ter have on an entity in water. Even with 
meticulous computations, the infor-
mation does not allow for generalisation 
or external truth. When modelled into 
calculations, measurements can, at most, 
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provide probable trajectories of a drifting 
object [MM2, 2021]. For JRCC1 this is 
“just a tool to help us make a search area. 
This isn’t the truth.”  
 
The leeway model calculates possible 
movement and delineates it following a 
given time frame, providing multiple en-
actments of a drifting object. Translations 
of real-time movements also provide af-
fordance of time and its assessment. Cal-
culations are used to foretell a drift trajec-
tory and speed, providing responders 
with an idea of how much time they have 
on their hands. Additionally, having a 
mapped-out search area when searching 
for the missing can help save time, which 
is essential in search efforts. 
 
Translating Movement 
 
One evening I joined a rescue team 
onboard an RS rescue cutter. When we 
were out at sea, the vessel was rocking 
from side to side, making it difficult to 
read signs and symbols on a map display. 
Echoes from waves cluttered the radar 
and because it was dark, one could not 
see much through the window, except for 
lights from lighthouses and buoys – nav-
igational aids. It is an old system estab-
lished centuries ago, where lighthouses’ 
white means a clear path, while green and 
red lights can refer to which side should 
a seafarer stay on [observations at RS, 
2021]. Navigation was based also on when 
the lights changed. This was reflected in 
the map display – whenever we would sail 
into the pathway signalled by the white 
light, white-coloured lines would light up 
in the ECDI system. They would convey 
a message – stay between these lines to 
sail safely. When we would sail out, lines 
disappeared from ECDIS, depicting the 
change of the light in real time. These 

changes helped the navigator to confirm 
our location. 
 
The navigational aid system is an im-
portant part of the charts [MM5, 2021], 
and is entangled with local and interna-
tional standards. In sea charts one can 
read about lighthouses in each location, 
how they flash, in what colour(s) and in 
what length, width and height they can be 
seen (NMA 2020, 55-62). Currently, this 
system is being changed following stand-
ards defined by the International Associ-
ation of Lighthouse Authorities (NMA 
2021b, 35). Whenever anything changes 
in navigational aids, NMA includes it in 
the Notice for Mariners, released twice a 
month for paper charts, while digital 
charts are updated daily [MM5, 2021]. 
NMA takes care of the accuracy of navi-
gational aid on sea charts, whilst its visu-
alisation is regulated internationally. The 
way lighthouses appear in maps, along 
with other visualisation, is not NMA’s 
choice – International Hydrographic Or-
ganisation (IHO) has released standard-
ized specifications to ensure safety for 
operating ECDIS (IHO 2014, 1). Among 
other symbols and features, standards re-
fer to the way lighthouses have to be col-
oured, how and at what rate buoys flash 
the lights, and how sections of alternating 
lights should be drawn and named (IHO 
2018, B-400). ECDIS contains a symbols 
library, thus, when NMA provides seafar-
ers with files containing sea chart infor-
mation, a map is formed. Digital sea 
charts gain their visualisation only when 
processed in a machine with preinstalled 
symbols, heavily regulated by interna-
tional standards.  
 
Translation of navigational aid adds to 
seafarers’ situational awareness. The ca-
pability to integrate it into the display and 
visualise its movement eases navigation, 
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for a seafarer can confirm their location 
when cross-referencing what they see 
outside and on maps, especially at night 
or low visibility. When interacting with 
international regulations, maps acquire 
readability for a wider audience. This can 
provide for better information communi-
cation regarding location. As well, contin-
uous mapping updates of navigational 
aids add to the map’s participatory and 
performativity capabilities. 
 
Digital maps onboard the RS were capa-
ble to depict the movement and trajecto-
ries of other vessels in the area. Maps 
with the ability to integrate the movement 
of other vessels contribute to the naviga-
tor’s situational awareness, while the lack 
of it can provide difficulties for rescuers. 
Usually, the vessels are tracked through 
AIS, which provides details about the 
ship – their whereabouts, trajectory, and 
speed, among others, and can be seen on 
the ECDIS display. However, some boats 
are too small to be required to have the 
tracker. Other vessels, such as the Coast 
Guard, can switch off their AIS due to se-
curity reasons [JRCC1, 2021]. Lack of a 
possibility to translate movement can 
hinder planning and executing a SAR op-
eration. 
 
An example could be an incident in the 
High North, where the Governor of Sval-
bard, the Norwegian Coast Guard and 
the JRCC were involved in the response. 
When the controllers at the JRCC usually 
deploy a vessel to an incident, they ini-
tially provide a position and a course 
[JRCC1, 2021]. If a search is due, control-
lers estimate a search area for responding 
vessels and provide it either through po-
sitions or via screenshots [JRCC1, 2021]. 
This is because the JRCC and the Coastal 
Radio use a stand-alone mapping plat-
form for situational awareness, which 

does not communicate with other plat-
forms [JRCC1, 2021; R1, 2021viii].  
 
While several vessels and helicopters 
were sweeping the accident area, re-
sponders encountered difficulties with 
sharing geographical information. During 
the search, dozens of emails “were sent 
between the Governor of Svalbard, the 
JRCC and the Coast Guard. All contain-
ing different screenshots” [JRCC1, 2021]. 
Screenshots would contain information 
which had to be mapped out manually as 
the responding institutions at the time did 
not have interoperable mapping plat-
forms. JRCC1 commented on this issue 
that in the end “we don’t have the time, 
we don’t have the accuracy to plot all this 
information. That means that we don’t 
have shared situation awareness during 
the incident” [2021]. With more agencies 
involved in a response, maps are not al-
ways able to communicate with each 
other. Thus, translation is hindered. If 
one map provides the capability to inte-
grate the search area and current over-
sight of vessels in one location, the other 
might not have the same level of data 
translation. 
 
Sending screenshots was a way to share 
changes in movements, yet it had its 
downsides, as it added additional layers of 
translation. When sending a screenshot 
to a vessel in the sea, one must be aware 
of signal limitations and that the picture 
could take time to be uploaded and 
downloaded [JRCC1, 2021]. Additionally, 
manual plotting takes time and lacks ac-
curacy. This type of translation between 
different mapping platforms does not 
provide the same functionality for maps. 
Even though assemblages of maps pro-
vided the affordability to plan and carry 
out a search operation, and communicate 
the information, they did so at the  
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expense of time – and time in SAR efforts 
is crucial.  
 
Maps in Translation 
 
In the mentioned cases, sea charts are as-
sembled throughout various sites. If an 
RS cutter is responding to a search effort, 
then its map display on ECDIS is at least 
connected to datasets acquired and pro-
cessed by the NMA. If a search area is 
dictated or sent, then navigation within 
the given perimeter entails connections 
with the experiments about drift trajecto-
ries. Albeit actors are interacting through 
different spatialities and temporalities, 
when immersing maps into complicated 
series of events, translations allow for 
simplified entanglements between these 
events. 
 
Translations entail a chain of decision 
making, where what remains visible or in-
visible is adjusted step by step. The sea-
scape, under and above the sea, decon-
structed into millions of points, measured 
through glimpses into events, becomes 
portable entanglements of algorithms, 
symbols, standards, decisions, risk, com-
puters, compasses, and other actors. The 
same goes for navigational aid, the search 
area, and real-time movement. Mapping 
out these processes requires ordering 
translations between various material-se-
miotic forms. Visualisations of a map are 
enactments of interactions between, 
among others, decisions, regulations, fil-
tering processes, national and interna-
tional standards, navigational needs, the 
question of national security, and weather 
conditions. 
 
These heterogeneous interactions are 
where digital maps gain functionalities. 
Bouncing waves from objects do not im-
mediately become representations of the 

sea bottom, nor does the tracking signal 
of a floating object. It is through the in-
teraction of expected elements and pur-
posely placed tools that the information 
on certain spatial and temporal character-
istics can be collected and later processed. 
Because maps are designed with the pos-
sibility for the end user to add more in-
formation to the platform, mapping is 
not over with the production line. Maps 
are not external to the material world they 
are enacted through, rather, they are em-
bedded in entanglements, through which 
actions such as representation or negoti-
ation of possible routes are afforded. 
 
Translations within digital maps entail a 
provision of meaning. For example, visu-
alisation. Soundings neither possess in-
formation about the contour of the sea-
bed, nor their colour. Meaning is negoti-
ated through a string of interactions – 
from recognising underwater features to 
encoding them in a manner suitable for 
local and international regulations, to vis-
ualising them through globally recognised 
signs and symbols. In the case of naviga-
tional aid, international standards negoti-
ate the meaning of symbols in sea charts. 
Colours, lines, symbols, and measure-
ments are integrated into one assemblage 
from elsewhere when it comes to the map 
display through ECDIS. The same goes 
for geographical reference. For vessels, 
pings, and floating objects, it is negotiated 
by taking them out of their local context, 
estimating position in accordance with 
global units of reference to places such as 
the North Pole and Greenwich, and put-
ting them back to their now-referenced 
locale. Sea charts are the place where these 
negotiations happen. 
 
Digital maps can provide affordability of 
time and risk mitigation. They provide in-
formation for planning safe routes before 
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responding to a call. They can delineate 
movement for search operations, allow 
for estimation of risk, and ease commu-
nication of information regarding situa-
tional awareness. However, mapping 
platforms can also disrupt communica-
tion when they do not allow translations 
between separate assemblages. Thus, de-
pending on entanglements, translation 
may both enhance digital maps’ function-
ality as well as render them “lost in trans-
lation.” 
 
Conclusions 
 
With this article, I presented a series of 
processes or chains of translations that 
happen when sea charts are employed 
during maritime SAR operations. I in-
quired into seabed mapping, the creation 
of calculation models for possible drift 
trajectories defining a search area and 
mapping the movement of other vessels 
and the navigational aid. Throughout, I 
braided map production and its use in the 
navigation into one narrative to empha-
sise that mapping does not stop with pro-
ducing a map. In each case of map em-
ployment, assemblages were unique to 
the event, granting maps with capabilities 
to represent, assess, propose, perform, 
and (mis)inform. Within them, maps 
could provide affordability (or not) of 
time and spatial accuracy when respond-
ing to a call – crucial elements for a suc-
cessful SAR operation. Using translations 
as a mode of inquiry, it was possible to 
see alternative assemblages entangled in 
the mapping process. 
 
Maps employed during maritime SAR 
operations in Northern Norway are dy-
namic and enacted through different spa-
tio-temporalities, including actors of dif-
ferent scales. Some translations, such as 
contour lines, happen in more stable  

assemblages than others, for example, 
when relaying a situational picture from 
one mapping platform onto another. Sta-
bility allows for less time consumption 
while navigating and for risk assessments 
for possible routes. However, because 
the assemblages are in flux, it is not “a 
given” that a map will represent what is 
outside, provide accurate means for plan-
ning, or relay movement, leading to an 
unexpected mutability of maps. In mari-
time SAR operations, where location and 
time are paramount, a lack of functional-
ity can be fatal. Therefore, it is crucial to 
focus on maps as ongoing practices and 
explore how certain features arise while 
others can be lacking.  
 
Visualisation of undersea, estimation of 
probable drift trajectories, and translation 
of movement are only a few processes 
that allow digital maps to gain their func-
tionality. A depth point on a map, then, is 
a filtered reference of where rock-sound 
wave interaction took place, enacting in-
tricate navigation between civil and na-
tional risks and securities. Maps are en-
tangled in a constant mapping and de-
pend on interactions with international 
standards, and national regulations, in-
cluding questions of national security, 
funding, weather conditions, personnel 
capacity, and dialogue between NMA and 
seafarers. Analysed examples reveal sev-
eral actors influencing what will be visible 
and what is to remain invisible within the 
sea charts. Knowing more about these in-
teractions can provide a better under-
standing of what one can expect from 
digital maps. 
 
Structured mapping entanglements can 
interact unexpectedly with alternative as-
semblages, resulting in deviating maps. 
Following translations helps to maintain 
a focus on more-than-human interactions 
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within mapping practices without simpli-
fying them and to spot their differences. 
Furthermore, analysing maps through 
translation processes allows inquiring 
into the ontogenesis of maps – the “un-
folding practices” – and to question the 
ontological security of maps (as in 
Kitchin and Dodge 2007). They are not 
connected to objective truth, nor do they 
exist independently of the process of be-
coming. Exploring digital maps within 
their entanglements reveals their capabil-
ity to calculate and delineate risks, enact 
securities and diverge worldings – world-
making practices.  
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i The seafarer, B1, works on a rescue cutter in 
Northern Norway with the Norwegian Sea Res-
cue Society (RS), interviewed on 2021-03-23. 
ii ECDIS stands for Electronic Chart Display Sys-
tem; more about this is written further in the text. 
iii T2 is a research participant, who works with 
training seafarers, interviewed on 2021-09-17.  
iv JRCC1 – research participant, working with 
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre, interviewed on 
2021-07-13. 

v MM5 is a research participant, working with the 
modelling of sea charts at the NMA, interviewed 
on 2021-05-06. 
vi MM2 – research participant, working at the 
Norwegian Meteorological Institute, interviewed 
on 2021-03-10. 
vii AIS stands for Automatic Identification Sys-
tem. 
viii R1 – a research participant, working at the 
Norwegian Coastal Radio North Norway, inter-
viewed on 2021-12-03. 
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From Everyday Map-Things to Oblivion? The Social Lives of Finnish Missionary 
World Maps 

In 1909, the Finnish Missionary Society 
(FMS, known in Finnish as Suomen 
Lähetysseura) celebrated its fiftieth anni-
versary.i For the festivities, the current 
mission director of the society, Jooseppi 
Mustakallio, authored articles in which he 
outlined the impact that the FMS had 
generated since its establishment in 1859. 
As an example of its broad societal signif-
icance, Mustakallio mentioned the mis-
sionary map of the world that the society 
had published from 1859 until the 1890s, 
which had consequently “spread even to 
the humblest of houses” across Finland, 
at the time of the Russian Empire (Mus-
takallio 1909). The map visualized the 
global missionary field by depicting the 
extent of different religions with white 
(Christians), grey (Muslims), and black 
(“heathens”), in addition to sharing geo-
graphical information. According to 
Mustakallio, who had also worked as a 
teacher, the “humble” world map had 
been “an important vehicle of civilization 
among our people,” as it had, he main-
tained, together with the periodicals, ef-
fectively communicated geographical 
knowledge about different lands and their 
inhabitants. As Mustakallio phrased it, 
upon publication the world map had en-
tered a largely unploughed terrain:  

It must be remembered that 
around that time when the mis-
sionary society was established, 
the elementary school did not yet 

exist. People’s geographical 
knowledge was limited; it barely 
existed. This world map was one 
of the first to spread among ordi-
nary people. It opened a com-
pletely new view and expanded 
people’s ideas about the world 
and religions and the level of civ-
ilization because the map was ac-
companied by a short and factual 
explanation. This map has there-
fore taught the first things about 
geographical and such knowledge 
to countless households and indi-
viduals. (1909)ii 

 

 
 
Figure 1 
A copy of the Finnish edition of the 
Finnish Missionary Society’s mission-
ary world map. This is likely an exem-
plar of the second issue of the map, 
published in 1860. The hemispheric 
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map shows the world from the view-
point of the Western missionary enter-
prise. The illustrations on the sides 
depict scenes of idolatry and “hea-
then” practices from Asia. Maailman 
Kartta Lähetys-Toimesta, c. 1860, 
Map collection of the National Li-
brary of Finland.  
 
Missionary maps of the world, like the 
one published by the FMS (figure 1), were 
a transnational phenomenon that most 
Western missionary societies utilized to 
promote their work and to gather finan-
cial support for the missionary cause 
(Kark 1993; “Missionskartographie” 
2019). They were published and sold 
alongside periodicals, books, pamphlets, 
and images, all of which popularized ra-
cialized ideas concerning the different 
peoples of the world, their “savagery” 
and uncivilized cultures and religious 
practices, while simultaneously seeking to 
evoke compassion towards the “distant 
other.” This was a well-versed strategy 
within the transnational field of mission-
ary societies (Vallgårda 2016). Through 
such materials, missionary societies mate-
rialized to their audiences their ideas of 
the expanding “Christian empire” 
(Nielssen, Okkenhaug, and Hestad Skeie 
2011). Like their counterparts, the Finn-
ish maps were meant for home audiences: 
they were marketed in Finland for Finn-
ish consumers to gather financial and 
spiritual support for Finnish missionary 
work. 
 
Scholars writing the history of the FMS 
have often referred to the arguments con-
cerning the significance of the Finnish 
map and detailed their status as one of the 
bestsellers of the FMS’s publications 
(Paunu 1909, 14; Väkeväinen 1988; 
Remes 1993, 33, 35, 252; Löytty 2006, 42; 
Merivirta, Koivunen, and Särkkä 2021, 

10; Skurnik 2021). However, the social re-
lationships that the maps entered into re-
main unexplored. Thus, we lack an un-
derstanding of what Mustakallio’s words 
meant in practice: How were the maps 
read, by whom, and where? What type of 
knowledge did these people infer from 
the maps? What did the maps mean for 
their makers and their users? How did 
these meanings change as the decades 
passed? In this article, I examine these 
questions by investigating the social lives 
of the affordable mass-produced mis-
sionary world maps, which were pub-
lished in 1859–1894 both in Finnish and 
Swedish. I analyze the worldly experi-
ences that the maps generated for their 
different users by reconstructing their 
lifecycles in Finnish society: their social—
and often affective—lives and the work 
that the maps did for both their makers 
and users. I argue that the Finnish case 
exemplifies how these “humble” maps, 
which were part of the everyday material 
culture of the transnational missionary 
project, forged specific cognitive relation-
ships with people that reveal the develop-
ment of spatial thinking. Exploring their 
lifecycles makes it possible to contem-
plate the maps’ position in the process of 
shaping Finns’ global consciousness dur-
ing a period when this type of knowledge 
was not accessible to many. 
 
In what follows, I approach the social 
lives of these maps from three critical 
perspectives. First, I examine how the 
FMS produced the maps to gather sup-
port for missionary work and to popular-
ize the idea of the global missionary field 
and its geography. I do this by analyzing 
how, as the publisher, the FMS purported 
that people use them. Second, I examine 
what we can know of people’s engage-
ments with the maps—that is, how they 
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used the maps. When seeking to under-
stand what the missionary world maps 
meant in the context of Finnish society, 
where access to global knowledge was 
limited and organizations like the FMS 
were primary channels for its distribu-
tion, especially in the 1860s, it is crucial to 
understand just what the maps meant to 
those who studied them. Third, I exam-
ine the meanings of the maps in the 20th 
century, during a period when they were 
no longer produced, yet during which 
time they still had a place in public dis-
course and later became a part of public 
archives. In pulling these three phases to-
gether—the produced, the mobilized, the 
archived—this article questions how 
maps changed from everyday map-things 
with 78,000 copies in circulation over a 
nearly forty-year period to things of the 
past in the twentieth century. In addition 
to examining the maps in question, my 
analysis relies on archival material and ac-
counts in periodicals, newspapers, and 
books that contain information about 
how the FMS intended the map to be 
used and describe people’s encounters 
with the maps. Taken together, these ma-
terials make it possible to contemplate 
the meanings that the map had in the 
hands of its publisher and those it gener-
ated once mobilized.  
 
By investigating the meanings of the 
maps in the hands of their makers and us-
ers, this article contributes to the schol-
arly debates that are at the core of the the-
matic issue of the Material Culture Review 
that focuses on the social lives of maps. 
Scholars of material culture have long 
noted the biographical aspect of objects 
and things: the need to consider the dif-
ferent events that objects are a part of 
from their production until they are ei-
ther destroyed or placed in collections. 

They have thus been interested in an ob-
ject’s lifecycles and its social lives (e.g., 
Appadurai 1986, 3–4; Vesterinen 2001, 
26–29, 33–35). This interest in objects as 
ontologically insecure and in a constant 
state of “becoming” is similarly the focus 
of processual and post-representational 
approaches to maps and cartography 
(Kitchin, Gleeson, and Dodge 2013; 
Caquard 2015). Attention to the shifting 
meanings of maps in the hands of their 
makers, publishers, and users—the study 
of mapping as a process—is burgeoning 
in the field of map history (Edney 2011, 
2014; Prior 2012; Brückner 2017; Koot 
2018; Lobo-Guerro, Lo Presti, and dos 
Reis 2021). At the core of such tasks, 
where the agency of maps is best high-
lighted, is the need to consider their com-
ing into being as people use them and 
thus engage in different parts of their 
lifecycles. Examining this phenomenon 
means restoring the social relatedness of 
maps: to acknowledge the diverse ways 
that people have lived with what may be 
called map “stuff” (in the terminology of 
Miller 2010). 
 
As Arjun Appadurai puts it, following the 
“things-in motion” illuminates “their hu-
man and social context” (1986, 5). People 
engage with maps in versatile ways—they 
engage with what Matthew Edney calls 
“mappy acts” as they make maps and mo-
bilize, use, and discard them (2019, 48). 
As noted by historian of science Kapil Raj 
in the context of mapping colonial South 
Asia, following the trajectories of prac-
tices and artefacts reveals how historical 
actors attempted “to make a place for 
themselves in their world by reconfigur-
ing it, changing its ingredients, introduc-
ing new objects and engendering a re-
composition of the relationship between 
them and the social fabric” (2007, 92–93). 
The lifecycles of the FMS’s missionary 
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map make it possible to identify its 
changing meanings and the agency it had 
in changing how people understood and 
viewed the world and their own position 
in it.  
 
“Dear Reader, Please Take the Mis-
sionary Map in Your Hand” 
 
The double roles of the missionary world 
maps in Finland as promotional material 
for missionary work as well as educa-
tional tools, provides a unique perspec-
tive for assessing how a map could 
“change the ingredients” of the world (in 
the terminology of Raj 2007, 92–93). This 
refers to the epistemological and ontolog-
ical effects that material maps can have 
on people and cultures and the 
worldviews that they help shape—that is, 
to the map’s agency. James Corner (2011 
[1999]) has suggested that thinking about 
the agency of mapping should focus on 
an understanding that “mappings do not 
represent geographies or ideas; rather 
they effect their actualization” (89). In-
deed, as the FMS map entered into Finn-
ish society, it extended a transnationally 
shared visual economy of the world to 
Finland. Thus, it contributed to a process 
whereby certain areas on the world map 
were represented and marketed as “hea-
then” and in need of transformation. In 
doing so, it tapped into local (here mean-
ing Finnish) spatial knowledge about the 
wider world, which in the 1850s and 
1860s was quite limited amongst ordinary 
Finns. 
 
At the time the first edition of the FMS 
world map was published, commercially 
sold Finnish-language world maps were a 
rarity. The first Finnish-language map of 
the world had been published in 1845 in 
a series of readers called Lukemisia Kansan 
hyödyksi ([Itäinen maan puolisko] 1845), 

edited by journalist Paavo Tikkanen. This 
map included a double-hemisphere world 
map with a smaller map of Europe tucked 
below the two hemispheres. The world 
map shows the names of countries on 
other continents, whereas the map of Eu-
rope details its political divisions. The 
map was accompanied by a description of 
global geography that served as an intro-
ductory text to general geographical 
knowledge about the world and the uni-
verse (“Johdatus yleiseen maa-tietoon” 
1845, 59–97). Another printer, Johan 
Karsten from Kuopio in eastern Finland, 
published a similar world map the same 
year in a periodical called Maamiehen ystävä 
together with a short descriptive article 
explaining the map (“Tämän Lehden 
Mukana” 1845, 1–2). However, the pre-
cise layout of the map is currently un-
known as I have not been able to locate a 
single copy of it in the archives. To the 
best of my knowledge, no other Finnish-
language world maps entered circulation 
prior to the publication of the FMS map 
in the spring of 1859. Later in the same 
year, bookseller Johan Wilhelm Lillja, 
based in south-west Finland, published 
another Finnish world map. The map had 
been produced in Wolfenbüttel, Ger-
many, by L. Halle. It was intended for 
schools, and only 500 copies were printed 
(Autero 1993, 197). This is in stark con-
trast to the 15,000 copies that the FMS 
printed in the first edition of its map. Ad-
ditionally, the price of the map published 
by Johan Lillja was also 20 times higher 
than that of the FMS map, making it an 
unlikely purchase for people in the lower 
classes. Indeed, Lillja’s map was primarily 
meant to be used in schools, not private  
homes (“Maailmankarttaa 
lähetystoimesta” 1859, 16; “Maamme kir-
japainoissa” 1859, 166–167). 
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From the 1860s onwards, the market for 
Finnish-language maps started to grow, 
largely due to the demands of the expand-
ing network of primary schools as well as 
the rise of popular education.iii Conse-
quently, the availability of different types 
of maps, geographical texts, and other 
prints in Finnish grew steadily as the cen-
tury advanced: many were translated, 
copied, or adapted from foreign originals 
(Strang 2020, 214–17). In this context, 
the wide circulation of the missionary 
world map already in the 1860s likely gen-
erated encounters between the maps and 
people who had possibly never studied a 
world map closely or familiarized them-
selves with global geographical nomen-
clature. 
 
The FMS maps were, however, never in-
tended to be studied alone: rather, they 
were designed to be read together with 
the missionary periodicals and accompa-
nying pamphlets. The pamphlets pub-
lished to accompany the map consisted 
of Selitys Lähetys-toimen kartalle [Explana-
tion to the map of missionary work] 
(1859), with fourteen editions being pub-
lished between 1859 and 1895, and Evan-
kelinen lähetys, huutava ääni kristikunnalle 
[Evangelical mission, the voice of Chris-
tianity] (1861), which was a translation of 
a German publication. All these texts in-
cluded detailed instructions that helped 
readers locate the places and the peoples 
discussed via different methods. The 
texts explained how and in what ways dif-
ferent peoples in different parts of the 
world lived in ignorance of Christianity. 
At times, the texts included images of the 
areas and the peoples being discussed. In 
this section, I examine the different in-
structions for reading the map and argue 
that they reveal how the FMS presented 
the role of the map as mimetic and dis-
embodied. The reading instructions given 

in the FMS’s periodicals and pamphlets 
were designed to condition people’s en-
gagement with the maps, and thus, shape 
their spatial thinking. Before analyzing 
the FMS’s instructions to readers, I will 
briefly detail the publication history of 
the missionary world map in the Grand 
Duchy of Finland. 
 
The missionary world map began circu-
lating within Finnish society almost im-
mediately after the FMS was established, 
in the beginning of 1859. The secretary of 
the society, K. J. G. Sirelius, suggested at 
a board meeting in March 1859 that the 
world map should be printed and pub-
lished based on a map already published 
by the Basel Missionary Society in the 
1840s. The board deemed the map essen-
tial to “make the missionary cause better 
known across the country” (“Johtokun-
nan kokouksen pöytäkirja” 1859, 13). In 
April 1859, Fredrik Polén (also at times 
spelled Rietrikki Polén), at that time in 
charge of the Helsinki printing house of 
the Finnish Literary Society, made an of-
fer to the FMS to produce the map based 
on the German-language original (Polén 
1859). The map was designed to be larger 
than the German version, and it incorpo-
rated vignettes depicting religious and 
cultural practices in Asia—showing, for 
instance, Chinese men burying a child 
alive as well as an African man kneeling 
and asking for salvation (“Maailman 
kartta lähetys-toimesta” 1860; Skurnik 
2021).  
 
The Basel Missionary Society’s map, uti-
lized as the model for the Finnish map, 
would have easily been available to mem-
bers of the FMS because of their connec-
tions to the central European missionary 
societies and because it had been pub-
lished as an addendum to Missions-Tidning, 
a Stockholm-based periodical published 
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by the Swedish Missionary Society (Sven-
ska Missions Sällsskapet) in 1846. The 
map was published with a four-page, 
Swedish-language description of the map. 
It offered readers a guided tour of the 
world depicted on the map (“Beskrifning 
öfver den bifogade missions-werlds-char-
tan” 1846). Many in Finland also sub-
scribed to the Swedish periodical, and it 
was one of the numerous sources of in-
formation about the missionary cause 
prior to the establishment of the FMS. 
The availability of the Basel Mission’s 
map via the Swedish periodical signifies 
that the general design of a missionary 
world map would have been familiar to at 
least some Finnish audiences prior to the 
publication of the FMS maps. Indeed, in-
dividuals supportive of the missionary 
cause utilized this type of map to raise 
awareness about missionary work already 
in the 1840s (“Suomen Paka-
nalähetystoimi” 1909; “Lähetyshar-
rastuksen ensiajalta Tampereella II” 
1909; Väkeväinen 1988, 2–20). 
 
For the FMS, the map was a tool by 
which to visualize the global missionary 
field for Finnish- and Swedish-speaking 
audiences. Its strategy relied on argu-
ments of mimesis (that the map showed 
what the world was like) as well as ad-
vancing the idea of a disembodied global 
gaze (that the map and the texts offered 
the same view to all users when read as 
instructed). The accompanying pam-
phlets, which were sold separately but in 
close association with the maps, focused 
on explaining the map and teaching its 
users how to read it. The Selitys pamphlet 
instructed readers to first identify the two 
hemispheres, “the two sides of the 
globe,” and then explained what could be 
seen on each side: for example, “the 
right-hand side,” “where we find more 
land … is the mostly white, complex  

continent of Europe” (Selitys lähetys-toimen 
kartalle 1878, 4). It focused on shipping 
routes, marked with a thin black line, and 
directed readers to follow them to the dif-
ferent continents and islands and to no-
tice the color of each: black, white, or 
grey. The overview was followed by a de-
tailed “journey around the globe, that 
with its countries and continents is spread 
before us” (Selitys lähetys-toimen kartalle 
1878, 6). The Evankelinen lähetys pamphlet 
approached the map similarly to traveling 
around the world, instructing readers on 
how to “walk across the lands of the 
earth,” with explanations of how people 
lived and their beliefs in different parts of 
the world (1861, 14). The “walk” ended 
with the question, “what should be 
done?” Essentially, then, the pamphlet 
sought to direct readers to an understand-
ing that the goal was to transform the 
black areas into white areas (Evankelinen 
lähetys 1861).     
 
The articles published in the FMS period-
icals during the 1860s and 1870s, both in 
the Swedish (Missions-Tidning i Finland) 
and Finnish (Suomen Lähetyssanomia) edi-
tions, echoed the approach taken in the 
pamphlets. It is noteworthy that through-
out the 1860s, many of the articles were 
translated and adapted from publications 
in foreign periodicals, especially from the 
German missionary periodicals, yet the 
exact sources cannot always be identified 
(Remes 1993, 27–28). This means that 
some references to the maps may derive 
from the original articles, even though 
their inclusion was ultimately decided by 
the editors of the periodicals, K. J. G Sire-
lius and Gustaf Dahlberg. The instruc-
tions usually guided readers to a visual 
and tactile encounter with the map. For 
example, an article on Africa published in 
1861 in Suomen Lähetyssanomia began with 
a detailed instruction to readers on how 
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to position oneself in relation to the map:  
If the reader now places the 

missionary map in front of them 

on the table and finds in the 

Eastern Hemisphere the great 

continent that is called Africa, 

and then starts to sail from its 

southern tip towards its western 

edge, that is the coast on the left, 

and stops where the coastline 

curves towards them, so they, 

above the equator or below the 

folding, can read the word Niger. 

This is where the Niger River, of 

which I talk about, flows to the 

sea. (“Ensimmäinen koulu Niger-

joella” 1861, 61, boldface text in 

the original) 

Here, the reader is directed to place the 
map on a table and use their hands to lo-
cate the outlet of the river. The descrip-
tion details the bodily aspects that reading 
the map invites: placing the map in front 
of the reader, stretching out one’s hand, 
visually scanning the map, and combining 
the text with the map. Following these in-
structions would allow readers to locate 
the first school established by a mission-
ary on the Niger River. 
 
Other ways of directing readers included 
pointing out easily identifiable lettering, 
specific lines, or the images of ships on 
the map. For example, one article noted 
that near the North Pole, readers could 
find the peninsula “Gröönlanti” [Green-
land], with its name written askew, while 
another article noted that readers could 
find the Fiji Islands by locating a line 
drawn across the Pacific, or more pre-
cisely by locating the name “Australia,” 
and then by looking slightly below the 
large letters of “s” and “t” (“Kristillisyy-
den levittämisestä Gröönlannissa” 1860, 

81; “Fegee luodot” 1860, 118). Jamaica 
could be found by identifying a ship lo-
cated between North and South America 
(“Herätys Jamaikassa” 1861, 66). These 
instructions were thus based on easily 
identifiable elements, thereby ensuring 
that the map could easily be read even by 
children.   
 
The articles often made use of Finland’s 
location on the map to help readers com-
prehend the relative sizes of the islands 
being discussed or to find their location 
on the map “by leaving from Finland” 
and taking this or that route (e.g., “Nes-
torianeista” 1873, 53). For instance, an ar-
ticle noted that the island of Borneo was 
four times the size of Finland (“Borneo” 
1860, 10). The inclusion of such direct 
references served as a primary means of 
engaging readers with places of interest 
through their own, more immediate 
spheres of life by educating them on how 
to relate Finland to more distant regions. 
By 1873, many articles no longer took it 
for granted that readers would not know 
the locations of the places being dis-
cussed. This can be seen, for example, in 
an article dealing with the Fiji Islands:  

The Fiji Islands are, as the reader 
might know, in the Western 
Hemisphere, in the Wide or Still 
Sea. They are part of the Austral-
ian archipelago, and the reader 
can find them on the world map 
in the far south-west of the West-
ern Hemisphere, east of the New 
Hebrides (“Kuningas Thakom-
ban ja lähetys Fissin saarilla” 
1873, 24).  
 

Consequently, what emerges here, via the 
pamphlets and the periodicals, are the 
concerted efforts of the FMS to translate 
specific geo-spatial knowledges into their 
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appropriate operational context and asso-
ciate them with recognizable geograph-
ical features and other symbols. Moreo-
ver, once the FMS had sent out mission-
aries of its own or established its own 
workstations, the world map was then 
updated to include the new locations, 
thereby allowing readers to locate the 
sites of activity. This occurred when the 
FMS sponsored a German missionary, 
Herman Onasch, associated with the Ber-
lin-based Gossner Missionary Society, to 
undertake work in India. Sometime dur-
ing the 1860s, the name “Suomi” (Fin-
land) was imprinted in central Asia to 
mark the location of the missionary sta-
tion where Onasch worked.iv Similarly, 
the world map was updated once the 
FMS’s own missionaries had established 
their workstations in present-day north-
ern Namibia, in southwest Africa, in the 
1870s (“Maailman kartta lähetys-
toimesta” 1871). The publication of 
large-scale maps and practice of referring 
to them in the periodicals further enabled 
readers to learn about these distant places 
(“Selitys kartalle” 1862, 56–57; Mission-
skarta öfwer Afrika och Owambolandet jemte 
besrifning 1879). 
 
Linking the texts to the map was an effi-
cient way to enhance the FMS’s “peda-
gogy of space” (in the terminology of 
Paasi 1998). Describing the otherness of 
the inhabitants of the regions colored 
black on the map was a prevailing feature 
of the articles: in effect, the FMS was 
teaching its audiences how to conceptu-
alize global human difference. This ap-
proach became further highlighted when 
the map was linked to images depicting 
human individuals of the regions in ques-
tion. One example is an illustration of a 
man from New Guinea, which was pub-
lished both in Missions-Tidning för Finland 

and Suomen Lähetyssanomia in 1862. Inter-
estingly, the editors of the two periodi-
cals, K. J. G. Sirelius for the Swedish pe-
riodical and Gustaf Dahlberg for the 
Finnish issue, utilized the illustration to 
make differing arguments. Dahlberg’s de-
scription captured “the ultimate other,” 
as he proceeded to instruct readers on 
where to locate the island and how to un-
derstand its relative position on the globe: 
“New Guinea (read: ginea) is in the East-
ern Hemisphere north of New Holland. 
It is closest to Borneo and the largest is-
land on earth” (“Uusi Guinea (selitys ku-
valle)” 1862, 125). He then continued by 
describing the man in the image as fol-
lows: he was a specimen of the “gloomy, 
cruel, and wild people who also eat hu-
mans and hate Europeans. They don’t 
cultivate the lands. … The bow is their 
weapon, as they know nothing of guns” 
(“Uusi Guinea (selitys kuvalle)” 1862, 
125). Sirelius was more sympathetic in his 
description, even though Missions-Tidning 
also presented the illustration as an image 
of “a wild man from the big island of 
New Guinea,” which readers can find on 
the missionary map. However, he did not 
claim that the people were cannibals and 
simply noted that only a few of them had 
become Christians (“Här se [sic] vi” 1862, 
92). 
 
These examples illustrate how the reading 
of the map was designed to be a multi-
sensory event: the conceptualization of 
the world was designed to unfold as a vis-
ual and tactile process as readers gazed at 
the map and followed its symbols with 
their hands. It was also a multi-modal 
event where the moments of consump-
tion were intended to include engaging 
with the symbolics of the map, the differ-
ent texts, and the various images, all of 
which worked towards the same goal: 
popularizing ideas about the “heathens” 
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and their whereabouts in the world. The 
reading of the map together with the texts 
showed how the map’s symbolics corre-
sponded with the world out there. Next, 
I examine the types of encounters that 
people had with the map and their in-
ferred meanings.  
 
Encountering the Maps 
 
As David N. Livingstone has summa-
rized regarding the reading of scientific 
texts, there is always a sited engagement 
with the reader and the text. As the 
“where” affects the “how” of reading, the 
meanings and knowledge inferred while 
reading a text are not fixed. Rather, it is 
possible to decipher processes of domes-
tication as people engage with texts (Liv-
ingstone 2005, 391, 399). The same can 
be observed from people’s engagement 
with the missionary world maps. Indeed, 
as Kitchin, Perkins, and Dodge argue, 
“[m]aps do not then emerge in the same 
way for all individuals” (2011, 21). Con-
sequently, maps and the world have a co-
constitutive relationship wherein the “in-
scription, individual and world” emerge 
and remake each other “through mutually 
constituted practices that unite map and 
space” (Kitchin, Perkins, & Dodge 2011, 
21–22). Moreover, the spatial work done 
by maps should not be taken for granted 
or uncritically linked with their intended 
uses. Laura Lo Presti stresses this point 
by talking about maps that “fail.” Lo 
Presti notes that through empirical exam-
ination, it becomes possible to identify 
“moments when maps are useless, do not 
do their job, are impotent, or work differ-
ently than expected” (2021, 196). These 
moments of encounter demonstrate the 
potential agency of maps in shaping peo-
ple’s understanding of the world. In this 
section, I examine how the reception of 

the maps differed according to the con-
text of their readers, their preconcep-
tions, and relationship with the knowl-
edges that the map communicated. 
 
The likely places where adults encoun-
tered the maps for the first time were mis-
sionary events: during sermons or at 
other gatherings organized by the FMS’s 
agents across the country, where the map 
would have been studied as a “collabora-
tive artefact.” This means that the map-
ping would have unfolded in collabora-
tion with the other information available 
in its context of use (in the terminology 
of Kitchin, Gleeson, and Dodge 2013, 
483). The FMS used the post office, its 
network of agents, and traveling sales-
people to distribute its publications effec-
tively throughout Finland (Remes 1993, 
29–32). As well, the FMS sold and dis-
played the map at its events, such as pub-
lic sermons. Vicars involved with mission 
work also provided copies of the map to 
peoples in different parts of the country 
(“Kotomaalta” 1871, 117; Halpanen 
sanankuulija 1876). The society’s volun-
tary agents distributed the maps in rural 
locations like Tammela, a small village in 
southern Finland, and Munsala, on the 
western coast of Finland in the region of 
Ostrobothnia, where a factory worker 
and a teacher, respectively, sold the maps 
(“Tilinteko Suomen Lähetysseuralle tul-
leista rahoista” 1860, 26; “Myydyistä 
lähetyskirjasista ja sanomista” 1871, 80). 
Due to the effective work of the agents, 
the FMS reported glowingly already in its 
second annual report that the maps were 
being consumed across the country, even 
in the distant north at the borders of Lap-
land (“Suomen Lähetysseuran toinen 
vuosi-kertomus” 1860, 125). Copies were 
also made available to the common peo-
ple via loaning libraries (Luettelo Rauman 
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Lainakirjaston kirjoista, alkukirjainten 
johdolla 1873, 17).  
 
Considering the size of the printings, sev-
eral thousand copies at a time, which, for 
example, totaled 78,000 by 1894, as well 
as the different channels of distribution,  
the FMS was able to put its map in the 
hands of a diverse audience. It thus trans-
formed the map into a recognizable and 
popular commodity. Unfortunately, 
though, the FMS archive contains no de-
tailed information on just who purchased 
the maps. The printing sizes for the Swe-
dish issue were always smaller than those 
for the Finnish issue, which reflects the 
relative sizes of the two groups in the 
population. It is likely that many people 
consulted the map when reading the 
FMS’s periodicals as they often read—
and purchased copies of earlier vol-
umes—for a long time after their initial 
publication (Remes 1993, 29). In addi-
tion, the map was most likely utilized at 
the Helsinki-based missionary school, 
where the FMS started to train mission-
aries in 1862: since the curricula included 
some geography lessons (called “maan 
oppi” [knowledge of the Earth] in 1864), 
the map likely featured as an educational 
tool alongside the imported maps 
(“Lähetyskoulumme” 1864, 188–90; 
Remes 1993, 115). 
 
All these various mobilities of the 
maps—published in two languages and 
encountered by people from different so-
cial contexts—generated new lifecycles 
for them as they intersected with differ-
ent people’s lives. It is noteworthy that as 
they arrived in different locations, their 
social lives may have changed accord-
ingly. Indeed, their material form allowed 
them to cross the distances of what 
Bruno Latour (1987) calls “immutable 
mobiles,” yet simultaneously they could 

become mutable mobiles since the mean-
ings inferred from them could differ (dos 
Reis 2021, 111; Law and Mol 2001, 619–
20). In addition to generating different 
meanings, users may have annotated their 
contents, as is known to have occurred 
with some of the missionary world maps 
produced by the Basel mission (e.g., 
“Weltkarte der Mission” 1845). Thus far, 
I have not come across any FMS maps 
annotated by one or more users. How-
ever, through the different accounts cir-
culating in the public sphere, we can ac-
cess some of the meanings generated by 
the maps at the time. 
 
For some of those aspiring to become 
missionaries, the maps were affective ma-
terials. One such person was Tobias Rei-
jonen, who served as one of the FMS’s 
first missionaries in Africa. An account of 
Reijonen’s life, published in 1905, notes 
that the map impacted him while growing 
up in northern Karelia, in the eastern part 
of the Grand Duchy: “When Tobias was 
young, the missionary map was pub-
lished, where the heathen lands were col-
ored black and the Christian lands 
[shown] in white. …When Tobias gazed 
upon the map, he wept and hoped that he 
could do something for the beloved Sav-
ior. Thus, he gained the desire to work as 
a missionary” (Rahikainen 1905, 3). In 
Tobias’s case, he encountered the map at 
home, where his parents, although lead-
ing a humble life, may have acquired it to 
advance the Christian education of their 
nine children. Although Rahikainen’s bi-
ography provides a retrospective descrip-
tion of Reijonen’s engagement with the 
map, it is illustrative of how the map may 
have been an affective object of indirect 
agency for those aspiring to become mis-
sionaries. The visual symbolics of the 
map demanded action and pushed people 
to enter the missionary field. 
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In addition to stimulating missionary ac-
tion in the world, the maps provided their 
users with a means of self-reflection and 
raised awareness about the missionary ge-
ography of the world. An illustrative ex-
ample is the work done by the vicar and 
agent of the FMS, Nils Gabriel Arppe. As 
an agent of the FMS from the time of its 
establishment, Arppe dealt with the mis-
sionary maps regularly, as he, for in-
stance, ordered them from Helsinki to 
distribute locally in Juuka, a municipality 
in northern Karelia, where Arppe worked 
during the early days of his ministerial ca-
reer (Arppe 1860). Additionally, an article 
published in one of the FMS periodicals 
in 1871 documents Arppe’s account of 
the effects that missionary work and the 
maps had on the congregations he had 
worked with in eastern Finland. Without 
detailing the exact place of occurrence, 
Arppe described how he had given a man 
a copy of the map to take home with him. 
After a while, the man had returned and 
confessed that the map had revealed to 
him that in his heart he was a “heathen” 
(“Hemlandet” 1871, 108–9; “Ko-
tomaalta” 1871, 117). The anonymous 
man was not alone in describing how the 
FMS map had led people to question 
their devotion to God. Indeed, in 1876 an 
author using the penname “Halpanen 
sanankuulija” [humble listener of the 
Word] contemplated the effects that the 
maps should have for their readers. The 
comment appeared in Karjalatar, a news-
paper published in North Karelia. The 
author wrote of a local sermon and how 
people had afterwards enthusiastically 
purchased copies of the map, stressing 
that in addition to making it easier to 
comprehend human variety across the 
world, people should also consider the 
“color” of their own hearts:  

These maps show the extent of 
the heathen lands and those en-
lightened by the Gospel: they also 
show the different religions and 
the sites of missionary work, etc. 
But dear friends, those who gaze 
upon the maps, you should also 
look at your own heart: is it white 
or black? Have you ever thanked 
the Lord for the abundance of the 
light of the Word that the Lord 
has allowed to shine in our Fin-
land like the Sun? Have you made 
use of this abundant gift? 
(Halpanen sanankuulija 1876, 2)  
 

Both instances showcase how, for people 
identifying with the lower classes, the 
reading of the map and reflecting on its 
symbolic meanings could evoke pity for 
oneself: revelations that not all those in-
habiting the white-colored Finland were 
“white” at heart.  
 
In contrast, a letter sent to the FMS coun-
cil and subsequently published in con-
densed form in Suomen Lähetyssanomia em-
phasized that the map primarily impacted 
people’s geographical knowledge of the 
world. In the letter, a teacher named Port-
tila describes how his father, “who did 
not have the chance of going to school, 
got his first information of foreign lands 
from Suomen Lähetyssanomat and by exam-
ining the missionary map of the world” 
(“Mitä ystävämme kirjoittavat” 1922). 
Testimonials such as this are revealing in 
that they point to the enlightening effect 
that the map had more broadly: in addi-
tion to being used for religious purposes, 
the map and periodicals were used to 
learn about the world. The educating as-
pect of the map was, in fact, an argument 
that the FMS itself had made early on 
when advertising the map after its first 
publication (“Lähetys-kirjallisuutta” 
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1860). As mentioned in the beginning of 
this article, this was also the argument 
that the FMS president made about the 
impact of the map in 1909, fifty years af-
ter its first edition had been published.  
 
The importance of the map as a means of 
understanding world geography was also 
mentioned in fiction writing as one the 
objects of everyday life readily available in 
people’s homes. For instance, in a short 
story published in 1914 in the newspaper 
Kokkola, the missionary world map was 
noted to be “at home on the wall of the 
guest room” and highlighted as a means 
for a relative in Finland to comprehend 
the journey undertaken by a settler mi-
grating from Finland to the United States 
(“Amerikan kirjeitä” 1914).  
 
These examples, although mediated 
through the FMS periodical and newspa-
pers and at times mentioned in fiction 
writing, can be read as indicative of the 
diversity of uses and responses that the 
maps and their accompanying texts gen-
erated. They show how, for some, the 
maps were a source of geographical 
knowledge, a means of positioning one-
self in relation to others in the world. 
Simultaneously, they reveal that people 
also questioned how the map corre-
sponded with the rest of the world, as 
viewing the white-colored Finland on the 
map led people to reflect on their own 
convictions. When peering beyond the 
Finnish peninsula and across the seas, 
map users would have been able to con-
nect the map with the narratives and im-
ages of “distant others” and ideas of ci-
vility given in the missionary periodicals 
as well as the information they gathered 
via discussions and at missionary gather-
ings. Certainly, these notions highlight 
how the map’s “pedagogy of space” im-
pacted individuals differently.  

The Archived Map 
 
The symbolics of darkness and the asso-
ciation of black with uncivil spaces out-
lasted the publication cycle of the map. 
After the turn of the twentieth century, 
references to the missionary map become 
more sporadic, although the idea com-
municated by the map concerning the ex-
tent of the heathen lands was often still 
mentioned in public discourse. I consider 
this to be an indication of the influence 
that the FMS maps and its missionary 
worldviews as well as other print prod-
ucts, such as the missionary periodicals, 
atlases, and other maps, had in Finland 
over the years. They showcase how the 
process of mapping, which the circula-
tion of the material map had begun, could 
continue in this mental form. For in-
stance, in 1901 “a missionary map” was 
referenced in a column related to the 
county elections in Kotka, a city on the 
Gulf of Finland. Here, a person with the 
penname Kaukomieli noted that people’s 
levels of interest in the elections resem-
bled the reactions caused by the mission-
ary maps:  

The county elections, well, they 
are coming closer. But they seem 
to affect our esteemed inhabit-
ants as much as if one was to un-
fold some missionary map depict-
ing one of the sinful heathen 
places on the continent of the 
blacks – “it’s so dark! But it does 
not get lighter just by looking at 
it” – they would think. (1901, 2) 

 
Similarly, another author in 1911, sup-
portive of the Christian temperance 
movement, referred to the symbolics of 
the missionary map when discussing the 
declining level of civilization caused by 
the consumption of alcohol in the Grand 
Duchy: “We must be living in a heathen 
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society? We must be one of the ‘black 
lands’ on the missionary map? Maybe 
missionaries from Owamboland will 
come here to preach the Gospel” 
(Tähystelijä 1911, 38). Certainly, the mis-
sionary map was very much in the minds 
of different people and its symbolics had 
become a shared language, even though 
fresh copies of it no longer entered circu-
lation. Indeed, in the 1920s the FMS con-
templated publishing a new, large mis-
sionary map for subscribers to comple-
ment the foreign maps available (“Tiedo-
nantoja” 1921, 16). However, it appears 
that these plans did not transpire, and the 
map was not revived. 
 
These references to the symbolics of the 
map even at a time when the material 
map was disappearing from everyday use 
are indicative of the symbolic and con-
crete processes of “archivization” that 
had begun. The FMS retained some cop-
ies of the maps in its archive. Many pri-
vately owned copies were thrown away as 
their users no longer attached value to 
them, while others were stored in private 
collections and may have been passed 
down to descendants after their owners 
passed away.  
 
As objects are archived and placed in col-
lections, such events alter their identities 
and allow them to enter another phase in 
their lifecycles: in this sense, archives are 
dynamic places that constantly produce 
meanings for objects and things, be they 
artefacts, texts, or maps. As researchers 
become interested in different objects, 
they exert a power that can affect the fu-
ture lives of objects (Lehto-Vahtera 2018, 
13). Presently, I am aware of eleven sur-
viving copies of the world map in Finnish 
public archives. Ten copies are part of the 
map collection of the FMS, housed at the 
National Library of Finland, where the 

FMS donated them in 2006. Six of them 
are Finnish and four Swedish issues of 
the map. They are in relatively good con-
dition; some are torn, however, showing 
that they have been repeatedly folded and 
unfolded. Some contain physical mark-
ings that show they had been hung on a 
wall at some point.  
 
One copy, printed in 1877, is in the col-
lection of the Satakunta Museum, in Pori, 
western Finland. It is on display at an 
open-air museum in the nearby town of 
Lavia that exhibits the local way of life in 
different centuries. Unfortunately, the 
museum does not have much infor-
mation about the provenance of the map, 
simply that it was donated to the museum 
by a local man, Mauno Venesmäki, son of 
a farmer, who passed away in 1977. Con-
sequently, we have limited access to in-
formation concerning the map’s lifecycle 
or its shifting social meanings as it passed 
between different actors and places dur-
ing the twentieth century.  
 
Nevertheless, some clues as to its lifecy-
cle can be inferred from the material map. 
Notably, it had been framed. This hints at 
the fact that the map had been valued by 
its owners, likely hung on a wall or other-
wise displayed. It had been mounted on a 
piece of paper containing the statute by 
the Russian Tsar concerning the rural fire 
insurance company, Suomen Maalaisten 
Paloapuyhtiö, established in 1857 
(“Maailman-kartta lähetys toimesta” 
1877). The use of this decades-old paper 
to support the map hints at the valued 
status of paper in its owner’s household. 
The household in question may well have 
been the home of Venesmäki’s grandpar-
ents, but no source exists that would 
prove that Venesmäki inherited the map 
from his family. 
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The dearth of the missionary maps in the 
archive hints at the lifecycles of the other 
copies. Indeed, I consider their scarcity in 
the public archive an indication that most 
of the maps consumed by ordinary Finns 
may have been thrown away as objects no 
longer useful in everyday life. They be-
came trash, thus entering an additional 
lifecycle as their materiality decomposed 
in various ways. Consequently, their pop-
ularity in the nineteenth century contrasts 
with their marginal position in the pre-
sent-day archive, where only limited con-
textual information is available. However, 
by writing about the prevailing copies—
by noticing them (Lehto-Vahtera 2018, 
14)—researchers, the author included, 
are again able to alter the directions of 
their lifecycles. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The FMS’s missionary maps of the world 
were immersive and affective map-things 
that materialized the world to its makers 
and users. By reconstructing their lifecy-
cles in Finland, I have identified practices 
of mobilizing global geographical 
knowledge via the maps and texts and an-
alyzed the encounters that some individ-
uals had with these material carriers. I 
have also contemplated their status in the 
public archive. Upon publication, the 
map entered a clear void in the availability 
of world maps for wider audiences. The 
FMS map was a mass-produced product 
that remained in circulation for decades. 
Its relatively low price made it available 
for many. For its makers, the map was a 
means to communicate ideas about hu-
man difference and the global transfor-
mation that missionary work, including 
the work done by Finnish missionaries, 
could affect in the world as part of a 
larger effort to turn the black areas on the 
map white. For the FMS, the map was 

also a vehicle to advance Finnish people’s 
geographical literacy: this is visible in the 
way that the articles in the periodicals 
helped people read the map and under-
stand the relative positions of different 
places in the world. People’s encounters 
with the map show that when mobilized, 
the copies of the map became versatile ar-
tefacts that could prompt concern for 
distant others as well as reflection on 
one’s own convictions. Moreover, the 
map was a tool of geographical enlighten-
ment. Considering the evidence that I 
have been able to locate, it is credible to 
argue that during the decades that it was 
in active circulation, the map had a par-
ticularly powerful social life that contrib-
uted to the shaping of ordinary Finns’ un-
derstanding of the world. 
 
My analysis of the maps’ lifecycles leads 
to three main conclusions. The first is 
methodological and highlights the chal-
lenges of identifying the meanings of 
maps in people’s lives. Indeed, it is much 
easier to analyze how the maps were de-
signed to be used than it is to examine 
people’s encounters with them. Placing 
the maps in their historical contexts has 
allowed for an analysis of specific mo-
ments of their consumption and the 
meanings that they were given. As de-
signed by its publisher, the map was a ve-
hicle for promoting the importance of 
missionary work in converting, civilizing, 
and thus saving the distant “heathen” 
souls. Their conceptualization of the 
global missionary field inherently empha-
sized the otherness and uncivility of non-
Christian populations. The references in 
published materials warrant arguing that 
the maps could have indirect agency in in-
itiating people’s engagement with the 
world as well as influencing their self-un-
derstandings.  
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Furthermore, the symbolics of the map 
developed into a rhetorical tool, thus in-
forming the second conclusion: that the 
acts of reading the map familiarized many 
people with the idea of expanding the 
Christian empire and that the iconogra-
phy of the map, with the world divided 
into white, grey, and black areas, was in-
ternalized by many and helped shape eve-
ryday parlance, thus influencing how peo-
ple conceptualized and knew the world. 
However, and coming back to the meth-
odological conclusion, undoubtedly this 
was not all the spatial work that the maps 
did. Indeed, there were most likely mo-
ments when the map “failed.” 
 
Third—and despite the methodological 
challenges noted above—my analysis of 
the FMS’s maps demonstrates that ana-
lyzing the maps’ social lives by recon-
structing their lifecycles offers an effec-
tive methodology for understanding what 
different types of maps have been able to 
accomplish in past societies. By re-estab-
lishing the social relatedness of map-
things in the past, researchers can think 
with maps to reveal the multifaceted spa-
tial work done by maps. In doing so—
and by publishing such research—they 
contribute to making and keeping the ar-
chived maps in different collections visi-
ble in the present, thus preventing them 
from falling into oblivion. 
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The Social Life, Death, and Rebirth of Jacob van Deventer’s City and Town Maps 
of the Low Countriesi

The history of cartography is often pre-
sented to the public as a succession of 
highlights accomplished by a handful of 
heroes. Take, for instance, the carto-
graphic history of the Low Countries, i.e. 
present-day Belgium and The Nether-
lands. Almost every overview cites the fa-
mous Mercator projection, the first 
printed world atlas published in Antwerp 
by Abraham Ortelius, Joan Blaeu’s splen-
did Atlas Maior, the Ferraris map of the 
Austrian Netherlands, Philippe Vander-
maelen and his Établissement géographique de 
Bruxelles, and the Dutch Bos atlas. Studies 
of this glorious cartographic past mostly 
focus on the output (maps, atlases, and 
globes), the makers (surveyors, mapmak-
ers, engravers, and publishers) and/or the 
production process (surveys, measure-
ments, drawing, etching, engraving, print-
ing, the purposes of map making).  
 
By contrast, (map) historians have paid 
much less attention to the usage of maps, 
atlases, and other cartographic products. 
This is somewhat surprising in view of 
the fact that map use and map users are 
widely accepted to play a significant role 
in the so-called communication models 
of cartography (for an overview, see 
Board 2018). More recently, the emerging 
processual approaches to mapping also 
emphasize map usage (see especially 
Edney 2018 and 2019). Both the commu-

nication models and the processual ap-
proach place map use on an equal footing 
with map production in the sense that 
map users’ actions are likewise an im-
portant aspect of mapping practices, and 
hence of the history of cartography 
(Delano-Smith 2001a and 2001b). In 
other words, the history of cartography is 
more than just the history of map pro-
duction and producers. Map use and map 
users should be taken into account when 
assessing what maps and mapping actu-
ally meant to past individuals and socie-
ties. 
 
Yet, how do we study, understand and in-
terpret the history of an ephemeral and 
thus elusive activity like map use? Locat-
ing the extant output of surveying and 
map making practices in the past is fairly 
simple—indeed, millions of maps and at-
lases have been preserved worldwide, and 
they are also being catalogued and pub-
lished online in growing numbers. By 
contrast, discovering direct and unambig-
uous traces of map use and users is a 
complicated process at best, and often it 
is impossible. It seems two factors are 
largely responsible for this major heuris-
tic problem. On the one hand, public li-
braries and archives as well as private 
map aficionados prefer to collect and pre-
serve “clean,” “untouched” maps, i.e. 
beautiful, pristine maps showing few 
traces of use. On the other hand, many of 
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these maps are part of collections, where 
they are separated from the contextual in-
formation once associated with them. It 
is therefore hardly surprising that map 
historians were (and are) neither temped 
nor inclined to embark on a scavenger 
hunt to trace contextual documentation 
about maps, mapmakers, and mapping 
activities, but prefer to focus on the anal-
ysis of the maps themselves. 

 
An approach proposed by Martin Brück-
ner (2017) in his seminal book The Social 
Life of Maps in America, 1750-1860 might 
offer a possible solution to partially over-
come these heuristic problems. Borrow-
ing concepts from material culture stud-
ies and social theory, especially the work 
of Arjun Appadurai (1986), Ian Hodder 
(2012), and Henri Lefebvre (1974), 
Brückner tries to understand what he 
terms the “material and cultural utility 
and value” of maps, by viewing them as 
“things”—i.e. subjects, active agents— 
with social lives rather than as passive im-
ages or representations (Brückner 2017, 
3). According to Brückner, “the maps’ 
mostly under-reported materiality and 
status as commodity” is what bridges the 
gap between maps and people, or—to 
use Lefebvre’s terms—between on the 
one hand the maps’ linguistic and imagi-
native spaces, and on the other hand their 
material base and the social arena in 
which their language turns into practice 
(Brückner 2017, 9-10 resp. 6; Lefebvre 
1974). Brückner utilizes four methods to 
accomplish his goal. First, he approaches 
maps “from the outside” by regarding 
them as “environments where images 
live,” or as “personas and avatars that ad-
dress us and can be addressed in turn” 
(Brückner 2017, 10). Second, he studies 
the materiality of maps and the material 
culture surrounding them so as to under-
stand their social life. Third, he turns to 

“records of personal experience in order 
to reveal some of the less tangible ways in 
which maps came alive” (Brückner 2017, 
11). And finally, he places the issue in a 
broader context by proposing a “popular 
history” of American cartography be-
tween 1750 and 1860, defining “popular” 
as “those commercially printed maps for 
which there is strong evidence docu-
menting a pervasive and persistent social 
engagement” (Brückner 2017, 12).  
 
As such, Brückner’s approach corre-
sponds to Denis Wood’s ideas on the 
“power of maps.” According to Wood, 
maps are “engines that convert social en-
ergy to social work,” especially by “link-
ing things in space” and/or by “bringing 
together onto a common presentational 
plane propositions about territory” 
(Wood 2010, 1-2). In Wood’s view, a map 
is a “discourse function” —i.e. “a way a 
person has to affect the behavior [sic] of 
another in a communication situation” 
— which means that it plays a regular role 
in the discourse. Moreover, “the role a 
map plays in this discourse is generally 
descriptive. This is to say that it’s rarely 
narrative or interrogative, not much inter-
pellative or imperative (though it can be 
all these things). The descriptions maps 
effect, affect behavior [sic] by binding 
people to each other through the territory 
they mutually inhabit” (Wood 2010, 2). 
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Figure 1 
Jacob van Deventer’s loose map of the 
town of Valkenburg (Maastricht, Re-
gionaal Historisch Centrum Lim-
burg, Tekeningen, prenten en foto-
collectie RAL, RAL_K_098). 
 
The present article applies aspects of 
Brückner’s and Wood’s approaches to a 
much smaller and rather different case 
study, the sixteenth-century manuscript 
city and town maps of the Low Countries 
produced by Jacob van Deventer (figure 
1). Van Deventer may undoubtedly be 
considered one of those heroes of the 
history of cartography of the Low Coun-
tries. Sometimes he is even called the “fa-
ther of Netherlandish cartography” 
(Wieder 1915, 75), and map historians 
have devoted many studies to his life and 
work. Van Deventer’s maps have been 
widely praised for their incredibly high 
level of accuracy and their “modern” 
look, a value judgement which however is 
restricted to modern scholars. The maps 
themselves have never been approached 
as objects in their own right, and as a re-
sult their relevance to and impact on their 
contemporaries remain uncertain. 
 
It would obviously be unfair to compare 
Jacob van Deventer’s manuscript maps 
to the large corpus of eighteenth and 
nineteenth century printed American 
maps studied by Brückner. Nonetheless 

his new and fresh approach invites us to 
reconsider the relevance of Van 
Deventer’s work and to adjust some of 
the assumptions regarding the pervasive-
ness of maps put forward by Wood. We 
will demonstrate that for a long time the 
discourse function of Van Deventer’s 
town maps was emphatically not descrip-
tive, and that these maps probably did not 
“affect behavior [sic] by binding people 
to each other through the territory they 
mutually inhabit” (as Wood phrased it). 
We will begin by briefly discussing Van 
Deventer’s town and city maps before 
engaging in an exploration of the availa-
ble sources to write the biography of the 
map series. On this basis, and by consid-
ering the maps as objects, we will then re-
construct their social life/lives and ex-
plain how these maps have affected and 
influenced their users’ actions and ideas. 
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Figure 2 
Overview of the cities and towns 
mapped by Jacob van Deventer in the 
mid-sixteenth century (map by 
Yvonne van Mil, see Rutte and Van-
nieuwenhuyze 2018, 37). 
 
Jacob van Deventer’s City and Town 
Maps 
 
In the mid-sixteenth century Jacob van 
Deventer (c. 1500-1575) produced maps 
of at least 226 cities and towns in the Low 
Countries (figure 2), a unique achieve-
ment according to map historian Bert van 
’t Hoff (1953, 14). The series consists of 
topographical manuscript maps of cities 
and towns and their immediate surround-
ings (further on “town maps” will be 
used). With one exception (Dinant) the 
mapped towns were all part of the so-
called Pays de par-deçà, one of several con-
temporary names for the Habsburg Low 
Countries ruled in the sixteenth century 
by Emperor Charles V and his son, Span-
ish King Philip II. The collection com-
prises two elements. On the one hand a 
series of 135 loose maps on paper, cur-
rently curated at several archival institu-
tions and libraries in present-day Belgium 
and the Netherlands, and on the other 
hand an atlas containing 179 city and 
town maps with 165 inserts (for a com-
plete overview, see Rutte and Vannieu-
wenhuyze 2018, 54). The atlas originally 
consisted of three volumes, two of which 
are now in the Biblioteca Nacional de Es-
paña in Madrid (figure 3).ii The third vol-
ume has been lost but certainly existed at 
some point, as documents from 1575 and 
1577 prove (see below). 
 

 
 
Figure 3 
Both atlas volumes kept in the Bibli-
oteca Nacional de España in Madrid 
(Res. 207 and Res. 200—photo by the 
Stichting tot Bevordering van de 
Uitgave van de Plattegronden van Ja-
cob van Deventer). 
 
In the past few decades, studies of Jacob 
van Deventer’s town atlas and maps fo-
cused almost exclusively on the maps’ 
production context and contents, partic-
ularly their appearance, cartographic 
style, content, and accuracy (see  Visser 
1965 and 1984; Meurer 1985; Folmer 
1988; Deys 1989; Van der Krogt 1992-
2001; De Klerk 2002; Vande Winkel 
2008; Dupont 2019; Molders 2020). Nu-
merous historians have praised Jacob van 
Deventer’s town maps for their uni-
formity and planimetric accuracy. Alt-
hough the mapmaker did not leave be-
hind any map key or explanatory notes, 
he applied a uniform mapping style to 
most of his town maps, which suggests 
that he carried out his surveys and map-
ping in a highly systematic and rigorous 
manner (for a reconstruction of Jacob 
van Deventer’s map key, see Rutte and 
Vannieuwenhuyze 2018, 28-29; Dupont 
2019, 75-102). Other issues often raised 
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in relation to the town maps are their pur-
pose and whether or not Van Deventer’s 
work was military or even classified in na-
ture (Vollenbronck 2009; Heere, Van der 
Krogt, Ormeling and Storms 2010; Van-
nieuwenhuyze 2011, 2019 and 2022). 
Whatever the case may be, his three-part 
atlas was certainly intended for the Span-
ish king, Philip II. In 1559 Philip issued a 
payment order and a letter of safe con-
duct for Van Deventer (both documents 
have been published, see Van ’t Hoff 
1953, 35-36). The latter explicitly stated 
that the mapmaker was commissioned to 
visit, survey, and draw all towns and cities 
as well as rivers, surrounding villages, 
border crossings, and narrow stretches of 
border. The results of this survey were to 
be presented in one book (en ung livre), 
which, in addition to a map of each re-
gion, was also to contain a plan of each 
individual town or city. 
 
More detailed studies of the town maps 
reveal that Jacob van Deventer began to 
work on his maps long before 1559. The 
oldest maps date from the mid-1540s 
while Van Deventer produced his last 
maps in the early 1570s (on the 
chronology of Van Deventer’s surveying 
project and the date of individual town 
maps, see Vannieuwenhuyze 2021). The 
project was still far from finished when 
he left the Low Countries in 1572 and 
moved to Cologne, where he died in the 
spring of 1575—Van Deventer’s reasons 
for leaving the Low Countries and set-
tling down in Cologne have been the sub-
ject of much debate (see for instance De 
Smet 1988, 32; Ahlers 2004, 60 and 63; 
Van der Jeught and De Win 2006, 105). 
Another salient point is that Van 
Deventer did not leave a single document 
or other evidence relating to his surveying 
activities, maps or atlas. Until the early 
1570s the only documents which shed 

some light on his activities are the above-
mentioned payment order and safe con-
duct. Fortunately, an additional source 
emerges from the early 1570s onwards, in 
the form of letters between Viglius ab 
Aytta and Joachim Hopperus. Much of 
the correspondence between these two 
gentlemen still exists and has since been 
published.iii 
 
A Spanish-Dutch Correspondence 
 

 
 
Figure 4a and 4b 
Portraits of Viglius ab Aytta Zui-
chemus (left) and Joachim Hopperus 
(right) (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam, RP-P-OB-24.811 and RP-
P-OB-24.812). 
 
 
The correspondence between Viglius and 
Hopperus is our earliest source on the so-
cial life of Jacob van Deventer’s town 
maps (figures 4a and 4b). Many of the let-
ters mention ‘his work’ (opus suum), un-
doubtedly a reference to Van Deventer’s 
town atlas. The two correspondents were 
both persons of consequence. Viglius ab 
Aytta Zuichemus was one of the leading 
statesmen and councillors of the Spanish 
king Philip II in Brussels, while in Madrid 
his friend Joachim Hopperus was advisor 
to the king regarding the events and af-
fairs of the Low Countries (on Viglius, 
see Waterbolk 1980; Postma 1983; 
Postma 2000; Sluys 2018; Heerema and 
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Postma 2018; Hopperus meanwhile has 
received only one short and very much 
dated biography: Von Stintzing 1881). 
The letters confirm once more that Van 
Deventer’s atlas was intended for Philip 
II, and they also reveal that Hopperus 
functioned as the Spanish king’s porte-pa-
role, and in that capacity conveyed espe-
cially the king’s impatience. Indeed, 
Philip repeatedly asked Hopperus to urge 
Van Deventer to complete his work. On 
28 July 1575, for instance, Hopperus 
wrote to Viglius: ‘Once master Jacob van 
Deventer has completed his work, it 
would greatly please His Majesty [i.e. 
Philip II] that the work be sent [to him] 
as quickly as possible.’iv 
 
It was through Hopperus and Viglius that 
Philip’s exhortations reached Jacob van 
Deventer in Cologne. At this time, 
Viglius presumably resided mostly in 
Brussels and Ghent.v The exact nature of 
his contact with Van Deventer is un-
known but it may likewise have occurred 
in written form, although not a single let-
ter by Viglius to Van Deventer or vice versa 
has been preserved. Alternatively, Cor-
nelis van der Mijle, viscount of Gouda 
and husband of Hopperus’ daughter 
Catherine, may have acted as an interme-
diary (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 41).vi In his letter 
on October 3rd, 1574, Viglius wrote to 
Hopperus about his attempts, through 
Van der Mijle, to contact Van Deventer 
in Cologne—at that time Van der Mijle 
and his wife lived there as well. 
 
Whoever passed on Viglius’ messages 
must have known how to contact Van 
Deventer in Cologne. That was not com-
mon knowledge, for after Van Deventer’s 
death in April or May 1575 the Cologne 
city council claimed to have been igno-
rant of the fact that the mapmaker had 
resided in that city.vii The Cologne council 

protocols do state where Van Deventer 
died, and therefore perhaps also where he 
lived. One document mentions a house 
named Königstein while a second docu-
ment refers to the house of Andreas von 
Bercheme (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 41-42). 
More detailed research in the Cologne ar-
chives might identify these house(s) and 
their owner(s).viii But for the time being it 
is impossible to establish who else be-
sides Philip II, Hopperus, Viglius, Van 
Deventer and perhaps also Van der Mijle 
knew of the existence of the town maps 
and the atlas.ix 
 
Limiting ourselves to these four (or five) 
individuals, it is evident that even in its 
incomplete state the fate of the atlas 
caused quite a stir in the highest circles of 
the Habsburg Low Countries. Hopperus, 
as spokesperson of the Spanish king, kept 
a low profile. The king himself mostly ex-
pressed his impatience regarding the at-
las. He may still have been in the dark as 
to its appearance, for he had not visited 
the Low Countries since 1559, and it does 
not seem Philip II met Jacob van 
Deventer on that occasion. Hopperus’ 
letters offer no clues as to the reasons for 
the king’s eagerness to receive the atlas. 
No military or administrative arguments 
are mentioned, and there are no refer-
ences to specific qualities of the maps or 
the mapmaker’s expertise. The long and 
short of it was that Philip II just wanted 
to get his hands on the atlas as soon as 
possible. His only point of concern was 
its safe transportation to Madrid.x Ac-
cording to Viglius’ letters, Van Deventer 
himself was mainly preoccupied with 
“practical” matters. In his messages to 
Viglius he complained about overdue 
payments and the slow progress of his 
work, which he ascribed to his own ad-
vanced age.xi  
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Of the four men who wrote about the at-
las, only Viglius explicitly mentions the 
contents and significance of the work and 
its associated maps, although it is un-
known whether he based his statements 
on his own observations or merely para-
phrased or modified what Van Deventer 
himself had told him. A letter by Viglius 
to Hopperus dated February 7th, 1574, in-
forms us that Van Deventer’s work com-
prised not just one, but three volumes 
(opus suum in tria divisum volumina) (Van ’t 
Hoff 1953, 41). In two other letters, 
Viglius states that Van Deventer was still 
‘illuminating’ the atlas and/or the maps,xii 
which may refer to the drawings of coats 
of arms and frames on the maps. In yet 
another letter, this one dated November 
16th, 1573, Viglius wrote that Van 
Deventer’s ‘description’ [i.e. maps] would 
provide more information on towns that 
were ‘occupied by enemy troops or be-
sieged by ours’ (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 40). On 
July 12th, 1575, shortly after the map-
maker’s death, Viglius informed Hop-
perus that ‘in any case it would be [fitting] 
for this work not to fall into strangers’ 
hands,’ and furthermore that he consid-
ered it ‘a work most certainly worthy of 
being preserved as well as being shown to 
and used by His Majesty [Philip II], as has 
long been his desire’ (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 
45). 
 
Posthumous Shenanigans 
 
Most of the contemporary textual infor-
mation on the town atlas is contained in 
documents drafted after Jacob van 
Deventer’s death in Cologne in late April 
or early May 1575. Shortly after the news 
of his passing had spread, several parties 
came forward to assert a claim to his es-
tate, including the unfinished atlas. Van 
Deventer’s life partner Barbara Smets, 
who had remained in Mechelen, as well as 

a series of real or alleged descendants in 
Dordrecht and Kampen claimed Van 
Deventer’s movable property in Cologne. 
Viglius was the first to respond, mainly 
due to his eagerness to secure the town 
atlas. As early as May 13th, 1575 the Co-
logne city administration informed 
Viglius that Van Deventer’s estate ‘in-
cluded three map books of Belgium’ 
(undter anderen drei Bucher Mapparum Belgii) 
which carried the coats of arms of the 
Spanish king (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 42).xiii Af-
ter a brief exchange of letters, on  Octo-
ber 15th, 1575, Viglius paid the Cologne 
messenger who brought him master Ja-
cob van Deventer’s ‘map books’ (charte 
boeken) (Waterbolk and Bos 1975, 24). 
 
Four days later, Viglius wrote to Hop-
perus that he was in possession of ‘master 
Jacob van Deventer’s three geographical 
books’ (libros geographicos tres m(agistri) Ja-
cobi Daventriensis), describing them as ‘a 
work certainly worthy of His Royal Maj-
esty, in which His Majesty will find all the 
towns and cities of this Netherlandish 
province [i.e. the Spanish Netherlands] 
drawn gracefully and in expert fashion’ 
(Van ’t Hoff 1953, 46). In other words, 
Viglius still recommended the town atlas 
as a product worthy of the monarch, and 
he praised the deceased mapmaker’s 
style. But perhaps he had not yet had an 
opportunity to study the volumes in de-
tail, for a few weeks later his judgement 
was less favourable. On November 7th, 
1575, Viglius informed Hopperus that he 
had sent a ‘catalogue of the towns’ (cata-
logum oppidorum) surveyed by Van 
Deventer along with his letter (Pinchart 
1860-1881, II, 66; Van ’t Hoff 1953, 47—
this list, if it still exists, has never been 
found). Next, Viglius stated that Van 
Deventer’s early death had prevented him 
from depicting all churches, town gates, 
and public buildings, as had been agreed, 
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and noted the absence of a map of the 
important Flemish city of Ypres.xiv Fur-
thermore, Viglius believed that the 
‘places’ [i.e. perhaps the maps] deserved a 
better-quality embellishment, ‘so that [it] 
would be more pleasing to His Royal 
Majesty’s eye’. He even suggested that the 
king might make additional funds availa-
ble to remedy the shortcomings. The re-
mainder of the letter deals with the trans-
fer of the atlas to Spain. Expressing his 
concern as to the safety of the roads, 
Viglius proposed to postpone the 
transport, perhaps even until the king 
himself would visit the Low Countries. 
 
Then, suddenly and somewhat surpris-
ingly, Viglius changed course. Despite be-
ing perfectly aware of Philip II’s keen an-
ticipation of the town atlas, he kept the 
volumes to himself. Three further letters 
to Hopperus in November and Decem-
ber 1575 imply that Viglius tried to avoid 
sending the atlas to Spain, or at least to 
delay doing so. However, fate intervened 
in his favour. Viglius never received a re-
ply to his last letters, perhaps because 
Hopperus had fallen ill and died a year 
later, on December 11th, 1576. In the end, 
Viglius never sent the atlas to Spain. But 
he did not long enjoy its presence either, 
for shortly afterwards, on May 8th, 1577, 
Viglius himself died in Brussels. The 
death of the two men obviously termi-
nated their correspondence, and with it 
our chief source on the social life of Jacob 
van Deventer’s atlas. 
 
History Repeats Itself 
 
After Viglius’ death someone else 
stepped in to take possession of the town 
atlas. On the 20th of June 1577, Don Juan, 
governor-general and at the time the 
main representative of the Spanish king 
(and as such the highest authority in the 

Spanish Low Countries), wrote to his 
half-brother Philip II that he had in-
structed his secretary Bertry to inspect 
and seal Viglius’ papers to prevent them 
from getting lost or falling into the wrong 
hands. Among the items the secretary en-
countered was Jacob van Deventer’s 
three-part town atlas: trois livres èsquelz sont 
pourt[r]aictes au naturel toutes les villes et plus 
principales bourgades des Pays de par deçà par 
feu maistre Jacques de Deventer, géographe de 
Vostre Majesté.xv Bertry had the atlas sent 
to Don Juan (Gachard 1848-1936, V, 
419). 
 
Meanwhile, Philip II reiterated that he 
wished these volumes to be sent to him. 
But Don Juan, too, hesitated. In another 
letter, dated October 31st, 1577, he pre-
sented excuses for not immediately 
providing the atlas to the king stating the 
volumes were large, and the roads be-
tween the Low Countries and Spain were 
far from safe. Don Juan proposed to keep 
the atlas until a better opportunity for 
sending them to Madrid would arrive 
(Van ’t Hoff 1953, 49). Eleven months 
later, on October 1st, 1578, Don Juan too 
died under mysterious circumstances in 
an army camp at Bouge near Namur. 
Whether Van Deventer’s three volumes 
were still in his possession at that time, 
had been deposited at some location, 
passed on to another person, or sent to 
Spain, remains a mystery. 
 
Don Juan’s letter to Philip II on the 31st 
of October 1577 is the last direct clue to 
the fate of the town atlas in the sixteenth 
century. There is one more indirect clue, 
however. Canon Georg Braun in Co-
logne must have caught wind of the ex-
istence of the town atlas, for he mentions 
the three-part work in his textual descrip-
tion of the town of Deventer, printed in 
1581 to accompany the third volume of 
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the famous Civitates Orbis Terrarum. This 
first printed town atlas in the world was 
published in Cologne from 1572 onwards 
by Braun himself (see Skelton 1965; Füs-
sel 2008), together with engraver Frans 
Hogenberg who hailed from Mechelen 
and possibly knew Van Deventer from 
before. Braun refers to Van Deventer’s 
work as a three-part publication offering 
‘a meticulously surveyed portrait of all 
towns and cities in the Low Countries’. 
He praised Van Deventer as a ‘widely 
known cosmographer and geographer’ 
and spoke in glowing terms about the 
maps, which besides having been sur-
veyed with great accuracy (accuratissime de-
lineatas) had also been made carefully and 
in great detail (elaborandis perficiendisque) 
(Van ’t Hoff 1953, 49-50). 
 

 
 
Figure 5 
Loose map of the town of Lier, which 
was also included in volume III of the 
Civitates Orbis Terrarum (Historic 
Cities Research project, courtesy of 
Ozgur Tufekci). 
 
Georg Braun was clearly well-informed 
and probably had seen the atlas with his 
own eyes during Jacob van Deventer’s 
stay in the Rhine city. However, by 1581 
the atlas had long since left Cologne, and 
Braun’s testimony is therefore post factum. 
Moreover, Braun’s lavish praise of Van 

Deventer’s work may not have been 
completely free of self-interest. Several 
historians have suggested that Van 
Deventer’s town maps were the source of 
inspiration for some of the maps in Vol-
umes III and IV of the Civitates Orbis Ter-
rarum (figure 5; this hypothesis was first 
put forward in Ruelens 1887, 4). Whether 
the numerous buyers of this work actually 
took notice of Braun’s description of the 
town of Deventer is doubtful. Even less 
plausible is the supposition that they rec-
ognized Van Deventer’s hand in the en-
graved town maps of the Civitates, for 
these had been extensively standardized 
and none of them mentions Van 
Deventer. As we saw earlier, the social life 
of Jacob van Deventer’s original, hand-
drawn town maps was limited to a small 
coterie of high-ranking insiders. 
 
The Social Death of Van Deventer’s 
Atlas 
 
After 1577-1581 the trail of Jacob van 
Deventer’s town atlas and his town maps 
grows completely cold. It would not be 
until the 1840s that two of the three atlas 
volumes were “rediscovered” by Belgian 
archivist Louis-Prosper Gachard in the 
Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid. 
Gachard was in Spain for research from 
July 1843 to December 1844 and from 
September to December 1846 (Van 
Durme 1961, XLI).xvi When and to whom 
Gachard reported his discovery of the 
town atlas is unknown. His first public 
announcement, in a hefty tome recount-
ing his explorations in the libraries of Ma-
drid and the Escorial, appears to date 
from 1875 and reveals that Gachard did 
not fully realize the exact nature of what 
he had found. In the section discussing 
the Biblioteca Nacional de España he lists 
two volumes with shelf marks CC 19 and 
CC 20, titled Planos ó plantas de las ciudades 
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de Flándes mandados levantar por el Emperador 
(Gachard 1875, 421-422). With el Empera-
dor, Gachard refers to Habsburg emperor 
Charles V, having identified—incor-
rectly—the coat of arms on the covers as 
belonging to that ruler. He may also have 
been misled by a jotted note at the top of 
the atlas map of Vlissingen: Estas plantas 
le izo dibujar Carlos V Emperador en Flandres 
1545 (‘Emperor Charles V commissioned 
him to draw these maps in the Low 
Countries 1545’). This note is not by Ja-
cob van Deventer or another sixteenth-
century author but was added later by a 
Spanish speaker. 
 
Both atlas volumes contain additions in 
Spanish on the first pages: an unknown 
Spanish librarian or archivist used thick 
black ink to provide Volumes II and III 
with an alphabetic index of the names of 
the surveyed towns (figure 6). These lists 
were certainly not added by Jacob van 
Deventer himself; the mapmaker knew 
no Spanish, and the handwriting is rather 
seventeenth or eighteenth-century. The 
index in Volume II contains seventy 
names, each followed by the number of 
the corresponding map. The same num-
ber, in the same black ink, appears on the 
maps themselves, often at the top. Below 
the index the unidentified scholar has 
added his initials, which with some diffi-
culty can be read as PF. “PF” may have 
been a Spanish secretary, librarian, or ar-
chivist responsible for the collection. For 
now, all that is known for certain is that 
the atlas—whether all three volumes or 
only the last two—at some point in the 
seventeenth or eighteenth century ended 
up in Madrid, where they were studied 
and indexed by at least one person. Iden-
tification of this person could give us 
some insight into the fate of the two atlas 
volumes after their trail was lost in the fi-
nal quarter of the sixteenth century. 

 
 
Figure 6 
Alphabetic index of the names of the 
mapped towns, by an unknown Span-
ish librarian or archivist and added to 
volume II of Jacob van Deventer’s 
town atlas (Madrid, Biblioteca 
Nacional de España, Res. 207). 
 
Unfortunately, the anonymous scholar 
was not very meticulous, and a series of 
misreadings and misspellings show that 
he was also unfamiliar with the towns in 
the Low Countries. For instance, the let-
ters V and B were at times incorrectly 
used, as in Abesnes, Babaïs or Dobay (for 
Avesnes, Bavay and Douai). In a more se-
rious error, the author indexed the tiny 
town of Sint-Anna-ter-Muiden (Muda) 
but not the much larger and more im-
portant port of Sluis. He also spelt the 
names of several towns with Z instead of 
L: Zandrechiez, Zeusse, Zesseniz, Zens en 
Zilers (instead of the correct spellings 
Landrecies, Leuze, Lessines, Lens and 
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Lillers). Interestingly, Lilla (Lille) is cor-
rectly indexed under the letter L; perhaps 
our anonymous writer was familiar with 
that city. There are also many mistakes in 
the numbering of the maps, even though 
our mystery author had added those 
numbers himself.xvii Nonetheless, adding 
an index and numbering the maps sug-
gests that at least one person at some 
point felt the need to be able to find indi-
vidual maps in the atlas. After all, Jacob 
van Deventer had arranged his maps nei-
ther alphabetically nor based on the 
towns’ significance but by region, follow-
ing an imaginary route (figure 7). A sev-
enteenth- or eighteenth-century Spaniard 
may well have had difficulties grasping 
those routes. However, the addition of an 
index does not signify that the atlas was 
consulted on a regular basis. Both the 
maps and the bindings show few traces of 
use. 
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Figure 7 
Map presenting the arrangement of 
the maps in Jacob van Deventer’s 
town atlas (map by Yvonne van Mil, 
see Rutte and Vannieuwenhuyze 
2018, 25).  
 
Does this mean that the period between 
1577 and the 1840s indeed marks the at-
las’ “social death”? It certainly looks that 
way, for all our searches for evidence of 
use or possible users during that lengthy 
interval have been fruitless. There is vir-
tually no information on the estate of 
Don Juan. Apparently, no inventory was 
made, and certainly none has been dis-
covered so far. If ownership of the atlas 
passed to Don Juan’s successor, gover-
nor-general Alessandro Farnese, there is 
the possibility that the latter took the atlas 
with him to Italy. Alessandro Farnese was 
the son of Margaret of Parma and Otta-
vio Farnese and, following the death of 
his father in 1586, became Duke of 
Parma and Piacenza. Unfortunately, the 
fate of Alessandro Farnese’s archives and 
library was equally complicated. Explora-
tions in the Archivio di Stato di Parma 
and in Naples failed to produce a single 
clue.xviii 
 
When exactly Van Deventer’s atlas ar-
rived at the Biblioteca Nacional de Es-
paña is yet another mystery. Again, a dou-
ble search on location as well as consulta-
tions with local librarians were unsuccess-
ful. Today, both volumes are part of the 
manuscript collection with shelf marks 
Res. 207 and Res. 200, respectively. The 
inside of both bindings shows several 
older shelf marks, pointing to the vol-
umes’ inclusion and classification in a 
number of earlier collections, either (pre-
cursors to) the Biblioteca Nacional or an-
other institution. Shelf marks CC 19 and 
CC 20 were in use when Louis-Prosper 

Gachard visited the library in the nine-
teenth century. They are printed on small 
paper labels glued onto the back and on 
the inside of the bindings but are also 
written directly in black ink in the same 
places. Other, even older shelf marks, re-
spectively L 28 and L 27, have been 
crossed out in the same black ink.xix More 
marks are visible to the left, in pencil and 
again crossed out: Va-22-7 and II-8-s in 
Volume II and Va-22-4 in Volume III. 
The manuscript catalogue contains no in-
formation as to the meaning of these 
shelf marks or what they refer to (Apari-
cio and Viana s.d.). Their date and the in-
ventory or collection they were associated 
with remain a mystery. 
 
If the atlas at some point did reach Span-
ish king Philip II or one of his descend-
ants, as was originally intended, it would 
be logical to assume that it ended up in 
the Biblioteca Nacional de España 
through one of the royal collections. Un-
fortunately, this line of inquiry too led no-
where. There are no indications that the 
volumes were ever part of the collections 
of the Escorial, the royal archives in 
Simancas, or the library of the present Pa-
lacio Real in Madrid.xx Nor do the atlas 
volumes appear in the 1637 inventory of 
the royal book collection of the Alcazar’s 
Torre Alta in Madrid.xxi This is the collec-
tion which later was to become the ‘old 
collection’ (fondo antique) of the Biblioteca 
Publica de Palacio, the Spanish royal library, 
officially established in 1712 by King 
Philip V. According to a Spanish exhibi-
tion catalogue, Van Deventer’s two atlas 
volumes first entered the royal collection 
in the eighteenth century (Reyes Bibliófilos 
1986, 92), but not a single source or 
argument is quoted in support of this 
assertion. The volumes may have been 
privately owned before or purchased at 
some point at an auction. 
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The Social Death of Jacob van 
Deventer’s Loose Maps 
 
Even less is known, if that is even possi-
ble, about the vicissitudes of Jacob van 
Deventer’s loose town maps between the 
end of the sixteenth and the mid-nine-
teenth century. On November 23rd, 1575, 
Viglius wrote to Hopperus that he had 
discovered that ‘some damsel in Meche-
len, the wife or mistress of Van Deventer’ 
possessed a series of ‘master copies’ of 
the maps (Van ’t Hoff 1953, 47-48). This 
is undoubtedly a reference to Van 
Deventer’s life partner Barbara Smets 
(Van Doorslaer 1928; Van der Jeught and 
De Win 2005). Viglius exerted himself to 
ensure ‘that she would transfer them [i.e. 
the loose maps] to me, under promise of 
a reward’, and expressed his hope that the 
Spanish king would have no objections. 
Despite some claims to the contrary (Van 
der Jeught and De Win 2006: 104), it 
seems that Viglius was unsuccessful and 
failed to acquire the town maps. If he 
had, the maps would have been included 
in either his own map collection or that 
of the Spanish king or another central ad-
ministrative body.  
 
Equally unknown is what Barbara Smets 
did with the maps. Did she sell them, give 
them to somebody else, or keep them? If 
she kept them, then upon her death the 
maps would have been part of her estate 
and as such be passed on to her heirs. 
Sadly, the inventory of Smets’ estate, 
drawn up on November 18th, 1597, does 
not mention any movable property.xxii 
 
A number of loose maps resurfaced in 
1859. On the 8th and 9th of April 1859, the 
estates of the late François van Aerssen, 
Lord of Sommelsdijk, and his namesake 
and relative, ‘contre-amiral’ François van 
Aerssen, Lord of Chatillon, were sold in 

a public auction by Martinus Nijhoff in 
The Hague. The catalogue for this auc-
tion contained the following lot:  

‘Fragments of old hand-
drawn maps of parts of Zee-
land and Flanders, equally N. 
and Z.-Holland and Fries-
land, plans of towns there, 
etc. etc. All drawn and col-
oured in the sixteenth cen-
tury.’xxiii 
 

The maps were rolled up or folded to-
gether, with the map of the town of Mon-
nickendam serving as a wrapper. Opin-
ions varied as to the significance of this 
lot. Laurens Philippe Charles van den 
Bergh, then State archivist of the Nether-
lands, considered them ‘junk from 1690 
or thereabouts’, while according to an-
tique dealer/publisher Frederik Muller, 
the maps had been ‘dug out of some old 
mess in The Hague’ (see respectively Van 
’t Hoff 1939-1940, 29 and Wieder 1915, 
71). 
 
This auction catalogue provides us with a 
clue for the period 1575-1859: the im-
portant Van Aerssen family, which in-
cluded, among its members, the lawyer 
Cornelis van Aerssen. Having served as 
municipal secretary and pensionary of 
Brussels in the 1570s, Cornelis van Aers-
sen then turned against the Spanish ad-
ministration and defected to William of 
Orange, whose dying words he recorded. 
In 1584 Van Aerssen became clerk of the 
States General. Was it Van Aerssen who 
succeeded in acquiring the loose town 
maps from Barbara Smets or her heirs, as 
Wopke Eekhoff (1866: 12) suspected, or 
were they acquired later, by another Van 
Aerssen, for instance the well-known sev-
enteenth-century pensionary François 
van Aerssen? The riddle remains un-
solved—another puzzle: the fate of the 
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other loose maps. For the maps of several 
towns have disappeared—or did they 
never exist? 
 
The issue of the scattering of the loose 
maps following the 1859 auction will be 
mentioned only briefly here, as many ear-
lier publications have already addressed 
the topic (Muller 1866; Ruelens 1867; 
Wieder 1915, 68-72). Despite his dispar-
aging remarks, Muller nonetheless 
bought the lot, and in his own words for 
‘a rather steep price’ (Wieder, 1915, 69-
70). In December 1865 he resold the 
maps with interest to Frisian archivist and 
map collector Wopke Eekhoff, who ten 
years later identified the maps as Jacob 
van Deventer’s town maps (Eekhoff 
1866, 225-228). While Muller unsuccess-
fully attempted to get the maps back, they 
made their way, through the agency of 
Eekhoff, to the various Dutch provincial 
archives and to the Brussels Royal Li-
brary, where they remain to the present 
day (Ruelens 1884, 21-22 and endnote 
13).xxiv 
 
The Social Rebirth of Van Deventer’s 
City Maps 
 
Starting in the mid-nineteenth century, 
the social life of Jacob van Deventer’s 
town maps gradually entered a new 
phase. Interestingly, the first stirrings 
could be felt as early as 1839, when 
Philipp Christiaan Molhuysen wrote an 
article on the mapmaker. This first step 
was followed successively by Louis-Pros-
per Gachard’s discovery in Madrid, the 
auction of the loose maps in 1859, and 
Wopke Eekhoff’s identification of the 
maps as the work of Jacob van Deventer. 
A fourth significant step forward came 
when Brussels librarian Charles Ruelens 
and Spanish conservator Genaro Aleuda 
connected the dots and realized the link 

between the town atlas in Madrid and the 
collection of loose maps. Since then, the 
two atlas volumes in the Madrid Bibli-
oteca Nacional are also considered to be 
the work of Jacob van Deventer, and 
more specifically, as representing two of 
the three atlas volumes which in the mid-
1570s were part of Van Deventer’s estate 
in Cologne. 
 
Thus, the foundations for a scientific 
study of Jacob van Deventer’s town maps 
were laid. Within a century and a half, no 
fewer than four major editions saw the 
light of day. Charles Ruelens was the first 
to attempt a facsimile publication of 
some of the maps. Between 1884 and 
1924 twenty-four livraisons appeared con-
taining colour lithographs of about one 
hundred maps, mostly towns in the 
Southern Low Countries (figure 8; 
Ruelens 1884-1924). To each facsimile 
map was added a second map indicating 
the most important buildings, places, and 
landscape elements, and a text on the 
town’s history. In the early twentieth cen-
tury the need for reproductions of Van 
Deventer’s town maps and their accessi-
bility to scholars and other interested par-
ties was felt in the Netherlands as well. In 
the period 1916-1923 publisher Martinus 
Nijhoff produced a facsimile consisting 
of colour lithographs of the maps of 
towns situated in Dutch territory as it was 
then (Fruin 1916-1923). Historian Robert 
Fruin wrote a general introduction, but 
texts on the individual towns or maps 
were not included in this publication. 
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Figure 8 
Colour lithograph of Jacob van 
Deventer’s map of the town of Ni-
nove, included in the facsimile-edi-
tion published by Charles Ruelens 
(Ruelens 1884-1924, livraison 21). 
 
Both facsimile publications saw intensive 
use, but they were not proper scientific 
instruments. Elements that were obscure 
or contradictory on the original maps had 
been “cleaned up” on the colour litho-
graphs. Scientific study of Jacob van 
Deventer’s work really took off after the 
Second World War. In 1953, librarian and 
map historian Bert van ’t Hoff compiled 
all the data he was able to find and, on 
this basis, wrote a biography of Van 
Deventer. In this biography he also pub-
lished a series of original textual sources 
which had a direct bearing on the town 
maps and a handful of other survey pro-
jects. 
 

A growing interest in and utilization of 
the town maps in landscape historical, ur-
ban historical, and archaeological re-
search in the late 1980s resulted in the 
foundation of the non-profit organiza-
tion Stichting tot bevordering van de uitgave van 
de plattegronden van Jacob van Deventer 
(‘Foundation for the promotion of publi-
cation of the maps of Jacob van 
Deventer’). It was the foundation’s inten-
tion to bring out facsimile reproductions 
of all town maps, both the loose maps 
and the atlas maps, according to current 
scientific standards. The maps were no 
longer copied by hand but reproduced 
photographically, which in the words of 
Cornelis Koeman ‘after 130 years finally 
put an end to the need to visit one of the 
national archives to study the true appear-
ance of the maps as drawn by Jacob van 
Deventer’ (Koeman 1992-2001, s.p.). Be-
tween 1992 and 2001, nine large portfo-
lios appeared. These, in addition to the 
reproductions, also contained a general 
introduction and accompanying text for 
each individual town, mostly written by 
local specialists (Stadsplattegronden 1992-
2001). Unfortunately, this publication 
project was terminated before its comple-
tion, leaving the “Belgian” town maps 
still unpublished. In 2013 this unsatisfac-
tory situation gave rise to a plan to pre-
pare a new edition, this time including all 
of Van Deventer town maps, and not in 
facsimile but in one comprehensive vol-
ume, thus approaching Philip II’s original 
intention (Rutte and Vannieuwenhuyze 
2018).  
 
To date numerous historians, archaeolo-
gists, geographers, mapmakers, urbanists, 
art historians, landscape experts, stu-
dents, folklore experts, and map aficiona-
dos have looked at or studied Jacob van 
Deventer’s town maps. Reproductions of 
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the original maps (or of the colour litho-
graphs) have been incorporated in nu-
merous books and papers or placed on 
walls of exhibitions and museums (figure 
9). Today, interest in the mapmaker and 
his work has grown and now extends 
even to the digital world. The maps can 
be inspected in minute detail through the 
online image repositories of the Bibli-
oteca Nacional de España, the Brussels 
KBR, and the Nationaal Archief in The 
Hague, but a host of other websites also 
contain reproductions albeit of variable 
quality. All in all, the maps’ social life has 
thus become vastly complex to the point 
where words fail to do it justice. 
 

 
 
Figure 9 
A facsimile reproduction of Jacob van 
Deventer’s map of the town of Den-
dermonde hangs on the wall of the 
Mercator Museum in Sint-Niklaas, 
Belgium (photo by Gerald Delvaux, 
June 2022). 
 
Conclusion 
 
In the last decades, Jacob van Deventer’s 
city and town maps have often been stud-
ied or used as a source of illustrations. At 
the same time, they have become very ac-
cessible. As a result, Van Deventer's work 
continues to reach new audiences and the 
maps’ “social life” has grown exponen-
tially. Or rather, the social life of the 
maps’ printed and—especially—digital 

reproductions. Paradoxically, Van 
Deventer’s original maps are once again 
becoming more isolated. The originals 
are taken out of their present seclusion 
only in exceptional cases and with the ex-
press permission of the responsible cura-
tor or librarian. In that respect, the maps’ 
current situation is rather similar to how 
it was in the past. For centuries, Van 
Deventer’s town maps were wrapped in 
silence. Hardly anything was written—or 
perhaps spoken—about them, unless a 
whole series of documents has somehow 
escaped our attention or no longer exists. 
Until evidence to the contrary emerges, it 
seems that Van Deventer’s town maps 
were rarely used. This begs the question 
as to whether, and to what extent, the 
maps ever had a social life at all, and if 
(and how) they ever made an impact and 
affected people’s behaviour. 
 
It is clear that both sets of Jacob van 
Deventer’s maps—his atlas and his loose 
maps—followed separate trajectories. 
The atlas was commissioned by king 
Philip II and was found in Jacob van 
Deventer’s legacy when he died in Co-
logne in spring 1575. In the years before 
his death, the mapmaker was finishing 
the maps, as the correspondence between 
Viglius and Hopperus makes clear. After-
wards, the three volumes were subse-
quently acquired by Viglius and Don 
Juan. The trail is then lost until two of the 
three volumes were “rediscovered” in the 
mid-nineteenth century. The loose maps 
first resided with Van Deventer’s life 
partner Barbara Smets before falling into 
the hands of an aristocratic family in the 
Netherlands. Perhaps a thorough search 
in this family’s archives will one day pro-
duce another clue. Or maybe not, for it 
looks as if the maps were never handled 
during that period (there would have 
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been little reason to do so). Their impact 
was therefore very limited. 
 
For centuries, nobody besides Viglius and 
Georg Braun spoke about or paid atten-
tion to the contents, style, qualities, and 
accuracy of Jacob van Deventer’s maps. 
Only in these two men’s statements is any 
connection made, however succinctly, 
between on the one hand “the maps’ lin-
guistic and imaginative spaces” and, on 
the other, their “material and cultural util-
ity and value,” to quote again Martin 
Brückner (2017, 3). However, even there 
we must remain cautious, for both gen-
tlemen acted—and wrote—with their 
own interests in mind. Viglius tried to 
keep the maps to himself, while Braun 
possibly succeeded in acquiring a few 
maps for his own Civitates Orbis Terrarum. 
Greed and self-interest also seem to have 
been the main factors motivating 
Philip II and his half-brother Don Juan, 
who both speak only of the possession 
and transportation of the maps. Certainly, 
Van Deventer’s town maps apparently 
failed to become vehicles for “binding 
people to each other through the territory 
they mutually inhabit,” as Denis Wood 
put it (2010, 2). 
 
The silence, the glaring mistakes, and 
even the disdain of past centuries are 
equally telling. Nobody seemed to miss 
the town maps. Socially speaking, Jacob 
van Deventer’s maps were dead and bur-
ied. The anonymous Spanish librarian or 
archivist, the only person after Viglius 
and Braun to at least write something 
about the contents of the maps, commit-
ted one mistake after another, and his in-
dex appears never to have been used. 
Louis-Prosper Gachard did not recognize 
what he had found and attached little or 
no value to the atlas, as is evident from 
his curt and superficial description. Even 

experts such as Dutch national archivist 
Van den Bergh and antique dealer Fred-
erik Muller considered the maps to be 
rubbish. 
 
Yet, we should not read too much into 
such statements. Possibly—probably, 
even—the town maps were the subject of 
conversations we are ignorant of and will 
never be able to reconstruct. It is equally 
possible that the social, political, cultural, 
economic contexts in which the maps 
once could or should have played a part 
had changed to such a considerable ex-
tent that they faded from view, both liter-
ally and figuratively. These reservations 
notwithstanding, it seems likely that in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century, the social life of Jacob van 
Deventer’s town maps changed drasti-
cally. Firstly, the maps became vastly 
more accessible. Not only were the origi-
nal maps finally located, but in the 1920s 
and 1930s, at the latest, colour litho-
graphs of most of the town maps became 
available and could be consulted in vari-
ous public libraries and archives. Sec-
ondly, the maps’ user profile changed. 
The high-ranking public administrators 
of the first phase and the Spanish librar-
ian(s) and the aristocratic family of the 
second phase were replaced by a much 
broader group of librarians, archivists, 
curators, antiquarians, researchers, stu-
dents, historians and map lovers in the 
Low Countries. For the first time, the 
maps and their contents, rather than their 
possession, really became relevant, and 
alive. 
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WWII on 17 May, 1940 (see Visser 1984, 31). 
Two maps were sold to private persons: the map 
of Appingedam to Mr. Hooft van Iddekinge, the 
map of Flemish Middelburg to a certain Flemish 
individual, through the agency of Zeeuws-

Flemish historian H.Q. Janssen (Wieder 1915, 
68). This second map resurfaced in the 1990s and 
is today kept in Ghent in the State Archives (Map 
Collection No. 2351; see also Van der Heijden 
1996; Mertens 2007). 
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Poring Over the World at the Court. Coronelli’s Globes and the Social Lives of 
Maps in France (1680-1715) 

In the November 1683 issue of the Mer-
cure Galant, Donneau de Vizé’s society ga-
zette, a new scientific development made 
quite a splash. The large cosmographical 
globes—one terrestrial and the other ce-
lestial—that Venetian monk Vincenzo 
Coronelli (1650-1718) had been making 
for King Louis XIV were finally “in their 
state of perfection” (Donneau de Vizé et 
al. 1683, 273). With this news, these two 
globes entered the world of the French 
Court before they were even displayed: 
this was the beginning of what I call in 
this paper their social lives. The Mercure 
Galant continued to report on the monk’s 
output, and even publicized the launch of 
a subscription for the production of min-
iature versions of the King’s globes 
(Donneau de Vizé et al. 1687b, 17). 
 
This story echoes many similar episodes 
that took place during the 1680-1715 pe-
riod, in which remarkably engineered 
pieces of cartography made waves in high 
society. These include Castlemaine’s 1678 
globe and the large Globe of Gottorf, 
completed by Olearius in 1664 and which 
was the object of diplomatic negotiations 
between Frederic IV of Denmark and Pe-
ter the Great, the Tsar of Russia, in 1713 
(Vailly 2020). Yet it also relates to the 
broad circulation of less exceptional car-
tographic objects, printed maps and 
globes, among the European political, 

scientific, and economic elites of that 
time. It is the story of the mobilization of 
maps in social relations of multiple na-
tures: a map may be used to educate a 
child, to plan a battle, to administer a ter-
ritory or simply to show off one’s good 
taste and knowledge to guests. 
 
By focusing on the case of the French cir-
culation of Vincenzo Coronelli’s globe 
production, this paper sets out to exam-
ine the idea that maps have social lives; 
this could be seen as another way of ad-
dressing the contextualization of maps, 
by giving these objects agency. It ap-
proaches the concept of social life as a 
changing, constantly renegotiated set of 
uses allowed by these objects and of 
meanings inscribed in them (Appadurai 
1988; Mason 2001; Russo 2013). These 
uses and meanings are jointly constructed 
by a variety of actors and spaces that need 
to be identified to propose a “biography 
of a thing” (Kopytoff 1988, 66), which is 
not limited to a history of the object but 
looks at history through the object and 
with the object (Riello 2009). Therefore, 
every actor interacting with the object 
(mapmakers, courtiers, students, admin-
istrators, etc.), as well as every space in 
the object’s life (the mapmaker’s work-
shop, the administrator’s cabinet, the 
Court, etc.), should be subject to investi-
gation. For the purpose of this paper, I 
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have limited myself to actors and places 
directly linked to Coronelli’s case. 
 
In the case of maps, the actors and spaces 
to be identified are threefold. A first step 
consists of questioning the nature of 
maps by observing their theoretical and 
practical conception process. This re-
quires considering not only the cartogra-
pher, his scholarly and social positions, 
but also the theoretical and material 
choices made during the making of a 
map. The cartographer, indeed, has to ne-
gotiate with the customers’ expectations 
and resources. In the case of Coronelli’s 
globes, for example, their painting and 
stand could be adjusted to the buyer’s de-
mands and funds, whereas for the making 
of the Marly globes, Coronelli obviously 
had to carefully select the data on display 
to please the King (Vailly 2020, 19). This 
makes it possible to de-script the object, 
as Madeleine Akrich (2010) put it, i.e., to 
understand how the cartographer con-
ceived the map so that it would fulfil spe-
cific functions and convey specific mean-
ings. Secondly, it is necessary to observe 
the human actors who interact with these 
maps, insofar as they are capable of sub-
verting the cartographer’s script and give 
the object other meanings and make 
other uses of it. Lastly, globes must be sit-
uated within their living milieus, i.e., the ge-
ographical spaces in which they are lo-
cated: an exhibition hall, a store, a store-
house, etc. (Vailly 2021). Existing in dif-
ferent places means being endowed with 
a variety of symbolisms and uses, and 
dealing with a range of different material 
conditions that may impact the social 
lives of maps and globes. 
 
In this article, I accordingly posit that the 
idea of a social life of cartographic objects 
encompasses several realities, from their 

material and symbolic making to their ex-
hibition and uses. Thinking from the ba-
sis of the object does not only entail re-
constructing a biography, it means situat-
ing it within a far denser network of hu-
man and non-human actors that impact 
or intersect with the object’s social life 
(Ingold 2011; 2012). It is precisely the 
complexity of the social lives of maps in 
the modern period that is the subject of 
this paper, which retraces the case of Cor-
onelli’s production. I will consider the 
ways in which these objects shape and are 
shaped by their social and political milieus. 
To achieve this, I draw primarily on tools 
from the historical anthropology of 
knowledge (Adell 2011; Jacob 2014), with 
a particular attention to places (in this pa-
per, courts, libraries or cabinets) and 
practices (mostly making, collecting, us-
ing and discussing maps). These two no-
tions allow us to get a better understand-
ing of reception, as both places and prac-
tices can influence the way one reads or 
makes a map (Laboulais 2008; De Rugy 
2018; Vailly 2021). I also draw on propo-
sitions by proponents of material and vis-
ual historians of knowledge and con-
sumption with a focus on maps as actors, 
sources and subjects (Pedley 2005; Riello 
2009). Lastly, I approach maps as parts of 
a social history of sciences and powers, 
which they equally materialize and con-
tribute to constructing (Biagioli 1995; 
Castelnau-L’Estoile and Regourd 2005; 
Van Damme 2015). 
 
To do this, I will mainly focus on the 
“Coronelli moment” of France’s carto-
graphic production (Hofmann and 
Richard 2012; Milanesi 2016; Vailly 
2020), by following Coronelli’s globes 
and their reception as these objects 
moved through France, starting from the 
subscription he initiated in 1686. This 
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moment is characterized by the commer-
cial and critical success of the work of Ve-
netian monk Vincenzo Coronelli in the 
world of map collectors, a trend resulting 
from the publicity on the two large cos-
mographic globes he made for 
Louis XIV. This is a particularly interest-
ing juncture for the study of the social life 
of maps. Indeed, Coronelli drew his suc-
cess from his work for the King: there 
was hype around his maps, which became 
a social phenomenon that circulated from 
Louis XIV to his subjects within a few 
years. This was a lasting fashion, which 
only began noticeably declining in 1712. 
The “Coronelli moment” was particularly 
timely: his output coincided with re-
newed imperialist ambitions and was pre-
sented as a conquest program. Addition-
ally, the resounding success of Coronelli’s 
maps allowed him to play a role in the 
“paper wars” that raged across Europe, 
and to defend Louis XIV against rhetori-
cal attacks from various European na-
tions (Rameix 2014; Claydon and 
Levillain 2015; Boitel 2016). 
 
Coronelli’s maps and globes were thus 
equally present in the collections of geog-
raphy lovers and on the national political 
scene. They were one of the most notable 
manifestations of the social life of carto-
graphic objects in the modern area, in 
terms of their echo in French civil soci-
ety, between the urban worlds of map 
collectors and the King’s Court.  
 
To put this concept of the social life of 
maps to the test, I focus on Coronelli’s 
globes in their living milieu: the French 
Court. Tracking the social and material 
lives of the globes helps to frame the 
complexity of the geographical practice in 
this specific “place of knowledge” (Jacob 
2007, 19). Therefore, I look at the Court 
not only as a set of geographical places, 

but also as a network of diverse actors 
who were connected to royal power to 
various degrees. Observing this specific 
place allows me to analyze different con-
texts in which maps have real agency. 
Maps and globes played a role in the ac-
quisition of a geographical culture, both 
utilitarian and driven by curiosity, which 
was a social and political imperative for 
many actors of French Court life. What is 
more, maps and globes were mobilized at 
the Court as central actors of the political 
and diplomatic life of the Kingdom of 
France; these objects became inanimate 
ambassadors of Louis XIV’s imperialism. 
Finally, the possession, exhibition and 
use of maps and globes were channels of 
the dissemination of a social distinction 
model from the Court to the rest of the 
Kingdom. 
 
Learning and Knowing about the 
World at the Court: Maps and Globes 
as Objects of Education and Enter-
tainment  
 
The Ancien Régime French Court’s rela-
tionship to knowledge was structured by 
a double imperative. Court members had 
to be able to display a sense of curiosity 
and entertaining knowledge that could 
help them navigate conversations in 
Court society. They also needed to pos-
sess practical knowledge of territories to 
be able to wage war or to administer a 
given territory, and thus learn to read and 
use cartographical objects. This geo-
graphical practice at the Court was no 
Louis-Quatorzian exception, as several 
French kings supported cartographical 
endeavours throughout the centuries 
(Broc 1986; Pelletier 2001). There were, 
however, two new developments. First, 
Coronelli’s cartographical production 
achieved notable commercial success, 
benefiting from the popularization of the 
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map-trade in Paris and the local support 
of the well-known map-seller Jean-Bap-
tiste Nolin (Milanesi 2016; Pedley 2005). 
Second, cartography was officially inte-
grated in the prince’s education (Mor-
miche 2011, 2014). Coronelli’s globes, 
which depicted the entire world as a place 
of imperial opportunities, were the per-
fect tool for Court members to demon-
strate these abilities and taste, as well as 
learn new facts about the French en-
deavor in exploring and mapping the 
world. This first section accordingly ap-
proaches the social lives of maps from 
the perspective of the transmission of a 
corpus of geographical knowledge of the 
world, whose mechanisms will be ana-
lyzed. 
 
Knowing About the World: A Social Imperative  
  
Maps and globes circulated very widely 
among the historical actors of the French 
Court. Men of letters, administrators and 
officers of the crown discussed geogra-
phy, exchanged maps, and commented 
on the new publications. The introduc-
tion of a new map or globe into Court so-
ciety was a genuine social event. This was 
obviously the case when Vincenzo Coro-
nelli’s large cosmographic globes were 
completed and reported upon in the No-
vember 1683 issues of Théophraste Re-
naudot’s Gazette and Donneau de Vizé’s 
Mercure Galant. The latter was far more 
enthusiastic, pointing out that the globes 
were “in their state of perfection”, and 
“the most advanced, the most curious 
and the biggest ever seen in Europe” 
(Donneau de Vizé et al. 1683, 273–74). 
While their completion was a landmark 
society event, globes were not the only 
ones to play a central role at the Court, 
and as such to experience a genuine social 
life. Exploring the landscape of carto-
graphical production (both maps and 

their advertisements) will help to better 
understand the milieu in which Coronelli’s 
globes lived their social lives. 
 
The Mercure Galant, a society magazine 
that had a dedicated following at the 
Court, regularly published news related to 
cartographic objects (Brétéché 2015). It 
reported, for instance, on ongoing de-
bates in the field, like when two scholars, 
Mariette and Tralage, clashed over their 
respective roles in the translation and up-
dating of Coronelli’s recent output (Don-
neau de Vizé et al. 1690, 127–36). It reg-
ularly included maps to accompany its re-
ports on expeditions, going along with 
the tale of one of the most recent French 
war successes, as in the case of the Gorée 
and Tabago maps referring to the Maré-
chal d’Estrées victories in 1679 (more on 
this later) (figures 7 & 8) (Donneau de 
Vizé et al. 1678, 153–62). Most of the 
time, these were cheap and anonymously 
engraved maps, easy to reproduce and 
widely circulated They were not detailed 
enough to provide the reader with a pre-
cise geographical account, but rather 
helped to get a comprehensive snapshot 
of the battleground.  
 
But the Mercure Galant was mainly con-
cerned with advertising new publications 
by the most famous cartographers of the 
time. This review of new publications was 
often very detailed and echoed the most 
recent geopolitical events. The Mercure 
Galant summarized the distinguishing 
features of these maps, their novelty and 
their appeal, introducing the new produc-
tions into the social world. It sometimes 
mentioned technical and material dates 
and specified their intended use. Some 
maps were described as the perfect tool 
for a travelling nobleman, like the maps 
of Flemish cities issued by Nolin, which 
could be folded as “pocket books, which 
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is highly convenient for Officers” (Don-
neau de Vizé et al. 1692, 239). Other arti-
cles praised the ornateness of objects that 
would be a perfect fit in a cabinet of cu-
riosities, including one advertising Vin-
cenzo Coronelli’s replicas of the Sun 
King’s globes produced in the 1680s— 
these globes would be “more beautiful, 
more exact, more accurate, and more cu-
rious than any of the ones produced until 
now” (Donneau de Vizé et al. 1687b, 49). 
Collection methods were also often dis-
cussed, with an emphasis on the methods 
used by the printer or cartographer to 
make the map. The production of a new 
map was often clearly related to the out-
break of a conflict in the area being rep-
resented, as when Coronelli put out a new 
map of Hungary in August 1687 (Don-
neau de Vizé et al. 1687c, 328–29).The 
production and circulation of maps and 
globes obviously played a role in the “pa-
per wars” that raged across Europe dur-
ing Louis XIV’s reign, as I will discuss 
further. 
 
The Mercure Galant’s eagerness to report 
on new maps and to include maps in its 
issues reflected a broader attachment of 
many members of the French Court to 
the collection of cartographic objects. 
Maps and globes became objects of social 
distinction, allowing those who possessed 
them to showcase a sense of belonging to 
a scholarly and society “culture of curios-
ity” (Kenny 2004, 160; see also Daston 
1995), characterized in part by a “way of 
knowing” (Pickstone 2000, 2-20) the 
world based on the practice of collection. 
These objects indeed symbolized a total-
izing quest for knowledge and were 
closely bound with the very act of collect-
ing curiosities from all over the world, as 
they allowed collectors to situate the ob-
jects on their shelves on a global scale 

(Vailly 2020). The intersection of the col-
lection of naturalia and artificialia on the 
one hand and maps on the others is ex-
emplified by two French officials, Michel 
Bégon (1632-1710) and Esprit Cabart de 
Villermont (1628-1707), who I will dis-
cuss further below. 
 
Lastly, a more widespread practice de-
serves mention: the reading of maps 
among members of the Court. The dia-
ries of Philippe de Courcillon, the Mar-
quis of Dangeau (1636-1720), help the 
historian to track the uses of maps at 
Court. We learn for instance that the 
King’s lever or coucher, that is, the every-
day-life Court ceremonial, could include 
moments of plan- and map-reading. The 
King’s men had to be able to read carto-
graphical objects, not only for literary 
pleasure, but also for military purposes. 
However, the divide between these two 
practices was somewhat unclear. For ex-
ample, Dangeau mentions a map-reading 
session held on April 17th,1704 by Louis 
XIV alongside Madame de Maintenon in 
his private apartments, where they stud-
ied a “beautiful map of Germany and the 
maps of all Portuguese cities” (Dangeau 
1856b, 9: 488). Yet, such studies in which 
they indulged ostensibly for curiosity and 
leisure purposes were ambivalent, as they 
partly concerned maps of the military 
campaigns in which Dangeau had taken 
part in the early 1660s. This ambivalence 
reflects the second meaning of the prac-
tice of map-reading at the Court: military 
planning. Dangeau also evoked that role, 
reporting a visit from Louis II Phélyp-
eaux de Pontchartrain, the Chancellor of 
France, with whom Louis XIV studied “a 
nautical chart of the banks from Oost-
ende to Calais” one evening in August 
1702, in an attempt to figure out how to 
rescue a privateer of the French Crown 
during the War of the Spanish Succession 
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(Dangeau 1856a, 8: 465). In these two ex-
amples, maps appear to have had an in-
tense social life at Court, especially in 
times of war. This would partly explain 
the success of Coronelli’s globes both in 
Marly and in private cabinets: the King 
and his men needed to know how to use 
maps. 
 
An Education in Geography  
 
Dangeau’s account reflects the im-
portance of a key imperative—that of 
getting an education in geography. A 
member of the Court not only had to be 
familiar with maps and globes, but also 
had to be able to use them effectively, es-
pecially if he was a man of war. Geogra-
phy was therefore not limited to a general 
knowledge of the world, of its natural his-
tory and of the societies inhabiting it; it 
had to involve a practical knowledge of 
the field (Binois and D’Orgeix 2021; 
Vailly 2020). This ambivalence is charac-
teristic of the social lives of Coronelli’s 
globes at the French Court, which played 
the role of witnesses to the good taste and 
education of their owners, but also were 
crucial tools in planning international ac-
tions. It was certainly in part for such ed-
ucational purposes that Louis XIV de-
cided to exhibit the two giant globes 
made by Coronelli between 1681 and 
1683, which he had received as gifts from 
Cardinal d’Estrées, at his Marly palace in 
1704. He needed his heirs to be trained in 
geography. The role of globes in tutoring 
was not self-evident, however: they were 
first praised for their beauty and preci-
sion, not their usefulness for teaching the 
principles of geography. This role of 
maps and globes as tutors must accord-
ingly be contextualized and detailed be-
fore we return to Marly’s case.  
 

Geography was thus cited by several ped-
agogy books as a central discipline in the 
education of princes and young noble-
men. Princes were expected to possess 
advanced technical knowledge of geogra-
phy, since they had to lead armies, guide 
sieges and administer territories. They 
also had to display a general knowledge 
of the world both for geopolitical and 
diplomatic reasons and to live up to their 
status of protectors of the arts and sci-
ences (Vailly 2020). This knowledge drew 
on a dialogue between cabinet geography 
and actual practice in the field (Cornette 
1993; Decalf 2019). 
 
What was true for the prince also was, to 
a lesser extent, for the rest of the Court. 
Young noblemen had to prepare for mil-
itary duties, which involved being able to 
use maps in the field. They had to under-
stand coordinate systems, scales, and to 
handle different types of maps, as sug-
gested by the geography manuals of the 
day. The Court’s young women also re-
ceived an education in geography, and 
even in astronomy, but it consisted pri-
marily in acquiring a superficial command 
of the science per se (Deias 2020; Vailly 
2020). As Pierre Ortigues de Vaumorière 
wrote in his Art de plaire dans la conversation 
[The Art of Pleasant Conversation], 
women were expected to stick to human 
and natural geography and not to concern 
themselves with mathematics (1701, 320). 
 
To achieve this mastery of geographical 
knowledge, cartographic objects were 
needed—in the words of French geogra-
pher Guillaume Delisle, “these globes 
and these maps place countries before 
our eyes and represent them for us in a 
way that approaches what they are in the 
world; and what we see with our own eyes 
makes a far greater impression on us than 
what we hear” (Delisle 1746, 10-11). In 
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France, during the eighteenth century, 
many geographers like Delisle advocated 
for the use of maps in the teaching of ge-
ography in the broader sense: the shape 
of the world, the human societies that in-
habit it, and the mathematical operations 
related to the use of maps. These geogra-
phers’ approaches often started from the 
terrestrial globe. The globe’s advantage 
over other cartographic objects, indeed, 
is that it heavily engages the hand, the 
touch, the senses of those learning the 
true forms of the Earth. This process had 
to be complemented with individual 
maps, allowing the learner to get closer to 
the surface of the Earth, and to have a 
more precise knowledge of its regions, 
and offering the opportunity to vary 
scales depending on the needs of the les-
son. 
 
Some pedagogues in turn gave carto-
graphic objects a central role in the teach-
ing of geography for young men from 
good families. Towards the end of the pe-
riod under study here, in 1716, the 
scholar Nicolas Lenglet du Fresnoy 
(1674-1755) published the first volume of 
his Methode pour étudier la geographie 
[Method for the study of geography], 
which presents geography as primarily a 
“science of the eyes” that can be learned 
through the joint study of books and 
maps (Lenglet Du Fresnoy 1716, 1). To 
Lenglet du Fresnoy, maps had the ad-
vantage of simplicity and ease of use, al-
lowing those who read them to quickly 
acquire knowledge on the shapes of the 
world and the populations inhabiting it. 
This would have to be followed up by in-
tensive mathematics drills, pertaining, in 
particular, to the use of terrestrial globes, 
for instance to calculate the distance or 
time difference between two points (fig-
ure 1). The frontispiece of Lenglet du 
Fresnoy’s 1716 textbook shows three 

young people engrossed in the contem-
plation of two terrestrial globes, reflect-
ing the central role of learning in his vi-
sion. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 
A geography lesson. Frontispiece 
from Lenglet du Fresnoy’s Méthode 
pour apprendre la géographie, 1716, 
Paris. Bibliothèque nationale de 
France. http://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k97864140
/f9.item. 
 
The success of this approach to learning 
explains the triumph of maps and globes, 
which became central actors of social life 
at the Court, in geography education. 
Multiple objects could be mobilized and 
circulated at the Court: atlases, 
standalone maps, globes, card games and 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k97864140/f9.item
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k97864140/f9.item
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k97864140/f9.item
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snakes and ladders boards. Their differ-
ent forms of materiality induced an array 
of gestures that shaped and constrained 
learning practices. World maps allowed 
people to see the entire world all at once; 
globes had to be used with a handbook; 
and the reader of an atlas had to make the 
effort of connecting its pages (Jacob 
1992). Louis XIV had been exposed to 
such objects since he was a child. Cardi-
nal Mazarin had for instance ordered a 
geography game from the artist Stefano 
Della Bella, on which the four parts of the 
world and their most prominent coun-
tries were personified by women donning 
the attributes of said countries, complete 
with short explanatory texts (figure 2). 
The game came with a world map that al-
lowed the King to locate these countries 
on the global scale, which required going 
back and forth between the country cards 
and the map. Subsequently, Louis de 
France (1661-1711), the Grand Dauphin, 
was trained in geography using a custom-
made collection of maps and globes, a li-
brary that mainly included books by Thé-
venot, and the help of a private tutor 
(Mormiche 2014). Likewise, upon the 
death of Louis XIV, the future Louis XV 
received a geography education under the 
supervision of the geographer Guillaume 
Delisle (Mormiche 2011).  
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Figure 2 
The Four parts of the World, in Della 
Bella’s Jeu de la geographie, 1644. Bi-
bliothèque nationale de France. 
https://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10522257
9.  
 
Coronelli’s globes can be seen as precur-
sors of this educational reformation of 
the French monarchy. The Marly globes 
were housed in two of the castle’s twelve 
pavilions, which were previously used as 
accommodations for the King’s guests 
(figure 3). These globes were quite cer-
tainly used as tools for the geography and 
astronomy education of Louis XIV’s 
heirs. In his diaries, Dangeau mentions 
several visits by the Petit Dauphin, Louis 
de France, Duke of Bourgogne, at the ce-
lestial globe pavilion, where he enjoyed 
learning about astronomy with the help 
of scholars from the Royal Academy of 
the Sciences (Dangeau 1857b, 11: 100). It 
is very likely that similar visits were made 
to the terrestrial globe pavilion, since the 
teaching of geography was considered 
central to the training of a prince that was 
slated to succeed a King at war. The ma-
teriality of these titanic spheres obviously 
limited their use: their surfaces were so 
vast that technical implements were 
needed to look at them, such as scopes, 
and their contents had to be transcribed 
by hand (Bentz 2012; Jacob 1992; Vailly 
2020). Still, their gigantic size allowed 
Coronelli to include a considerable num-
ber of texts and images, which made it 
possible to use them for teaching a vari-
ety of disciplines: an ethnography-tinged 
human geography; a natural geography of 
rivers, mountains, plants and animals; a 
historical geography of conquests and 
battles; and a few fundamentals of navi-
gation (Vailly 2020). The globe also came 

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b105222579
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b105222579
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b105222579
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with multiple other elements that allowed 
for deeper geographical work: instru-
ments, wall maps and loose-leaf maps—a 
genuine geographer’s library (Bentz 
2012). At a time when France’s colonial 
ambitions were growing, knowledge of 
the geopolitics of the modern world ap-
peared crucial, and Coronelli’s terrestrial 
globe was an effective way to gain it. 
 

 
 
Figure 3 
The globes at Marly, in Robert de 
Cotte’s Plan du pavillon du globe ter-
restre, 1704, Paris. Bibliothèque natio-
nale de France. 
https://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55005614
w/f1.item. 
 
The hypothesis positing that the pavilions 
served as places of training for Crown 
heirs is also supported by a remarkable 
fact. Beginning in November 1712, Dan-
geau reports on the King’s sudden disin-
terest in his globes, until plans to remove 
them, which would only be implemented 
two years later, were announced 
(Dangeau 1858, 14: 267). This disinterest 

coincided with the successive deaths of 
most of his direct heirs, including the 
Petit Dauphin; as if, without any children 
left to educate, the globes could no longer 
be of use to the Court. 
 
Maps and Globes as Court Diplomats 
 
The Court of France, especially in Louis 
XIV’s era, was primarily a space where 
the King exercised his domination, over 
members of the Court but also over visi-
tors to Versailles and Marly. In this pro-
cess, maps were objects of social distinc-
tion at the intersection of arts and 
knowledge that signaled the sovereign’s 
wealth and political and scholarly power. 
In this way, maps and globes at the Court 
became ambassadors of royal propa-
ganda. This use is particularly interesting 
in that it allows us to confront the ob-
ject’s script and the environments in 
which it was exhibited, shedding light on 
its symbolic and usage values. 
 
The Political Making of Maps 
 
Maps and globes play a role in royal di-
plomacy especially at two high points in 
their social life. The first is, of course, 
their conception and publication. When 
the cartographer is working on an object, 
he considers his patron and the place 
where the object in question will be ex-
hibited. Cartographic objects can be con-
ceived as heralds of royal power, display-
ing certain facts or elements of 
knowledge and concealing others (Harley 
1988). For instance, when Vincenzo Cor-
onelli worked on his large globes for 
Louis XIV, he made a number of material 
and theoretical choices that would impact 
the social lives of these globes and make 
them diplomats by nature, destined to 
spend their social lives in close proximity 
to royal power, at the Court of France. 

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55005614w/f1.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55005614w/f1.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55005614w/f1.item
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This was especially the case when he 
worked on the terrestrial globe, which 
was meant both to represent Louis XIV’s 
temporal power but also to suggest op-
portunities of conquest to the King. 
 
To symbolize this grand project, Coro-
nelli represented an allegory of the four 
parts of the world near the Southern Pole 
on the globe, where Europe was depicted 
in regalia, dominating the other conti-
nents. This first allegory echoes a second, 
complementary one: an allegory of the 
Arts and Sciences personified by their 
muses, placed under the protection of a 
bust of Louis XIV crowned with a laurel 
wreath by a group of putti (figures 4 and 
5). These muses include Geography, As-
tronomy and Navigation, working to-
gether to devise new ways of exploring 
and representing the world—a clear ref-
erence to the interdependence of the 
three sciences, which complement and 
improve one another. By inserting such 
an allegory, Vincenzo Coronelli empha-
sized the King’s key role in championing 
the sciences, even though that role may 
have been largely overstated (Dew 2015). 
Coronelli’s symbolic discourse on the sci-
ence-power connection comes across 
clearly: the light of the Sun King’s wis-
dom is what made the map possible. The 
terrestrial globe itself is the sum of this 
wisdom, being the material result of ad-
vances in navigation, astronomy, geogra-
phy, mathematics, and history.  
 

 
 
Figure 4 
Detail from Coronelli’s great terres-
trial globe, four parts of the world, 
“de Marly,” 1683, Paris. Bibliothèque 
nationale de France. 
 

 
 
Figure 5 
Detail from Coronelli’s great terres-
trial globe, the arts and sciences, “de 
Marly,” 1683, Paris. Bibliothèque na-
tionale de France. 
 
In addition to this allegory, other features 
represented on the surface of the terres-
trial globe even more directly reflect the 
connection between science and power. 
Visual choices and indications informing 
the public on European colonization ef-
forts are for instance largely informed by 
Coronelli’s goal, which was to please the 
King. The enemies of the French crown 
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are thus depicted as bloodthirsty colo-
nists that burn and rampage indiscrimi-
nately, whereas Louis XIV’s forces bring 
peace and prosperity (Vailly 2020). Some 
of the scientific options picked by Coro-
nelli have similar reasons, such as the 
choice of a prime meridian for the globe, 
running across El Hierro. Here the Vene-
tian cartographer followed a 1634 ordi-
nance by Louis XIII, and in doing so, 
adopted a French vision of the geo-
graphic coordinate system (Coronelli 
1693, 211). 
 
When Coronelli was working on this ter-
restrial globe, he knew that it would be 
gifted to the King, and that it should ac-
cordingly suit the Court. The cartogra-
pher believed that the globe was going to 
be exhibited at the Court of Versailles, as 
he hastily assumed in his 1684 Epitome 
Cosmografica. Coronelli even went so far as 
to insert an engraving representing the 
King’s sphere as he imagined it to be ex-
hibited in Versailles into the printed ver-
sions of the large globes he began circu-
lating in 1689 (figure 6). On this engrav-
ing, the gestures of the human actors who 
gravitate around the globe are interesting 
to observe: a character that can be as-
sumed to be Louis XIV is showing an ec-
clesiastic, possibly Cardinal d’Estrées, his 
globe on display. Others are holding in-
struments allowing them to point and 
measure. Coronelli clearly expected that 
the globe would be used for demonstra-
tions, spectacles, revealed to the Court by 
the King and his scholars as part of a sci-
entific show-and-tell (Saule and 
Arminjon 2010; Lamy 2017). This is also 
the role described in the text of the dedi-
cation that Cardinal d’Estrées had Coro-
nelli inscribe on the terrestrial globe 
(figure 6). Thus, already at the develop-
ment stage, the terrestrial globe was con-
ceived both by its patron and its creator 

as a tool fulfilling an equally scientific and 
political role, which was to support the 
Sun King’s discourse on the legitimacy of 
his territorial claims, at a time when his 
colonial efforts were ramping up 
(Pritchard 2004). 
 

 
 
Figure 6 
Coronelli’s plan for his terrestrial 
globe, in Coronelli’s terrestrial globe 
from 1689, Venice. Bibliothèque na-
tionale de France.  https://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55000009
q/f1.item  
 
While Coronelli’s large terrestrial globe 
cannot be ignored by anyone looking at 
the French case, it should not make us 
overlook the numerous occurrences of 
other, more modest maps and globes that 
played a similar role of ambassadors 
throughout their conception and circula-
tion process. The Mercure Galant again 
gives us a good indication of this phe-
nomenon. The society gazette indeed no-
toriously played a social and political role 
in the circulation of news of the world at 
the Court of France: its wide circulation 
helped in the dissemination of royal 
propaganda, to such an extent that it was 
even mocked in the Netherlands by crit-
ics of French international politics (Bré-
téché 2015). Its accounts of the royal mil-

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55000009q/f1.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55000009q/f1.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b55000009q/f1.item
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itary campaigns are particularly remarka-
ble in this respect: the texts, narrated by 
an army man to a woman of the Court, 
came with maps meant to clarify their 
contents. Take the case of the campaigns 
of Marschal Jean II d’Estrées, the brother 
of Cardinal César d’Estrées, who led a 
royal fleet to conquer the Island of 
Gorée, and then Tabago in November 
1677. The story was the subject of a re-
port in the March 1678 issue of the Mer-
cure Galant, complete with two maps that 
made it easier to grasp for readers (Don-
neau de Vizé et al. 1678, 138-67). They 
were engraved with little in the way of de-
tail, and therefore easy to reproduce, 
which made it possible to make the news 
of Jean II d’Estrées’s resounding victories 
circulate faster. But these maps also pro-
vided the readers with a straightforward 
narrative of a battle in which every 
French move was the result of a strategic 
mastermind who made no mistakes. This 
can be seen on figures 7 and 8, where the 
only military actions represented are cru-
cial French actions. Counterattacks and 
acts of Dutch resistance were erased from 
the maps, and the description of a ship 
marked “O” on the Tabago map (figure 
8) served to strengthen this narrative of 
weak and coward Netherlandish leaders 
and warriors by implying that their only 
act of war consisted in fleeing. The Mer-
cure Galant thus served as one of the key 
actors of royal propaganda during the pa-
per wars that raged across Europe, and 
likewise an important part of the social 
lives of maps whithin the Court of 
France, taking part in these paper wars in 
their own ways.  
 

 
 
Figure 7 
The battle for Gorée, in Donneau de 
Vizé’s Mercure Galant, March 1678. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France. 
https://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r
/f190.item.   
 

 
 
Figure 8 
The battle for Tabago, in Donneau 
de Vizé’s Mercure Galant, March 
1678. Bibliothèque nationale de 
France. https://gal-
lica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r
/f203.item.  
 
It is of little surprise that these two battles 
were mentioned on the surface of Coro-
nelli’s great terrestrial globe, as a testi-
mony of the long-lasting lives of these 
Mercure Galant maps in the Court’s geo-
graphical cultures. Indeed, as Coronelli 
was at work on the Marly globes in Paris, 
he gathered lots of material from the 
King’s library, spoke with courtiers and 

https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f190.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f190.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f190.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f203.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f203.item
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k4227089r/f203.item
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exchanged maps and letters with other 
noblemen of the Kingdom. Coronelli’s 
cartouche describing the battle is surpris-
ingly close to Donneau De Vizé’s Mercure 
Galant: One can easily imagine that he 
came across these Mercure Galant maps, or 
that he at least heard about the battles 
from his patron Cardinal d’Estrée, the 
Marshal’s brother. The globe appears 
here as a “centre of calculation” (Latour 
1987, 215), gathering various data on the 
known world and redistributing it among 
the courtiers, playing the role of an am-
bassador of plaster and paint for Louis 
XIV. 
 
The Marly Pavilion or the Centrality of Diplo-
macy  
 
The second high point of the social lives 
of maps and globes at the Court of 
France is their exhibition and use. The in-
tentions of the cartographer or of the ed-
itor of the Mercure Galant are indeed not 
enough in of themselves to turn carto-
graphic objects into central actors of 
royal diplomacy. These maps needed to 
circulate, to be used, commented on, and 
displayed to be actors of Louis XIV’s pol-
icy. This exhibition stage accounts for 
much of the social lives of maps. 
 
Where the Court is concerned, the exam-
ple of Coronelli’s globes also yields in-
sights into the different junctures of the 
social lives of maps. After a long prepar-
atory phase, due partly to the technical 
challenge inherent in exhibiting two 
globes with a diameter of four meters 
each, the globes were finally displayed at 
the palace of Marly in 1704. This was a 
very deliberate choice: since its comple-
tion in late 1683, Marly had gradually be-
come the nerve center of Louis XIV’s 
personal and absolute power (Ringot and 

Sarmant 2012). Originally a spot for rec-
reation, Marly became the King’s main 
command base, and a small, strategic 
Court space. Access to Marly was condi-
tional on the King’s invitation and was a 
highly sought-after favor. Thus, opting to 
display the globes in Marly, by turning 
two residential pavilions into exhibit 
halls, sent a strong political signal: the Sun 
King contemplated and ruled the world 
from the confines of his palace, and con-
trolled access to this cosmographic 
knowledge.  
 
The exhibition stage was especially cru-
cial in that it put Coronelli’s cosmo-
graphic globes at the center of an equally 
scholarly and political scientific show  de-
signed to allow Louis XIV to project his 
power in front of a selected few members 
of the Court, granting them with the 
honor of accessing strategic knowledge 
on the known world (Bensaude-Vincent 
and Blondel 2008; Thébaud-Sorger 
2015). This apparent paradox of a limited 
exhibition of royal power sheds light on 
the value of geographical knowledge in 
general, and of Coronelli’s globes in par-
ticular, at the Court. As objects of pres-
tige, they had to be displayed; but as 
sources of critical knowledge, they also 
had to be hidden from undesired visitors. 
Marly was therefore the obvious choice 
for the King to reconcile the two impera-
tives. 
 
Everything was arranged so that the pa-
vilion that hosted the globe would be-
come one of the key places of the Court. 
It was extensively renovated; its structure 
and decor were refashioned in anticipa-
tion of the globe’s arrival, and it became 
a genuine “cabinet of geography” (Bentz 
2012, 239). The globe was placed at the 
center of the pavilion, like a geographic 
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library around which everything else re-
volved. The pavilion guard François Le 
Large himself emphasized the lavishness 
of this set-up, notifying Coronelli in a 
1710 letter that “the entire setting for the 
globe and the decoration of the room are 
very rich and in very good taste, and per-
fectly match the globe’s magnificence” 
(reproduction in Hofmann and Richard 
2012, 113-115). A few years later, Coro-
nelli himself had insisted on the remarka-
ble material qualities of his production 
and engineering, most particularly the 
Louis XIV globes, which could be 
“moved with just one finger,” in his book 
Epitome Cosmografica. The venue’s lavish-
ness was therefore meant to reflect the 
objects, and to make a show of scientific 
knowledge for the King’s purposes. The 
globe was the focal point in the room, a 
spectacular mechanism that allowed the 
“King machinist” to command the atten-
tion and admiration of members of the 
Court through its technical and aesthetic 
prowess (Apostolidès 1981, 148). 
Perched atop a flight of marble stairs, the 
globe towered over the room on its mas-
sive base (figure 3). Here, François Le 
Large’s words also give us a sense of the 
corporeal, almost humanized dimension 
of an object becoming an actor. In the de-
tailed report, he wrote to Coronelli on the 
inscriptions and illustrations featured on 
the surface of the terrestrial globe. The 
guard wrote that without this painstaking 
work, “the globe would be, strictly speak-
ing, a body without a soul” (reproduction 
in Hofmann and Richard 2012, 113-115). 
Its exhibition made the globe a genuine 
character of Court life. 
 
These efforts to feature the terrestrial 
globe in a scientific show at the service of 
royal diplomacy were fruitful at least until 
1712, as two sources suggest. The first 
source is the manuscripts by the guard 

François Le Large. Indeed, when the 
globes were installed in Marly, Louis XIV 
faced an unforeseen issue: due to the size 
of the globes, the inscriptions covering 
their surface could not be read. He there-
fore tasked François Le Large with tran-
scribing all inscriptions on the terrestrial 
globe so that he could read them and pre-
sent the object to his guests. Le Large’s 
work on the inscriptions was likely com-
pleted around 1710, and the King ap-
peared to be satisfied with it, as Le Large 
wrote Coronelli: “every time the King 
comes to the Globe, the first thing he 
asks for is this book, […] which provides 
fodder for conversation during the time 
he stays to watch the globe” 
(reproduction in Hofmann and Richard 
2012, 113-115). This is one of the first 
mentions of the King’s frequent visits to 
the terrestrial globe, made alone or with 
company, in which case he was able to 
demonstrate the extent of his knowledge 
to his guests. 
 
However, Le Large, who came from a 
modest family, did not participate in all 
Court activities, and as such was unable 
to give us more detail on the social lives 
of the globes. The Marquis de Dangeau’s 
diaries are more informative. In his many 
notes on his life in Marly with the King, 
it transpires that the globe pavilions were 
hotspots of Court life, and that they were 
sources of aesthetic pleasure and political 
conversation. The terrestrial globe pavil-
ion especially appears to have become a 
major center of command when im-
portant news, particularly of a military na-
ture, was announced. On August 8th, 
1704, as the War of the Spanish Succes-
sion raged, the King shared with his 
Court news of the unsuccessful attempts 
by prince of the blood Louis-Alexandre 
de Bourbon, Count of Toulouse, to stop 
the English fleet of George Rooke in the 
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Mediterranean. The King read the Count 
of Toulouse’s letter at the foot of the ter-
restrial globe; Dangeau reports that a 
strategic discussion on follow-up efforts 
to the attempt ensued (Dangeau 1857a, 
10: 90). In these discussions the globe 
helped in picturing an overview of the sit-
uation. The pavilion was also a place to 
which the King and members of his inner 
circle brought ambassadors and foreign 
kings. A few years after the failure of the 
Count of Toulouse, on August 12th, Louis 
XIV hosted the King and Queen of Eng-
land in the globe pavilions (Dangeau 
1857a, 10: 94). The King mobilized the 
spectacle of science to serve his interests 
and assert his military power in the face 
of those who his armies would fight the 
next day at the Battle of Hochstadt. Visits 
to the pavilions continued at least until 
1712, according to Dangeau’s writings. 
The terrestrial globe was one of the actors 
of Louis XIV’s foreign policy: by making 
the pavilion a central venue for diplo-
matic visits, the King brought Vincenzo 
Coronelli’s work to the era’s paper wars, 
in which it served as a witness to the ex-
pansion of his empire. 
 
From the Court to the Kingdom 
 
The model of the Court was not confined 
to the palace walls; it influenced and de-
termined other spaces of geographic 
practice in the Kingdom of France. In 
this section we shift to the national level, 
examining spaces that were connected to 
the Court of France through the carto-
graphic output of Vincenzo Coronelli. In 
this third context, cartographic objects 
were plunged in a different living milieu, 
carrying uses and symbolisms shaped at 
the Court with them (Biagioli 1993; 1995; 
2006; Moran 1991). They were actors of 
the dissemination of the Court model of 

geographic practice in the Kingdom of 
France. 
 
Coronelli’s Argonauts: An International Trend 
 
The private collections of the networks 
of well-read administrators and members 
of the Court in the late years of Louis 
XIV’s reign were indeed other spaces in 
which maps and globes lived intense so-
cial lives. To highlight the ability of carto-
graphic objects to convey models from 
the Court to the rest of the Kingdom, this 
part adopts a micro-historical lens to the 
dissemination of the so-called 110cm 
globes produced by Coronelli between 
Paris and Venice after the foundation of 
his geographical society, the Accademia de-
gli Argonauti, in 1684 (Milanesi 2016). 
Conceived as a subscription network, the 
Academy allowed Coronelli to market 
cosmographic globes derived from those 
he had made for Louis XIV in Paris 
(Hofmann and Richard 2012). Coronelli’s 
choice was an original one: in the seven-
teenth century, the subscription model 
was generally only used for printed 
books, not maps (Pedley 2005). Also, the 
large globes, which were completed in 
1683, had not yet been shown to the pub-
lic, even though Coronelli was likely 
counting on an exhibition in Versailles in 
the spring. He could, however, draw on 
the reputation he had acquired during his 
years in Paris, on a network of friendly 
scholars, and on the publicity of his work 
in society publications to ensure that his 
subscription would be a success, and a 
driving force of the social lives of Coro-
nelli’s globes in the late years of Louis 
XIV’s reign. 
 
These miniature globes served as a fleet 
of ambassadors of royal policy, as they re-
used most of the propaganda material 
Coronelli had carefully selected to please 
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Louis XIV. Coronelli made sure to men-
tion that these 110cm globes were repli-
cas of the King’s globes, which suggested 
that the same sources and methods would 
be used in the production process. The 
worldviews these globes conveyed were 
in fact the same, although their actual 
contents differed—what mattered was 
Coronelli’s discourse on the nature of 
these objects (Török 2012; Vailly 2020). 
This subscription can effectively be seen 
as the dissemination of a scientific trend 
initiated by the Court of France, giving 
Coronelli’s globes a new role to play: 
spreading royal propaganda in private 
collections. Owning a pair of Coronelli’s 
globes became a marker of social distinc-
tion and of belonging to Court society, 
witnessing the good taste and education 
of their owners, members of a commu-
nity of intellectuals that had formed 
around the King: the Accademia degli Argo-
nauti. 
 
In France, the Accademia degli Argonauti 
had 76 members in 1687, in institutions 
such as the Sainte-Geneviève library, in-
cluding both ecclesiastics and secular 
scholars (Donneau de Vizé et al. 1687b, 
17–40). There was a wide array of collec-
tors with different social backgrounds, 
offering as many possible social lives to 
Coronelli’s globes, extending from the 
Court of France to the remainder of the 
Kingdom’s administrative elites. Among 
the secular elites, the phenomenon was 
particularly noticeable. Dukes and peers 
of France, such as the Duke of Noailles 
or the Duke d’Estrées, stood at the top of 
the social hierarchy of the list of subscrib-
ers. The entire administrative structure of 
the Kingdom was then featured, from ad-
visors working in Paris to members of re-
gional parliaments. A few scholars, in-
cluding Jean-Dominique Cassini, are also 
on the list, as well as a bookseller from 

Aix-en-Provence. This list of subscribers 
is all the more interesting in that it was 
reproduced by the Mercure Galant, which 
itself also contributed to this trend by 
spreading the news. The Mercure’s an-
nouncement came with a subscription 
form complete with instructions: paying 
16 Louis d’or in eight monthly install-
ments to the Treasurer of Royal Savings 
(1640-1720), who had developed a 
friendship with Coronelli when the car-
tographer worked in Paris (Donneau de 
Vizé et al. 1687b, 41–45). 
 
Like the globes themselves, this list of Ar-
gonauts was effectively a tool of social 
distinction. Two points of detail in the 
Mercure Galant’s 1687 transcript attest to 
this. First, some subscribers are men-
tioned as having paid the entirety of the 
subscription in a single installment, which 
makes them stand out from the others in 
that they were able to pay a high price all 
at once (Donneau de Vizé et al. 1687b, 
30). Secondly, after a long explanation of 
the subscription process, the editor of the 
Mercure Galant included an addendum to 
the list of Paris associates, noting that 
“the Society is growing day by day” 
(Donneau de Vizé et al. 1687b, 46). The 
goal here was to showcase the success of 
Coronelli’s undertaking. The monk him-
self participated in this mise en scène by fea-
turing the list in many of the printed 
books he produced. At a time when the 
giant spheres still lay dormant in crates at 
the hôtel particulier of Cardinal d’Estrées, 
news of their completion had already 
largely circulated in circles of geography 
enthusiasts who could now get closer to 
Louis XIV by imitating his role of cham-
pion of the arts and sciences through the 
subscription.  
 
Lastly, Coronelli’s globes also played the 
role of international ambassadors of 
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Louis XIV, transporting the Franco-cen-
tric model of the world far beyond the 
Kingdom’s borders. The list indeed 
showed that the globes were sold all over 
Italy, the cartographer’s country of origin, 
and even in more faraway places. Two 
pairs of globes were put aside for the 
Reverend Father Antoine Verjus (1632-
1706), a Jesuit, to be taken to China and 
Siam, which reflected the Society of Je-
sus’s efforts to serve as an actor in the 
global diplomacy of science and 
knowledge (Romano 2016). The Mercure 
Galant had actually already reported on 
the dispatch of geographic instruments, 
maps, and globes by the 1685 French em-
bassy to Siam, underlining the role of 
maps and globes in Louis XIV’s interna-
tional diplomacy (Donneau de Vizé et al. 
1687a, 192). A later version of the list, 
published by Coronelli in 1688 in Impresa 
dell’Accademia degli Argonauti, a catalog of 
the members and studies of his academy, 
shows that the Coronelli model was also 
exported to England, Germany, Poland 
and even Constantinople. 
 
Provincial Social Lives 
 
The Court model was not solely dissemi-
nated among the Kingdom’s most prom-
inent princes and foreign kings, as the list 
of the Argonauts shows. Thanks to the 
list, I was able to retrace one of the richest 
social lives of a pair of 110cm globes, 
owned by the intendant of the King’s gal-
leys Michel Bégon in Rochefort. The cor-
respondence between Bégon and his 
friend Villermont, another subscriber of 
Coronelli’s academy, allows us to retrace 
a highly detailed history of the globes on 
the move. This history directly connects 
the Court of France with spaces often 
considered as peripheral, but which are in 
fact just as central to this analysis of the 
social lives of maps.  

Bégon and Villermont were geography 
enthusiasts and exchanged maps along 
with letters. They also sent each other 
packages that contained a variety of curi-
osities from outside of Europe for their 
respective private collections. Their pas-
sion for geography was thus the primary 
impetus for taking part in the subscrip-
tion. Villermont, who lived in Paris, acted 
as an intermediary for Bégon, including 
taking care of the monthly installments 
they owed Coronelli for the engraving of 
the globes. This was a significant expense 
even for an officer of the Crown like Bé-
gon, who complained to Villermont: “the 
setting of Father Coronelli’s globes [is] 
exceedingly costly,” but “it is a chalice we 
need to drink, and no expense should be 
spared to acquire the most perfect ones 
possible” (Bégon 1925, 310). This sug-
gests that scholarly interest was not their 
only reason for subscribing. For Bégon, 
exhibiting a pair of Coronelli’s globes in 
his cabinet of curiosities meant proving 
that he belonged to the social and cultural 
elites of the Kingdom of France. Ulti-
mately, it meant that Bégon’s name ap-
peared among the “Associates of Paris” 
among those of princes of the blood, 
marshals, and cardinals.  
 
This social role played by the globes in 
the construction of an image is not only a 
theoretical and symbolic one in the case 
of Michel Bégon. The intendant valued 
his globes enormously, especially the ter-
restrial globe, and they were central fea-
tures of his cabinet of curiosities. A letter 
to Villermont, dated July 7th, 1701, gives 
us a glimpse into the social lives of Coro-
nelli’s globes when they were exhibited at 
Bégon’s place (Bégon 1930, 73). In the 
letter, Bégon mentions a discussion he 
had with an explorer who was looking to 
organize a new expedition to the New 
World, Mathieu Sagean. The latter, who 
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had recounted a previous expedition to 
America in his Relation des Avantures de 
Mathieu Sagean, sought favors from Bégon 
so that he would be able to return to 
America. The globe played a key role in 
Bégon’s decision, he tells Villermont he 
“verified the account of this man by the 
name of Mathurin Sagean, dictated in 
Brest to the secretary of Mr. 
Desclouseaux, in the presence of Mr. du 
Magnou, with before our eyes the globe 
of Father Coronelli, on which we submit-
ted to him, during four or five sessions, 
all possible objections,” after which he 
decided to grant Sagean the favors he had 
asked for (Bégon 1930, 112). The ex-
plorer, however, turned out to be a liar, 
and his deception was revealed in August 
1702, after Bégon had allowed him to 
pass through North America in January 
(Bégon 1930, 115–28). Thanks to the 
globe, the intendant had found a few in-
consistencies in Sagean’s account, but he 
had chosen to brush them aside. Sagean 
had indeed corrected these inconsisten-
cies while talking with Bégon and accused 
the transcriber of his Relation of having in-
troduced mistakes into the text. The 
globe could have helped Bégon in detect-
ing the lie, but Sagean was a skillful im-
postor, able to play around Bégon’s sci-
entific arguments and integrate these ar-
guments in his discourse, as the revealer 
of another man’s failure. 
 
What Michel Bégon’s case also shows is 
that chance events may occur in the social 
life of a globe or a map and change its 
uses and meanings. As he was having the 
globes moved to a different room, the 
workers carrying the globe scratched it 
and part of its surface became illegible 
(Bégon 1930, 187). Bégon thus had to fix 
the globe—otherwise it would be useless. 
Yet, since he did not live in Paris, he again 
had to rely on Villermont to serve as an 

intermediary. The process was slow and 
complex, spanning the months of Febru-
ary to May 1703. Bégon first had to se-
cure copies of the damaged plates, and 
then find workers with skills in the resto-
ration of cartographic objects, which was 
difficult outside of Paris. He wrote to Vil-
lermont that “being reduced to live in a 
province, in many respects one has to 
content himself with the workers that one 
finds there” (Bégon 1930, 195). This epi-
sode shows the impact of the living milieus 
of cartographic objects on their social 
lives: in some cases, they constituted a 
threat to their very integrity, and accord-
ingly to their roles as actors of history. 
 
Conclusion  
 
The social lives of Coronelli’s globes 
gradually changed until the late years of 
Louis XIV’s reign. Their removal from 
the pavilions of Marly in 1714, the death 
of the King in 1715 and that of a dis-
graced Coronelli in 1718 dampened this 
success, and this Court fashion eventually 
ended. One of the landmarks of this de-
cline was the first edition of Lenglet du 
Fresnoy’s 1716 Méthode pour étudier la 
géographie, in which he recommended the 
globes by Guillaume Delisle, which are 
“far more accurate than those by Father 
Coronelli, which caused such a sensation 
around the world” (3: 439). In the 1736 
edition of his Méthode, Lenglet even rele-
gated Coronelli’s globes, along with most 
of his maps, to the status of mere curios-
ities, whose “beauty and agreeableness” 
remained, but were now considered to be 
of no scientific value (Lenglet Du 
Fresnoy 1736, 1: CXLV). The globes en-
tered new social lives. The Marly pieces 
were lugged from warehouse to ware-
house after the death of Cardinal d’Es-
trées in 1714. Too old to be accurate and 
too expensive to be updated, they were 
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slowly forgotten until their rediscovery in 
1980 and their final exhibition in Paris in 
2005 (Hofmann and Richard 2012). They 
are now considered as heritage objects, 
the remnants of an outdated worldview 
and of a sociopolitical system whose days 
are now over. The smaller globes met the 
same fate. As their owners’ cabinets were 
slowly dismantled, and the globes sold to 
public collections, they ceased to be ob-
jects of social distinction and became her-
itage. 
 
The conclusion to the case of  Coronelli 
sheds light on the perpetually changing, 
plural, instable quality dimension of the 
social lives of cartographic objects, here 
mobilized by different historical actors to 
fulfil different purposes in geographically 
remote but socially connected living mi-
lieus, informed by trends in politics and 
knowledge as well as chance occurrences. 
The case of Marly’s large cosmographic 
globes is a paradigmatic one: built by Cor-
onelli to celebrate Louis XIV, they disap-
peared upon his death and were eventu-
ally rediscovered in the 1980s and then 
restored and exhibited in 2005 at the 
French National Library (BNF), where 
they now live new lives as heritage arte-
facts and national treasures. 
 
As we put the concept of the social life of 
objects to the test, it is my view that this 
example shows that the term needs to be 
used in the plural. Here, by closely exam-
ining practices and offering a historical 
anthropology of knowledge, I hope to 
have shed light not only on the uses of 
these objects, but also on how they in-
formed the behaviors of the actors who 
possessed or used them. In other words, 
exploring the social lives of objects is a 
way to avoid the pitfall of describing bi-

nary relationships between actors and un-
changing objects, and to consider objects 
as mutable and liable to evolve. 
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MARCO FRATINI 
Fondation Centre Culturel Vaudois 

 
Les cartes comme instrument d’affirmation confessionnelle. 
La création de « Vallées vaudoises » entre XVIIe et XIXe siècle 

 
 
Les trois vallées alpines traversées par les 
torrents Pellice, Chisone et Germanasca 
se situent dans le Piémont occidental à la 
frontière avec la France et sont connues 
aujourd’hui sous le nom des « Vallées 
vaudoises ». Débouchant vers la plaine, 
aux alentours de Pinerolo, les trois vallées 
n’ont jamais constitué ni un district admi-
nistratif ni une circonscription électorale 
portant ce nom. En effet, cette appella-
tion a une origine culturelle résultant des 
événements historiques de ces quatre der-
niers siècles et elle est bien évidemment 
liée à la présence des Vaudois, une mino-
rité protestante qui, à partir de la fin du 
XIIe siècle, s’est répandue à travers l’Eu-
rope pour enfin atteindre les États-Unis, 
l’Argentine et l’Uruguay au XIXe siècle. 
Toutefois, ce n’est que dans ces vallées 
piémontaises qu’elle a survécu, à travers 
de nombreux changements culturels et 
doctrinaux, du Moyen-âge jusqu’à nos 
jours. Les traits distinctifs de ce phéno-
mène culturel sont étroitement liés aux 
événements historiques de la deuxième 
moitié du XVIIe siècle, lorsqu’on élabora 
des cartes géographiques imprimées résu-
mant les différents aspects politiques, cul-
turels et confessionnels à la base de l’ac-
tuelle dénomination géographique « Val-
lées vaudoises » (pour les Vaudois, tout 
simplement « les Vallées » ; Tourn 2009; 
Peyrot 2009, 44), ayant donc un impact 
social dans les siècles suivants. 
 

La carte des « Trois Vallées du Pié-
mont » à l’époque des persécutions 

 
Au printemps 1655, les Vallées furent 
mises à feu et à sang par les milices pié-
montaises, sur ordre de la régente Marie 
Christine de France qui gouvernait le Pié-
mont au nom de son fils, le très jeune 
Duc de Savoie Charles Emmanuel II. 
 
En effet, les Vaudois avaient bravé l’in-
terdit de pratiquer leur culte réformé au-
delà des limites territoriales établies lors 
du traité de Cavour du 5 juin 1561 (De 
Simone 1958). À l’époque, le Duc de Sa-
voie avait été contraint de signer cet ac-
cord car les habitants des vallées avaient 
opposé une farouche résistance, aussi 
bien avec quelques armes qu’avec leurs 
outils agricoles, à toute tentative d’extir-
per l’« hérésie » de ces terres (Peyronel 
Rambaldi 2008). Cette désobéissance fut 
alors le prétexte pour déclencher les mas-
sacres et malgré quelques tentatives de ré-
sistance de la part des Vaudois, les tueries 
se soldèrent avec plus de 1500 victimes. 
L’épisode sanglant s’acheva temporaire-
ment avec les soi-disant Patentes de Grâce et 
de pardon octroyée par le Duc le 18 août 
de la même année qui néanmoins lais-
saient présager des nouvelles actions de 
force à l’encontre de cette petite commu-
nauté réformée (Tron 2005). Les mas-
sacres suscitèrent beaucoup d’émotion et 
d’horreur au sein de l’opinion publique 
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des pays protestants et les autorités mo-
bilisèrent alors la diplomatie dans la ten-
tative d’arrêter le carnage. L’Angleterre 
envoya un jeune diplomate du départe-
ment d’État, Samuel Morland, envoyé 
spécial d’Oliver Cromwell, afin de vérifier 
les conditions pour un intervention de 
son Lord protector qui ambitionnait à deve-
nir une sorte de guide du protestantisme 
européen. Morland ne devait pas seule-
ment plaider la cause des Vaudois auprès 
de la Cour de Turin mais il était aussi 
chargé de présenter « an exact History 
[of] all that happened to the poor Protes-
tants in the Valleys of Piedmont » (Mor-
land 1658, frontispice; Pons 1960; Pons 
1963). Il exécuta sa tâche grâce aux docu-
ments manuscrits et imprimés qui lui fi-
rent mis à disposition par les pasteurs 
vaudois Jean et Antoine Léger. Une fois 
rentré à Londres, il se consacra à la rédac-
tion de son ouvrage, qui sera publié à 
Londres en 1658. Ses finalités étaient 
doubles : d’un côté il voulait défendre la 
cause des Vaudois en décrivant les vicis-
situdes de cette année terrible et de 
l’autre, sur demande explicite du primat 
de l’église d’Irlande, James Ussher, d’ap-
porter de nouvelles épreuves attestant 
l’ancienneté des Vaudois, précurseurs des 
Églises de la Réforme, en opposition à 
l’Église de Rome (Benedetti 2007). Parmi 
les documents fournis par le Modérateur 
des Vaudois Jean Léger, non seulement il 
y avait des manuscrits de la fin du XIVe 
siècle et du début du XVe siècle prouvant 
l’antiquité de la croyance et de l’histoire 
de ce peuple mais peut-être aussi une 
carte géographique qui, néanmoins, n’a 
jamais été retrouvée. 
 
Pliée à l’intérieur de son The History of the 
Evangelical Churches of the Valleys of Piemont. 
Containing a most exact Geographical Descrip-
tion of the Place, and a faithfull Account of the 
Doctrine, Life, and Persecutions of the Ancient 

Inhabitants. Together, with a most naked and 
punctual Relation of the late bloudy Massacre, 
1655 (Morland 1658), Morland glissa une 
carte imprimée des territoires connus au-
jourd’hui sous le nom de Vallées Vau-
doises. En haut à gauche, il y a un encadré 
avec le titre originel en italien : « CARTA 

DEL/LE TRE VALLI / DI PIEMONTE » (fi-
gure 1), et un titre en anglais « A new & 
most accurate Mapp of that part of PIE-

MONT which was anciently inhabited by 
the WALDENSES, » ainsi qu’un petit cercle 
montrant la position des Vallées par rap-
port à la Méditerranée et aux Alpes. Cette 
information supplémentaire s’adressait, 
de toute évidence, aux lecteurs n’ayant 
aucune notion de la géographie du Pié-
mont (Fratini 2007). 
 

 
 
Figure 1 
Valerio Grosso, « CARTA DELLE TRE 

VALLI DI PIEMONTE », dans Morland 
1658 (Collection particulière). 
 
Les trois Vallées du titre sont, d’est en 
ouest, celles des fleuves Po, Pellice et 
Chisone (dont le Germanasca est af-
fluent). De la chaîne du Mont Viso (3841 
mètres d’altitude) au sud, jusqu’au Col de 
Sestrières (2035 mètres d’altitude) au 
nord, le territoire s’étend vers la plaine le 
long des cours d’eau, parsemé de villages, 
de champs cultivés, de vignobles et de 
bois jusqu’à la ville de Pinerolo. La des-
cription des reliefs montagneux, des  
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déclivités ainsi que des territoires anthro-
pisés est très minutieuse. La carte men-
tionne non seulement les villes plus ou 
moins grandes mais aussi les villages (et 
même les hameaux de montagne théâtre 
des événements de l’histoire vaudoise), 
les fortifications et les remparts entourant 
les centres urbains, les aires boisées, les 
ponts, ainsi que les principales voies de 
communication. Le territoire ainsi décrit 
est dominé par la présence d’éléments na-
turels assez contraignants qui exercent 
une très grande influence sur le processus 
d’anthropisation. Le territoire est décrit 
géométriquement (les champs cultivés 
sont carrés ou rectangulaires ; les arbres 
disposés en rangées entourent harmo-
nieusement les centres habités et les 
champs, secondant les déclives, les tor-
rents et les routes) tout en met en évi-
dence les disparités naturelles : la vallée 
du Pellice est plus vaste et plus cultivée—
ainsi que la plaine— tandis que le val 
Chisone, plus étroit, et le très escarpé val 
Germanasca laissent peu d’espace à l’in-
tervention humaine. Le pays qui ressort 
de cette carte est apparemment bien 
structuré et surtout assez pacifique, con-
trairement aux images évoquées par les 
chroniques historiques de l’époque. Nous 
sommes en présence d’une description 
qui n’est nullement abstraite mais au con-
traire très empathique, comme celle 
qu’aurait pu tracer un habitant de ces 
lieux : les flancs des montagnes dégradant 
dans l’ombre, les sommets aux contours 
nuancés, le point de vue frontal comme 
dans un portrait, l’aménagement paysa-
ger, l’évocation de lieux apparemment se-
condaires mais aux traits familiers. Vrai-
semblablement cette carte ne devrait 
donc pas avoir sa place dans un livre pu-
blié en Angleterre pour des lecteurs qui 
ne connaissent pas ces territoires alpins.  
Il apparaît évident que cette représenta-
tion remonte à bien avant la publication 

de l’ouvrage de Morland et qu’elle n’a pas 
été conçue pour l’occasion. Plusieurs élé-
ments semblent confirmer cette théorie : 
en plus des détails que nous venons 
d’évoquer (le titre en italien, les réfé-
rences géographiques sur l’échelle régio-
nale, la description engageante des con-
trées), dans la partie inférieure droite il y 
a un petit encadré dans lequel se trouve le 
nom de l’auteur ainsi qu’une importante 
référence chronologique « VALERIUS / 

CRASSUS FECIT / An[n]o D[omi]ni 1640 / 
Mense Martij ». 
 
Valerio Crassus/Grosso, tout à fait mé-
connu dans son rôle de cartographe, était 
un pasteur réformé œuvrant dans les 
églises des Vallées vaudoises. Originaire 
de Bobbio Pellice (Val Pellice), fils 
d’Agostino Grosso, un ancien moine au-
gustinien converti à la Réforme, il était 
probablement né en 1585. Il exerça son 
ministère pastoral dans les églises vau-
doises de Angrogne, Maniglia-Massello, 
Villasecca et Villar Pellice et il fut l’un des 
deux seuls pasteurs survivant à l’épidémie 
de peste de 1630. Il mourut en 1649. 
Conformément aux autres pasteurs de 
l’époque, son activité pastorale fut jalon-
née de nombreuses disputes publiques 
avec les missionnaires catholiques, no-
tamment les frères capucins (Fratini 
2001, 48-56). 
 
La date imprimée sur la carte témoigne de 
son existence bien avant l’édition du livre 
de Morland et en effet cet écart de vingt 
ans nous autorise à croire qu’elle se trou-
vait parmi les documents que Jean Léger 
confia à l’ambassadeur anglais. Les moti-
vations sous-jacentes à sa création ne 
sont pas connues, néanmoins nous pou-
vons affirmer avec certitude qu’elles ne 
relèvent pas de l’unique ouvrage rédigé 
par Valerio Grosso, Lucerna sacra, un traité 
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théologique publié à Genève en 1640 
(Grosso 1640). 
 
La carte élaborée par le pasteur Grosso 
est la première représentation géogra-
phique connue ayant été conçue par les 
Vaudois eux-mêmes. Elle décrit une ré-
gion habitée par les Vaudois depuis le 
XIVe siècle, objet de discorde avec les 
autorités civiles et ecclésiastiques qui ne 
toléraient pas la présence d’un culte chré-
tien autre que celui catholique. Au cours 
du XVIe et XVIIe siècles, les autorités re-
ligieuses et ducales avaient utilisé plu-
sieurs moyens pour essayer de l’extirper : 
des campagnes de conversion à la vio-
lence des armées, en passant par la pres-
sion fiscale et les limitations juridiques. 
L’accord de 1561 avait déjà établi très 
clairement les limites au-delà desquelles 
les Vaudois n’avaient pas le droit d’exer-
cer leur religion, inaugurant ainsi une 
longue série de restrictions qui au cours 
des trois siècles suivants viseront à les 
renfermer, n’ayant pas pu les anéantir 
physiquement (Tron 2001). En effet, en-
core dans la première partie du XVIe 
siècle les lois des Savoie et l’action pasto-
rale de l’Église catholique avaient traité 
les Vaudois comme un « corps étranger » 
qu’il fallait éliminer à tout prix (d’autant 
plus que cette présence allait à l’encontre 
de la règle du « cuius regio eius et religio » 
bien établie en Europe depuis la Paix 
d’Augsbourg en 1555 ; (Zwierlein 2008). 
Dans ces vallées alpines, habitées majori-
tairement par des Vaudois (notamment 
dans les villages les plus élevés), ces res-
trictions territoriales furent réitérées à 
plusieurs reprises, et parfois même aug-
mentées, malgré les plaidoyers des repré-
sentants des communautés, visant à les 
faire correspondre aux limitations du 
culte (Viora 1930, 22-23).  
 

La « Carta delle tre Valli » est une repré-
sentation efficace des terres peuplées par 
les Vaudois vers la moitié du XVIIe siècle 
lorsque l’isolement fut accru par la dispa-
rition progressive des communautés vau-
doises de la France méridionale et de Ca-
labre, exterminés manu militari vers la moi-
tié du siècle précédent (Audisio 1984 ; 
Tortora 2004). Au cours des années vingt 
du XVIIe siècle, ce fut au tour des réfor-
més du Marquisat de Saluces – annexé 
aux domaines des Savoie à la suite du 
traité de Lyon de 1601 – qui furent con-
traints de choisir entre l’abjuration ou 
l’exil (L’annessione sabauda 2004). 
 
Face à cette situation, l’autoreprésenta-
tion conçue par Grosso constitue peut-
être, de façon plus ou moins consciente, 
une réponse à ces mêmes limitations, tout 
en étant en adéquation avec les con-
traintes imposées par les Savoie. L’élabo-
ration de cette image cartographique se 
situe à la même époque où une historio-
graphie vaudoise officielle voit le jour, ex-
primant la conviction de constituer un 
seul et unique ensemble, demeurant sur le 
territoire des Vallées piémontaises.  
 
L’efficacité de l’image proposée – à une 
époque où les cartes étaient des manifes-
tations évidentes du pouvoir – est prou-
vée par son succès : elle fut un véritable 
modèle graphique et une source d’infor-
mation pour les nombreuses représenta-
tions imprimées qui se succédèrent entre 
le XVIIe et le XIXe siècles (Fratini 2001). 
En outre, certains aspects descriptifs per-
mettent de deviner comment elle a été 
perçue, dès les débuts, par les adversaires, 
parmi la Topografica descrittione, du frère ca-
pucin Mattia Ferrerio (Ferrerius 1659). 
Dans les milieux protestants, et notam-
ment vaudois, la carte fut objet d’impor-
tantes modifications à deux reprises au 
cours des trois décennies. 
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Un territoire confessionnel ? 
 

Le pasteur Jean Léger, parmi les protago-
nistes des Pâques Piémontaises de 1655, 
fut obligé de s’exiler d’abord en Suisse et 
ensuite aux Pays-Bas, à cause d’une prime 
sur sa tête. Pasteur auprès de l’Église wal-
lonne de Leyde, il put enfin se consacrer 
à la rédaction d’une imposante histoire 
des Vaudois, qu’il envisageait d’écrire de-
puis vingt ans et qui avait été interrompue 
par les vicissitudes historiques et les per-
sécutions (Ronchi de Michelis 2005, 297). 
Il l’acheva en 1668 et la publia l’année sui-
vante, s’inspirant en grande partie des do-
cuments qu’il avait offert à Morland. 
L’Histoire des eglises evangelique ou vaudoises 
(Léger 1669), constitue une étape fonda-
mentale dans la création de l’image des 
Vaudois et de leurs Vallées (Tron 1993 ; 
Laurenti 2016). L’ouvrage débute avec 
une carte, datée de 1668 et dessinée par le 
peintre hollandais Jan van Somer, qui 
semble copier celle publiée par Morland 
onze ans auparavant, avec quelques pe-
tites différences graphiques et topono-
mastiques, tout en conservant le même 
intitulé « CARTA DELLE TRE VALLI DI PIE-

MONTE » (figures 2 & 3). Toutefois, par 
rapport à celle publiée en 1658, elle pro-
pose une nouveauté importante et joue 
un rôle fondamental dans la narration éla-
borée par le pasteur en exil. En haut de la 
page, sur le côté gauche, se trouve un 
ovale contenant un chandelier allumé, en-
touré de sept étoiles et de la devise « Lux 
lucet in tenebris » ; tandis qu’en dessous 
une cartouche renferme l’inscription 
« Convallium Antiquissima Insigna ». 
Bien qu’apparemment identique à celles 
imprimées par Valerio Grosso sur le 
frontispice de son ouvrage théologique 
Lucerna sacra (« In tenebris lux » ; Isaïe 58 : 
10, Jean 1 : 5), ces armoiries présentent 
quelques différences qu’on retrouve en-
core aujourd’hui et qui en ont fait, au fil 

du temps, le blason des Vaudois. Par rap-
port à la version précédente, le texte fait 
explicitement référence à l’Apocalypse de 
Jean (Apocalypse 1 : 16), dans le sens du 
ton prophétique de l’ensemble de l’ou-
vrage. Dans cette version, les sept étoiles 
font allusion aux sept églises d’Asie Mi-
neure persécutées (Fratini & Tron 2022, 
19). L’Histoire du pasteur Léger visait en 
effet à démontrer l’ancienneté des Vau-
dois au sein de la polémique sur l’origine 
qui depuis le XVIe siècle opposait l’Église 
de Rome aux Églises Réformées. Le but 
de l’auteur n’était pas seulement d’appor-
ter des preuves en faveur de la thèse da-
tant l’origine des Vaudois bien avant 
l’époque de Valdès, fondateur du mouve-
ment (dernier quart du XIIe), mais aussi 
de situer leurs vicissitudes dans une vision 
providentielle de l’histoire humaine et de 
les enraciner dans un territoire spécifique 
d’où ils auraient tiré leur nom (vaudois, de 
l’ancienne forme vaux = vallée), (Laurenti 
2016, 112). Ils auraient donc incarné la 
« véritable église » du Christ, « que la mi-
sericordeuse, & miraculeuse Providence 
de Dieu, dès le siècle même des Apôtres 
s’est voulu conserver » (Léger 1669, 1). 
La première partie de l’ouvrage, consa-
crée à la description du territoire, de la 
flore et de la faune, proposait également 
une lecture providentielle de l’histoire des 
Vaudois et de leur territoire. Au cours des 
siècles, l’isolement alpin aurait garanti 
leur survie sur des terres que Dieu aurait 
choisi pour son peuple. Cet aspect de 
l’ouvrage de Léger va bientôt devenir le 
socle et le fil conducteur de toute narra-
tion de ce territoire et de ces habitants, 
jusqu’ au XIXe siècle et même au-delà. La 
nature de cette région et les montagnes 
qui l’entourent constituaient une protec-
tion que Dieu même aurait voulu : 
« L’Eternel nostre Dieu, qui avoit destiné 
ce Païs-là pour en faire particulierement 
le Theatre de ses merveilles, & l’Azile de 
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son Arche, l’a naturellement & merveil-
leusement fortifié » (Léger 1669, 3-4). 
Non seulement cette chaîne de sommets 
quasiment inaccessibles s’élevait en guise 
de protection pour ses habitants mais, du 
fait de son rôle presque divin, renversait 
le cliché de marginalité qui, pendant des 
siècles, avait caractérisé ces lieux, si rudes 
et sauvages. Pour la culture juridique et 
cléricale de l’époque il s’agissait en effet 
de lieux dangereux, d’une frontière diffi-
cile à gérer, parsemée d’embûches, d’hé-
résies et de pratiques rituelles magiques 
(Ginzburg 1989, 36-61). Il suffit de pen-
ser que déjà à la fin du XIIe siècle, le 
moine prémontré Bernard de Fontcaude 
avait motivé le nom « Valdenses » du fait 
que ces hommes et ces femmes prove-
naient « a valle densa eo quod profundis 
et densis errorum tenebris involvantur » 
(Paravy 1993, II, 915-916). 
 

 
 

 
 
Figures 2 & 3 
Valerio Grosso, « CARTA DELLE TRE 

VALLI DI PIEMONTE », dans Léger 1669 
(Torre Pellice, Biblioteca della 
Società di Studi Valdesi). 
 
Bien que réalisée par Valerio Grosso 
trente ans auparavant et ensuite utilisée 
par Morland dans son ouvrage, cette carte 
des « trois Vallées », avec ses montagnes 
entourant d’un étreinte protectrice un ter-
ritoire familier et bien cultivé comme un 
jardin, se prêtait aussi à illustrer parfaite-
ment le message de Léger. En effet, elles 
semblaient protéger ces vallées non seu-
lement des attaques militaires des oppres-
seurs mais aussi de la corruption morale 
du monde extérieur (« Aussi peut-on bien 
remarquer que les lieux des Vallées qui 
commencent à s’éloigner le plus de ces 
bonnes règles, sont soit ceux qui sont 
plus proches de Turin, et mêlés parmi les 
catholiques romains, soit ceux qui sont 
sur le grand passage de France en Italie, 
comme s’ils prévoient la contagion les 
uns des nouveaux Cananéens parmi les-
quels ils habitent, et les autres des étran-
gers qu’ils logent ») (Léger 1669, 189 ; 
Laurenti 2016, 117-122). La menace ex-
terne avait corrompu le message originel 
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et mis en péril l’existence même des Vau-
dois : « C’est sans doute pour ce que nous 
commançions par trop à nous éloigner, si 
non de la pure Doctrine, du moins de la 
Sainteté des mœurs de nos devanciers, 
que Dieu nous a si rudement châtiés » 
(Léger 1669, XXI, Lettre de l’Autheur à ses 
Compatriotes des Vallées de Piemont). Face 
aux massacres de 1655, le pasteur exhor-
tait ses coreligionnaires à demeurer 
fermes dans leur foi : « c’est que de vous, 
après Dieu, & le Prince, de vôtre 
exemple, et de vôtre conduite, plus que 
de vôtre doctrine, dépend absolument la 
ruine ou l’edification & conservation des 
Eglises des Vallées » (Léger 1669, XXIII). 
Le blason vaudois, avec le verset tiré de 
l’Apocalypse, a joué un rôle décisif dans 
ce processus de consolidation des liens 
entres les Vaudois et leurs Vallées, abou-
tissant à une véritable identification mu-
tuelle. Pour la toute première fois, ces ar-
moiries sont rattachées explicitement à 
un territoire bien précis—entouré par des 
ennemis et privé de droits civils par les 
autorités ducales—et cela contribue de 
manière décisive à la définition d’un lieu 
géographique en fonction identitaire, 
voire confessionnelle (Fratini 2001). 
 
L’enracinement solide des Vaudois dans 
ce territoire alpin n’était pas étranger à la 
littérature protestante européenne du 
XVIIe siècle, notamment celle britan-
nique. Fortement apologétique, elle con-
sidérait les Vaudois comme l’élément clé 
pour démontrer (ou alors réfuter, dans le 
cas de leurs adversaires) la thèse de leur 
ancienneté (Fratini 2022) en fonction de 
la succession apostolique des églises is-
sues de la Réforme du XVIe siècle, pour 
lesquelles ce petit peuple alpin du Pié-
mont revêtait le rôle de mater Reformationis 
(Barnett 1999 ; de Lange 2011, 67-69). 
 

Le succès de l’Histoire des Vaudois rédigée 
par le pasteur originaire du Dauphiné, 
Jean Paul Perrin, commanditée par le Sy-
node reformé d’Embrun en 1603 et pu-
bliée entre 1618 et 1619, est attesté par 
deux éditions, toutes les deux de 1624, af-
fichant des intitulés très explicites : Lu-
thers Fore-Runners or a Cloud of Witnesses et 
en suite The blovdy rage of that great Antechrist 
of Rome and his superstitious adherents, against 
the true Church of Christ (Fratini à paraître). 
Les persécutions réitérées que les Vau-
dois avaient enduré au fil du temps, 
étaient situées dans un territoire précis et 
bien circonscrit : « peuplee encor à pre-
sent des descendans des premiers Vau-
dois […] ou encor à present il y a des lieux 
esquels de temps immemoré la croyance 
des Vaudois a esté receuë de pere en fils 
[…] plusieurs villages qui dependent 
d’une chacune desdites Eglises, toutes 
composees des descendans desdits an-
ciens Vaudois. Eglises vrayement re-
formees de temps inmemoré » (Perrin 
1618, 109-111). Dans ce contexte, les 
Vaudois pouvaient être identifiés non 
seulement avec les martyrs chrétiens des 
premiers siècles mais aussi—et surtout—
avec les deux témoins de l’Apocalypse 
tués par la Bête et destinés à ressusciter à 
la fin des temps (Apocalypse 11 : 3-8 ; 
Fratini 2021 ; Tron et Fratini 2022). Cette 
renommée avait même traversé l’Océan, 
à tel point qu’en 1646 Thomas Parker, 
pasteur dans le New-England, citait les 
Vaudois dans son exégèse des prophéties 
de Daniel en se référant aux Vallées 
comme « Waldensian Countries » (Parker 
1646, 48) et un demi-siècle après pour le 
ministre puritain Cotton Mather, elles 
étaient « the Vallies, that are ever famous 
for them » (Mather 1690, 8). 
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La guerre des cartes : du « martyre » à 
la « victoire » 
 
Le modèle graphique de Grosso fut si ef-
ficace que même les cartographes de la 
partie adverse, rattachés à la cour des Sa-
voie, l’utilisaient pour tracer des cartes 
destinées à la propagande à l’encontre des 
Vaudois. À cette époque, le potentiel des 
cartes en tant qu’outil de propagande et 
manifestation du pouvoir et en tant que 
représentation concrète d’une identité est 
devenu évident. 
 
Au cours des quinze ans qui suivirent la 
publication de l’ouvrage de Léger, les 
Vaudois furent soumis à de nouvelles dis-
criminations. Avec l’Édit de Fontaine-
bleau du 18 octobre 1685 qui révoquait 
les conditions octroyées aux sujets refor-
més par l’Édit de Nantes, les Vaudois des 
vallées piémontaises, alors sous contrôle 
du Roi de France et du Duc de Savoie, 
furent, eux aussi, livrés aux persécutions. 
Refusant d’abjurer, après quelques tenta-
tives de résistance armée, ils furent em-
prisonnés par milliers dans les geôles des 
Savoie. L’intervention diplomatique des 
représentants des Cantons Suisses, ainsi 
que les pressions internationales poussè-
rent le Duc a les laisser partir en exil, 
d’abord en Suisse et ensuite dans le Bran-
debourg, le Palatinat et le Württemberg 
(Pascal 1937-1968 ; Dall’Europa 1990). 
Dans ce contexte historique, deux cartes 
destinées à l’attention du Duc de Savoie 
furent exécutées ; réalisé sous forme de 
manuscrits aquarellées, jamais imprimés, 
étaient probablement destinés à être ac-
crochés aux murs et exposés comme une 
forme d’autocélébration du souverain. 
 
La « CARTA GENERALE DELLE VALLI COT-

TIE, RELIGION VALDESE E CALVINIANA 

SUDITI DI S.A.R. DI SAVOIA » remonte à 

1686 et fut réalisée par « Carolus Jo-
hannes Bapt. Formentus » (Turin, Biblio-
thèque Royale, Dis.II.136). La ressem-
blance avec celle de Grosso est tout à fait 
frappante. Dessinée pendant la période 
des massacres des Vaudois, elle célébrait 
l’aboutissement des démarches visant 
l’extermination de ces sujets de « religion 
valdese e calviniana ». L’année suivante, 
dans le même esprit de triomphe pour le 
succès des actions militaires, le prêtre 
Contini, chapelain du Régiment des Sa-
voie, élabore un « DISEGNO DELLE VALLI 

DI LUCERNA, ANGROGNA, S. MARTINO ET 

ALTRE DEDICATO A S.A.R. DI SAVOIA » 
daté du 20 décembre 1687 (Turin, Biblio-
thèque Royale, Dis.III.23). Une fois en-
core le dessin est très clairement inspiré 
de celui de Valerio Grosso et il est accom-
pagné de deux cartouches très denses. 
Dans la partie inférieure, il y a un résumé 
assez original de l’histoire vaudoise ainsi 
que quelques indications toponomas-
tiques, tandis qu’une longue dédicace au 
souverain remplit la cartouche en haut de 
la page. Elle célèbre la reconquête de ces 
montagnes rebelles et commémore, évo-
quant des exemples héroïques de l’Anti-
quité, le succès d’une campagne militaire 
menée en dépit de l’extrême aspérité des 
lieux. Les conversions forcées et l’exil des 
Vallées en 1686-87 furent suivis d’une 
forte pression diplomatique des pays pro-
testants qui prônaient le retour des Vau-
dois au Piémont. En 1689, environ mille 
hommes parvinrent à quitter la Suisse 
pour rentrer dans leurs vallées natales 
après une longue marche à travers les 
montagnes. Au cours des années sui-
vantes, grâce au changement d’alliances 
du Duc de Savoie et à l’appui des puis-
sances protestantes, les Vaudois recou-
vrèrent leurs biens et leurs droits. Un im-
portant soutien diplomatique, écono-
mique et militaire fut également déployé 
par l’Angleterre et les Provinces Unies 
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(Viora 1928a ; Viora 1928b ; Storss 1990), 
où la propagande, non seulement impri-
mée, fut capillaire et suscita une très 
grande impression (Vola 1990 ; Minutoli 
1998, 51-64 ; Tarantino 2014, 91-105). 
La rentrée des Vaudois dans leurs Vallées 
créa les conditions pour une nouvelle 
géographie confessionnelle dans cette 
partie du Piémont, gouvernée par un sou-
verain catholique. L’exploit de 1689 (ap-
pelé Glorieuse Rentrée à partir de 1710, par 
un des protagonistes) ainsi que la muta-
tion du contexte politique sont à la base 
d’une carte géographique élaborée en 
1691 aux Pays-Bas par Romeyn de 
Hooghe (1645-1708). Elle offre une vue 
d’ensemble du territoire que nous appe-
lons Vallées vaudoises encore nos jours, 
avec des scènes de bataille, des références 
symboliques et des portraits de person-
nages ayant joué un rôle décisif dans ce 
moment historique. Le modèle descriptif 
de la « NIEUWE CAERTE DER VALL/EYEN 

IN PIEMONT DOOR DE/ WALDENSEN 

ÆTC. TEGEN ALLE GE/WELT BES-

CHERMT » (figures 4 & 5), aussi bien pour 
ce qui concerne la structure de la repré-
sentation que pour les informations topo-
graphiques, est, une fois de plus, calqué 
sur la Carta delle Tre Valli de Grosso (Fra-
tini 2021). Si cette dernière exprimait 
pour la première fois une identité territo-
riale vaudoise dans la conjoncture diffi-
cile de la moitié du XVIIe siècle, la carte 
hollandaise tourne autour d’une significa-
tion explicitement politique. Conçue 
après que les Vaudois exilés avaient re-
conquis leurs terres, elle évoque des faits 
et des personnages contemporains, em-
ployant une symbologie qui réaffirme 
l’appartenance confessionnelle de ces 
montagnes. Le titre en néerlandais en 
haut à gauche fait allusion à la protection 
accordée aux Vaudois par Guillaume III 
d’Orange, avec le soutien des autres puis-
sances protestantes, tandis que l’intitulé 

en langue française (en haut à droite) est 
plus explicite en attribuant les responsa-
bilités des violences perpétrées : « […] 
Vaillamment def/endues, contre Toute 
Laviolenge/ des Francois, Par les Vau-
dois Refor/mes, etc. ». En bas une figure 
féminine peut être identifiée avec l’Église 
du Christ (le flambeau ardant sur la tête, 
la couronne du martyre, la Bible ouverte 
dans la main gauche et l’épée levée dans 
la main droite, alors qu’elle piétine un dra-
gon aux apparences diaboliques) ; elle est 
accompagnée de deux scènes différentes, 
au sens opposé. Celle de gauche, avec 
l’inscription « Martyre », évoque des civils 
inertes, jetés d’une falaise, pendus, empa-
lés, poignardés et brûlés sur les bûchers 
par les missionnaires catholiques, alors 
que celle de droite, avec la légende « Vic-
toire », représente une longue colonne de 
soldats (« Les armées/ des Vaudois Re-
formes ») escortant un groupe de prison-
niers avec des perruques volumineuses 
très voyantes et des mulets chargés de bu-
tin. Voilà que les différentes, voire con-
trastantes, expériences vécues par les 
Vaudois en quelques années sont évo-
quées ensemble, symbolisant sans aucune 
ambiguïté la revanche et la reconquête 
des Vallées, dont le but était le rétablisse-
ment de la foi réformée. Cette interpréta-
tion historico-politique est entérinée par 
les images de la partie supérieure. Cinq 
médaillons ovales formés par des gerbes 
de laurier encadrent les portraits de cinq 
personnages de l’époque : Charles Duc 
de Schomberg, Maximilien Emmanuel II 
Prince électeur de Bavière, Victor Amé-
dée II Duc de Savoie, Eugène Prince de 
Savoie-Soissons et, de manière surpre-
nante, Henri Arnaud, « col.[onel] et 
min.[istre] des Vaudois ». Dans ce cas, les 
Savoie côtoient les alliés anti-français 
puisqu’en 1690 Victor Amédée avait brisé 
l’alliance avec la France et signé un accord 
avec ses anciens ennemis : l’Angleterre de 
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Guillaume d’Orange, l’Empire et l’Es-
pagne. Soulignant le changement poli-
tique, et avec lui la nouvelle destinée des 
Vaudois, la Nieuwe Caerte cautionnait la re-
conquête des Vallées perçue comme un 
événement victorieux pour tous les pays 
protestants. Tous les éléments de cette re-
présentation des Vallées vaudoises con-
courent à appuyer une évidente volonté 
de propagande ; les visages sévères cernés 
par les médaillons, les scènes de bataille, 
le blason vaudois et la vision frontale en 
font un véritable « placard ». 
 

 
 

 
 
Figures 4 & 5  
[Romeyn de Hooghe], « NIEUWE 

CAERTE DER VALLEYEN IN PIEMONT 

DOOR DE/ WALDENSEN ÆTC. TEGEN 

ALLE GEWELT BESCHERMT » [1691] 
(Torre Pellice, Archivio della Tavola 
valdese). 
 
Dans la deuxième partie du XVIIe siècle, 
les cartes du territoire des Vallées vau-

doises, auparavant inexistants, étaient ca-
ractérisée aussi par des changements rele-
vant du domaine de la dénomination. 
Dans le contexte de la production des an-
nées 1689-90, liée aux Savoie, la carte « LE 

QUATTRO VALLI / di Lucerna, Angrogna 
/ S. Martino, e la Perosa, / già Seggio / 
delli Calvinisti, detti Barbetti, / cacciati 
dall’Armi / di S.M. Cristianissima, / e di 
S.A.R. di Savoia » (le Val Chisone est ici 
partagé en Val Saint Martin et Val Perosa) 
est élaborée par Vincenzo Coronelli, avec 
une dédicace à la République de Venise et 
au pape Alexandre VIIIe (Dal Monviso 
2019, n. 24). Elle ne mentionne pas les 
« Vaudois » mais introduit l’expression 
« Calvinistes, dits Barbets » (épithété dé-
préciatif qui leur été attribué) devenant 
ainsi la référence de nombreuses ou-
vrages français d’inspiration catholique 
qui associent le terme « Vaudois » à celui 
de « Barbets » (Tron 2001, 25-26). La pre-
mière, en ordre chronologique, remonte 
à 1690, sans aucun doute copiée de la 
carte de Valerio Grosso : « DESCRIPTION 

DES VALLEES DE PIEDMONT, / QU’HABI-

TENT LES VAUDOIS OU BARBETS » (Dal 
Monviso 2019, n. 25 ; figures 6 & 7) et elle 
a été réalisée par Jean Baptiste Nolin 
(1648-1708), géographe officiel du roi de 
France. Ensuite, en 1693, pendant la 
guerre de la Ligue d’Augsbourg, la carte 
du géographe royal Nicolas de Fer pro-
pose également une assimilation entre les 
deux appellations : « LE DAUPHINÉ / DIS-

TINGUÉ EN / Principales Parties et Re-
gions / Selon les Memoires les plus re-
cens / Avec les divers Cols ou Passages 
pratiques dans les Alpes pour / entrer 
dans les Estats du Duc de Savoye, dans 
les quels ce trouvent / les Vallées des 
Vaudois ou Barbets. Dressé sur de Nou-
veaux Memoires » (Dal Monviso 2019, n. 
35; figure 8). Ce dernier témoignage in-
troduit une dénomination unitaire du  
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territoire sous le nom de « Vallées des 
Vaudois », et plus tard « Vallées vau-
doises ». 
 

 
 

 
 
Figures 6 & 7  
Jean Baptiste Nolin, « DESCRIPTION 

DES VALLEES DE PIEDMONT, QU’HABI-

TENT LES VAUDOIS OU BARBETS » 

(Collection particulière). 
 

 
 
Figure 8  
Nicolas de Fer, « LE DAUPHINÉ DIS-

TINGUÉ EN Principales Parties et Re-
gions Selon les Memoires les plus re-
cens Avec les divers Cols ou Passages 
pratiques dans les Alpes pour entrer 
dans les Estats du Duc de Savoye, 
dans les quels ce trouvent les Vallées 
des Vaudois ou Barbets. Dressé sur de 
Nouveaux Memoires » (Collection 
particulière). 
 
Des cartes aux voyageurs. 

 
En Grande Bretagne, au cours du XIXe 
siècle, l’image exemplaire des Vaudois—
inlassablement évoquée dans les discours 
sur la religion au XVIIe siècle et même au-
delà—constitue un ressort fondamental 
pour l’arrivée de voyageurs dans ces Val-
lées, pourtant aux marges de l’itinéraire 
du Grand Tour. L’analyse de la littérature 
de voyage produite par les Anglais au 
XIXe siècle, concernant les Vallées vau-
doises (accompagnée de cartes parfois 
encore inspirées de celle 1640 ; Gilly 
1824) révèle clairement que leurs esprits 
et leurs yeux étaient déjà formés à perce-
voir ces lieux et leurs habitants. Il est évi-
dent que l’image des Vaudois qui s’était 
formée et répandue au Royaume-Uni 
était si puissante et efficace que le regard 
des voyageurs, une fois sur place, était 
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parfaitement comblé (Fratini 2020). Dans 
ce contexte, la narration de Jean Léger, 
remontant à la moitié du XVIe siècle, en 
constitue une première synthèse ainsi 
qu’une première représentation visuelle 
(la carte, le blason, les persécutions), 
néanmoins elle n’aurait pas été si efficace 
sans l’intérêt porté par les Anglais au 
« stronger body of Witnesses » (Wylie 
1858, 120).  
 
L’accomplissement du processus d’iden-
tification confessionnelle de ce territoire, 
élaboré par le livre de Léger, permit aux 
Britanniques de passer d’une connais-
sance purement littéraire des Vaudois à 
une perception visuelle et physique des 
hommes et des lieux. En effet, l’histoire 
des Vaudois et le mythe de leur origine 
continuaient de jour un rôle très impor-
tant en faveur de la légitimation de 
l’Église d’Angleterre au sein des con-
trastes internes (l’Anglo-catholicisme du 
mouvement de Oxford) et externes (avec 
l’Église de Rome qui en 1850 avait rétabli 
la hiérarchie catholique anglaise, niant de 
ce fait la succession apostolique angli-
cane). La force iconique et l’efficacité des-
criptive des Vallées vaudoises proposées 
par Léger, qui vantait une riche tradition 
textuelle aussi Outre-Manche, étaient in-
dissolublement liées aux « ancient Wal-
denses » que les Britanniques étaient en-
fin prêts à rencontrer personnellement, 
utilisant l’ouvrage du pasteur comme un 
véritable baedeker. Le poids de la matrice 
littéraire dans la mentalité des voyageurs 
du XIXe siècle était si grand que parfois il 
engendrait une sorte de court-circuit 
entre la description introjectée et la réalité 
observée (« [But] the records on this sub-
ject are supported by authorities which it 
would be rash to impugn, and impossible 
to controvert » ; Beattie 1838, 80). 
 

Bien que les narrations de voyage des Bri-
tanniques soient caractérisées par des dif-
férences confessionnelles (anglicans et 
presbytériens), diverses provenances géo-
graphiques (Angleterre, Écosse, Irlande), 
motivations, attitudes et objectifs variés 
des auteurs (voyage romantique, curiosité 
historique, élan missionnaire), elles se 
montrent homogènes lorsqu’il s’agit d’at-
tribuer aux Vaudois le rôle de témoins 
d’une histoire de foi qu’il fallait défendre, 
préserver et faire connaître aux compa-
triotes et à tous ceux qui en Europe prô-
naient un christianisme différent de celle 
de l’Église de Rome. Partant d’un intérêt 
historique pour une minorité protestante 
dans un pays majoritairement catholique, 
leur vision généra une activité intense 
dans un contexte de mission permanente 
sur le continent (Baral 2016, 69-88). 
L’histoire exceptionnelle des Vaudois, 
faite de persécution et résistance, dans un 
cadre géographique restreint et identifiée 
confessionnellement, offrait les éléments 
de continuité nécessaires à une lecture 
liée à la Providence : un peuple élu de 
Dieu pour vivre sur cette terre. Pour le pres-
bytérien écossais James Aitken Wylie, en 
visite dans la région en 1852 et 1858, ces 
montagnes, aux marges entre l’Europe 
protestante et l’Italie papiste, étaient simi-
laires au pays sur la frontière d’Egypte où 
s’étaient installés les Hébreux « They 
were a Goshen of light in the midst of an 
Egypt of darkness » ; Wylie 1855, 52). Le 
rôle moral des Vaudois demeurait intact 
(« There was a time when the Waldensian 
Church was the one missionary Church 
in Europe. From her central lamp in the 
Pra del Tor [valle d’Angrogna] shone rays 
that radiated to Britain on the one side, 
and to Calabria on the other » ; Wylie 
1855, 266) à tel point qu’un voyageur de 
la fin du XIXe siècle, William Basil Wors-
fold, avocat d’Oxford et fils d’un vicaire 
anglican, utilisa l’image de la colombe 
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persécutée faisant son nid dans les Val-
lées vaudoises (« The wall of rock where 
[…] the poor persecuted dove, the 
Church of the Valleys, was driven from 
the Roman Church »), et était prêt à dé-
ployer ses ailes sur toute l’Italie (« she may 
fly abroad into the plain, and stretch her 
wings over the whole length of Italy »), 
dans l’attente d’une saison de re-
nouvellement religieux (Worsfold 1899, 
218-119). 
 
La longue durée des rapports entre An-
glais et Vaudois, nés au moment des per-
sécutions de la moitié du XVIIe siècle, se 
renouvela donc presque deux siècles plus 
tard, renforçant ainsi l’image confession-
nelle du territoire des trois vallées pié-
montaises, représentés sur des cartes im-
primées, contribuant à la création des 
« lieux historiques vaudois » qui jalonnent 
aujourd’hui encore ce petit territoire 
montagnard (Jalla 2010). 
 
Notes 
L’auteur tient à remercier Micaela Fe-
noglio pour la traduction et les proprié-
taires des images pour avoir permis de les 
publier. 
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